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iAbstract
Despite decades of effort by molecular systematists, the trees of life of eukaryotic organisms
still remain partly unresolved or in conflict with each other. An ever increasing number
of fully-sequenced genomes of various eukaryotes allows to consider gene and species
phylogenies at genome-scale. However, such phylogenomics-based approaches also revealed
that more taxa and more and more gene sequences are not the ultimate solution to fully
resolve these conflicts, and that there is a need for sequence-independent phylogenetic
meta-characters that are derived from genome sequences.
Spliceosomal introns are characteristic features of eukaryotic nuclear genomes. The
relatively rare changes of spliceosomal intron positions have already been used as genome-
level markers, both for the estimation of intron evolution and phylogenies, however with
variable success. In this thesis, a specific subset of these changes is introduced and established
as a novel phylogenetic marker, termed near intron pair (NIP). These characters are inferred
from homologous genes that contain mutually-exclusive intron presences at pairs of coding
sequence (CDS) positions in close proximity. The idea that NIPs are powerful characters is
based on the assumption that both very small exons and multiple intron gains at the same
position are rare.
To obtain sufficient numbers of NIP character data from genomic and alignment data
sets in a consistent and flexible way, the implementation of a computational pipeline was
a main goal of this work. Starting from orthologous (or more general: homologous) gene
datasets comprising genomic sequences and corresponding CDS transcript annotations,
the multiple alignment generation is an integral part of this pipeline. The alignment
can be calculated at the amino acid level utilizing external tools (e. g. transAlign) and
results in a codon alignment via back-translation. Guided by the multiple alignment, the
positionally homologous intron positions should become apparent when mapped individually
for each transcript. The pipeline proceeds at this stage to output portions of the intron-
annotated alignment that contain at least one candidate of a NIP character. In a subsequent
pipeline script, these collected so-called NIP region files are finally converted to binary state
characters representing valid NIPs in dependence of quality filter constraints concerning,
e. g., the amino acid alignment conservation around intron loci and splice sites, to name a
few. The computational pipeline tools provide the researcher to elaborate on NIP character
matrices that can be used for tree inference, e. g., using the maximum parsimony approach.
In a first NIP-based application, the phylogenetic position of major orders of holometabolic
insects (more specifically: the Coleoptera-Hymenoptera-Mecopterida trifurcation) was eval-
uated in a cladistic sense. As already suggested during a study on the eIF2γ gene based on
two NIP cases (Krauss et al. 2005), the genome-scale evaluation supported Hymenoptera
as sister group to an assemblage of Coleoptera and Mecopterida, in agreement with other
studies, but contradicting the previously established view.
As part of the genome paper describing a new species of twisted-wing parasites (Strep-
siptera), the NIP method was employed to help to resolve the phylogenetic position of
them within (holometabolic) insects. Together with analyses of sequence patterns and a
further meta-character, it revealed twisted-wing parasites as being the closest relatives of
the mega-diverse beetles.
ii
NIP-based reconstructions of the metazoan tree covering a broad selection of represen-
tative animal species also identified some weaknesses of the NIP approach that may suffer
e. g. from alignment/ortholog prediction artifacts (depending on the depth of range of taxa)
and systematic biases (long branch attraction artifacts, due to unequal evolutionary rates
of intron gain/loss and the use of the maximum parsimony method).
In a further study, the identification of NIPs within the recently diverged genus
Drosophila could be utilized to characterize recent intron gain events that apparently
involved several cases of intron sliding and tandem exon duplication, albeit the mechanisms
of gain for the majority of cases could not be elucidated.
Finally, the NIP marker could be established as a novel phylogenetic marker, in particular
dedicated to complementarily explore the wealth of genome data for phylogenetic purposes
and to address open questions of intron evolution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Traditionally, the inference of phylogeny, i. e., to decipher the evolutionary relationships of
organisms, is based on comparisons of morphological features and, with the advances in
molecular biology, on substitution patterns of molecular sequence data (nucleotide/gene or
amino acid/protein sequences). These phylogenetic markers (or characters) are, however, in
many cases not conclusive when used alone, and evolutionary trees, usually used to depict
the course of evolution especially among eukaryotic species, are still partly unresolved
or unsupported. This situation might appear paradox, given the growing number of
fully-sequenced genomes that is available today.
Apart from the primary sequences, derived molecular features, so-called genome-level
characters or rare genomic change (RGC) markers (Rokas and Holland 2000), have the
potential to complement and improve standard phylogenetic studies. They are supposed
to be largely independent of primary sequence evolution and associated problems of its
reconstruction due to misleading signals (homoplasy). RGC markers evolve much more
slowly relative to sequences and thus usually enable to resolve deeper splits of evolutionary
history. Well-studied examples of such meta-characters are retroposon insertions (e. g.
Suh et al. 2011; Suh 2012) and changes of (mitochondrial) gene order (Boore et al. 1995;
Boore 2006), but also the presence/absence of microRNA (miRNA) gene families (e. g.
Helm et al. 2012; Tarver et al. 2013) and many more are applied. With their limited level
of homoplasy, the accumulating wealth of sequenced (eukaryotic) genomes, and the speed
up by recent advances in sequencing technologies (Next-Generation sequencing), RGCs can
be exploited at genome-scale potentially leading to new insights and better resolved and
supported gene and species trees.
Just another phylogenetic character?
Spliceosomal introns are characteristic parts of eukaryotic gene structures. A particular
type of RGCs are derived from the positions of these introns relative to the coding or
exonic sequences (Figure 1.1A), which are known to be often well conserved even across
distantly related eukaryotes such as animals and plants (Rogozin et al. 2005). The evolution
of exon-intron structures by intron loss and gain has been investigated in a number of
studies employing the pattern of intron presence/absence as phylogenetic character (e. g.
Venkatesh et al. 1999; Roy and Irimia 2008a; see section 2.3). However, the observed cases
of recurrent evolution (e. g. due to frequent multiple independent intron losses) and highly
varying rates of intron gain/loss render simple intron presence/absence to be a rather
unreliable RGC marker.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of (A), intron positions as the point of excised introns along the
mature messenger RNA (mRNA) and the rareness of short (internal) exons, and (B), the comparison
of orthologous gene structures giving rise to conserved intron positions and nearby pairs of them
(NIPs) for use as phylogenetic markers.
This thesis explores the potential of a novel class of RGC markers, termed near intron pair
(NIP). NIPs consider a specific subset of changes at conserved intron positions whose relative
ancestry can be more confidently inferred as compared to simple intron presence/absence.
A NIP traces evolutionary changes of spliceosomal intron positions across short distances
of the exonic sequence. It is defined as a pair of mutually-exclusive intron presences at
two orthologous sequence positions in close proximity (Figure 1.1B). The power of the NIP
character approach rests on the assumption that both very small exons and multiple intron
gains at the same position are rare. Note that, in turn, multiple intron losses from the
same position during evolution may be highly likely. Thus, whereas the usage of individual
intron positions with shared intron presences and absences is faced with the problem to
differentiate between intron absence due to ancestral absence or (secondary) loss for all
the taxa in the dataset, and hence is prone to homoplasy, the usage of pairs of nearby
intron positions specifically restricts the absence information on those taxa that exhibit
intron presence at the corresponding close-by position, respectively. Motivated by the
rareness of short internal exons (e. g. of lengths <50 nt) in genes of present-day genomes
(Figure 1.1A), their occurrence in common ancestor genes can be assumed to be not frequent
either. Thus, the simultaneous presence of closely-spaced introns, which would require such
a short internal exon, can be considered highly unlikely also in the last common ancestor of
the taxa under consideration. Consequently, mutually-exclusive intron presences at nearby
positions observed in the comparative setting can be used as phylogenetic character to
infer the parsimonious change of intron positions that must have happened within the
phylogenetic branch separating the intron-containing taxa of the NIP, respectively. In the
preferred rooted phylogenetic tree, this change would correspond to a loss of the old intron
position and a subsequent gain of the novel intron position if a polarization of the character
(e. g. due to introns in outgroup taxa) is possible. Alternatively, this change may also be
accomplished by intron sliding processes in which an intron gradually changes its position
by small amounts of nucleotides, a phenomenon that likely contributes to the detectable
homoplasy of NIP characters (section 4.1).
Promising results from an early study on a single gene (eIF2γ; Krauss et al. 2005)
suggested the NIP approach to offer the possibility to complementary improve phylogenetic
reconstructions of parts of the eukaryotic tree of life, and to deliver new insights into
mechanisms of intron gain. Several case studies have been conducted to exemplarily
demonstrate the utility of NIP markers for studying specifically selected branches of the
eukaryotic tree, namely the tree of holometabolic insects, the more recent radiation of the
genus Drosophila, and the metazoan tree.
3The NIP approach is computationally supported by a prototype implementation of
an extraction and analysis pipeline for NIP data, to easily and consistently obtain NIP
characters from genome-wide ortholog datasets or alignments of protein-coding genes, and
to further filter resulting character matrices. By default, the maximum parsimony (MP)
method was subsequently applied for tree inference throughout this thesis.
Structure of this thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the specific biological background. First, an overview on
the evolution of spliceosomal introns and related molecular mechanisms is given. A general
introduction to the concepts of phylogenetic character, tree, and cladistics then provides
the basics to consider spliceosomal intron positions as a phylogenetic character on its own,
a field which is reviewed in the last section of that chapter. Further, more technical issues
required to follow the NIP analyses are briefly presented in Chapter 3.
The NIP approach and its implementation by various Perl scripts bundled in the
NIPutil-package is presented in detail in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, four case studies
employing the novel marker type are presented, all of which resulted in or contributed
to publications (see below). They demonstrate the NIPs’ utility as reliable phylogenetic
characters,
1. to evaluate two different hypotheses on the branching order of major holometabolic
insect orders (section 5.1),
Krauss V., Thu¨mmler C., Georgi F., Lehmann J., Stadler P. F. & Eisenhardt C.
(2008). Near intron positions are reliable phylogenetic markers: an application to
holometabolous insects. Mol Biol Evol , 25, 821–30. doi:10.1093/molbev/msn013,
2. to characterize recent intron gain events during the relatively recent radiation of the
genus Drosophila (section 5.2),
Lehmann J., Eisenhardt C., Stadler P. & Krauss V. (2010). Some novel intron
positions in conserved Drosophila genes are caused by intron sliding or tandem
duplication. BMC Evol Biol , 10, 156. doi:10.1186/1471-2148-10-156,
3. to contribute to resolve the phylogenetic position of Strepsiptera within holometabolic
insects (section 5.3),
Niehuis O., Hartig G., Grath S., Pohl H., Lehmann J., Tafer H., Donath A., Krauss
V., Eisenhardt C., Hertel J., Petersen M., Mayer C., Meusemann K., Peters R. S.,
Stadler P. F., Beutel R. G., Bornberg-Bauer E., McKenna D. D. & Misof B. (2012).
Genomic and morphological evidence converge to resolve the enigma of Strepsiptera.
Curr Biol , 22, 1309–13. doi:10.1016/j.cub.2012.05.018, and
4. to reconstruct (deep) metazoan phylogeny based on a broad collection of animal
genomes (section 5.4),
Lehmann J., Stadler P. F. & Krauss V. (2013). Near intron pairs and the metazoan
tree. Mol Phylogenet Evol , 66, 811–23. doi:10.1016/j.ympev.2012.11.012.
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This chapter introduces to two main fields of this thesis, on the one hand the phenomenon
of spliceosomal introns within eukaryotes and their evolution, and on the other hand, basic
concepts and methodologies for the comparison of species based on phylogenetic characters
to predict their ancestry.
All organisms are made of one or more cells, the basic structure and building block
of life. It contains all the biomolecules and smaller molecules that allow the organism to
grow, develop, respond to the environment, to maintain homeostasis, and to reproduce.
The information and genetic instructions to allow for all these biomolecules and life
processes are encoded in each cell by its genome, a number of polymeric macromolecules
of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The sequence of four different types of DNA monomers,
called nucleotides, encodes the genetic information. These nucleotides differ with respect
to their nucleobase which is either adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), or thymine
(T), and thus allow to describe DNA sequences as strings over the alphabet containing the
letters A, G, C, and T.
In a process called transcription, particular stretches of genomic DNA (often called
genes) are copied into corresponding polymeric macromolecules of ribonucleic acid (RNA)
transcripts that encode specific functional molecules. This first part of the processes
subsumed under the term “gene expression” is followed by a process called translation
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if the transcript encodes a protein. Alternatively, the (non-coding) RNA transcript is
already the gene product and functional on its own, after modification/processing. During
translation, the messenger RNA (mRNA) transcripts are translated into functional proteins,
such as enzymes or transport proteins. Three consecutive nucleotides form a codon, and
the sequence of codons determines—according to a specific “genetic code”—the sequence of
amino acids that make up the polypeptide.
In order to allow for growth of the multicellular organism by cell division and to allow
for reproduction, the genome of a cell is duplicated in a process called DNA replication
before it is divided between the daughter cells. This process as part of the mitotic and
meiotic cell cycles is the basis for genetic inheritance. The features that are encoded by the
genome are thus inherited from parent to offspring cells or organisms (vertical descent).
Evolution, i. e., the change of these features within organisms and populations of them
across successive generations of offspring, takes place as the result of changing environments
and mutations, i. e., changes of the genomic DNA sequence that trigger either adaptational
changes by natural selection or random fixation due to genetic drift for the reproducing
population. One of these evolutionary changes at the level of populations is the process
of speciation in which two separate species arise from an ancestor species. To reconstruct
evolutionary histories at the species level, i. e., to infer the order and time of speciations
of common ancestor lineages, is one of the goals of phylogenetic analyses. These efforts
are challenged among other problems by the fact that genetic information can also be
inherited horizontally, i. e., by the process of horizontal/lateral gene transfer in which
stretches of DNA are exchanged between cells of different organisms. An example is the
case of Wolbachia bacteria known as endosymbionts of arthropods where some DNA of
bacterial source has been found within the eukaryotic host genome (Dunning Hotopp et al.
2007). In addition to genetic inheritance, there are heritable changes in gene expression
that occur without changes in DNA sequence, which are studied in the field of epigenetics
(Holliday 1994; Wade 2009). Responsible for these changes is a second layer of information
of the genome, called the epigenome, which comes into play by modifications of certain
nucleotide bases or special proteins packaging the DNA of the genome. Such epigenetic
marks allow e. g. to maintain cell identity, and to regulate gene expression, in general.
Eukaryotic organisms (such as animals and plants) are those that contain a membrane-
bound cell nucleus and further such cellular compartments (organelles), as opposed to
prokaryotic cells. A distinctive feature of the eukaryotic way of gene expression and nuclear
genome organization is the existence of spliceosomal introns, stretches of the nucleotide
transcript that are removed from the nascent mRNA before the transcript is used as a
blueprint for protein biosynthesis or is processed to functional non-coding RNA (ncRNA).
The following section gives a more thorough introduction to spliceosomal introns, the
process of their splicing, and what is known about their origin, evolution, and function.
The observable characteristics of an organism, the so-called phenotype, are expected
to be determined both by the expressed and inherited genetic information (based on the
concrete genotype) and the environmental conditions, as well as interactions between
them. When comparing different organisms at the individual or species level, differences or
similarities among phenotypic features (morphology, development, behavior) or genotypic
features (molecular sequences and derived ones) can be utilized to infer common ancestries,
based on a presumed homology of the feature. Moreover, the comparison between both
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phenotype and genotype may identify genotypic causes of phenotypic variety (Hiller et al.
2012). In the second section of this chapter (2.2), basic concepts of cladistic and phylogenetic
analyses are introduced, with a special emphasis on the discrete character types and methods
used in this thesis.
The third section reviews the use of introns as phylogenetic character, both for tree
inference as well as reconstruction of intron evolution, and lists some of the computational
tools and databases available for this purpose.
2.1 Spliceosomal introns and their evolution
The original notion of a gene was that of a continuous segment of the DNA molecule with its
sequence of nucleotides encoding a certain protein as the gene’s product. That simple view
of gene structure drastically changed with the discovery of split genes by Phillip A. Sharp
(Berget et al. 1977) and Richard J. Roberts (Chow et al. 1977) in 1977. Working on the
adenovirus genome, they could independently show that an mRNA molecule corresponded
to several separated segments of the protein-coding gene at the DNA level. 16 years later
they earned the 1993 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine1 for their discovery with great
impact on basic research in molecular and evolutionary biology and medicine. The terms
intron (as abbreviation for intragenic region) and exon (to denote regions to be expressed)
were coined by Walter Gilbert (1978).
Intron is used to refer to any region of the precursor RNA (pre-RNA) of a gene (and also
to its corresponding counterpart at the genomic level) that is removed from the pre-RNA
transcript via a process called RNA splicing before translation and/or final processing of
the transcript. Thus, an intron is not coding for the final gene product of the transcript
isoform under consideration. A related phenomenon is that of inteins (internal proteins)
and protein splicing, i. e., in-frame intervening sequences within the coding sequence (CDS)
of genes whose translated correspondences are removed (self-excision) from the host protein
after translation of the transcript (Gogarten et al. 2002; Swithers et al. 2009).
In contrast to self-splicing introns (e. g. group I introns, group II introns) that exist
(although in more rare numbers) across all three domains of life (Archaea, Bacteria,
Eukarya) and some viruses (Haugen et al. 2005), spliceosomal introns are a characteristic
feature of eukaryotic genomes (Chorev and Carmel 2012; Moreira et al. 2012). A special
macromolecular machinery is needed to accomplish their splicing from the nuclear pre-
mRNA, the spliceosome.
Note that further forms of introns, splicing mechanisms, and more generally, “different
types of RNA-level unscrambling” (Moreira et al. 2012) can be found in certain genes, e. g.
the type of archaeal/tRNA introns (Valenzuela et al. 1978) which are spliced enzymatically
through endolytic cleavage and exon ligation, or the variant of splicing in trans (e. g. spliced
leader trans-splicing mediated by the spliceosome and widespread in eukaryotes) where
gene pieces at different loci are transcribed separately and joined to a final gene product
(Lasda and Blumenthal 2011). For a nice overview on RNA splicing types and variants see
Moreira et al. (2012; Fig.1).
1see the press release, http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/1993/
press.html
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In the following, the terms intron and splicing refer to spliceosomal introns and the
classical cis-splicing, if not stated otherwise. Figure 2.1 illustrates the typical structure of a
protein-coding eukaryotic gene, with important terms and processes w.r.t. gene expression.
Introns within CDS – intron phases. In this thesis, introns are considered that are
specifically located between coding exons, i. e., interrupting the CDS of a protein-coding
gene. Next to general intron characteristics such as intron length, intron density (the
number of introns per gene or exonic nucleotides), and the position of the intron relative to
the spliced transcript, the intron of this special class can be characterized by its position
relative to the CDS and the reading frame, respectively. Introns separating the CDS
between two consecutive codons are of intron phase 0, whereas introns separating the CDS
within a codon are of phases 1 and 2, respectively. Internal exons flanked by introns of the
same phase are consequently a multiple of three nucleotides in length (sometimes termed
symmetrical exons). Inclusion or exclusion of such exons would not alter the reading frame
of the transcript.
2.1.1 mRNA splicing
The spliceosome. The spliceosome is made up of five core small nuclear RNAs (snRNA)
and associated core proteins (together building small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNP))
and further proteins (Will and Lu¨hrmann 2011). It is assembled and de-assembled in a
stepwise fashion for each splice reaction directly on the pre-mRNA (see below). The
majority of introns is U2-dependent, i. e., is spliced by the major spliceosome consisting of
the snRNAs U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6. Note that in many eukaryotes, another type of introns
(so-called U12 introns) can be found that has different splice site consensus sequences and
is processed by the minor spliceosome consisting of slightly different components including
the snRNA U12, see Turunen et al. (2013) for a recent review. Minor spliceosomal introns
and their splicing are not any further considered in this thesis as they account only for a
very small fraction (<0.5 %) of all introns in any genome (Turunen et al. 2013) and hence
do not play a role for our phylogenetic purposes.
Splice sites. The splice junctions defining an intron at its 5’ and 3’ end are called donor
and acceptor splice sites, respectively. To be recognized by the spliceosome introns are
characterized by conserved sequence patterns around these sites, and also upstream of the
acceptor site, see Figure 2.1b for a general overview on the structure of U2 type introns.
These splice-site consensus sequences also include some nucleotide preferences for the exon
boundaries. For the donor splice site junction, the last two exonic nucleotides are typically
5’-AG-3’, and are known to bind to the U1 snRNP (Horowitz and Krainer 1994) and
even to be essential for some human splice sites (Roca et al. 2005; Buratti et al. 2007). In
contrast, the acceptor splice site junction seems to be functionally independent of exonic
sites of the consensus (Vorechovsky´ 2006). Nevertheless, there are also such preferences,
typically 5’-RT-3’ (Sheth et al. 2006).
The term proto-splice site was used to refer to those conserved nucleotide stretches of
the CDS that are normally observed at exon boundaries (Dibb and Newman 1989), and
thus are suspected to be preferential exonic sites for intron gain or loss. Although the term
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the steps of gene expression and exon-intron structure of
eukaryotic genes. (A) The upper half shows for an artificial example of a protein-coding gene how
its expression through the processes of transcription, processing/RNA splicing, and translation is
accomplished. A certain region of the double-stranded genomic DNA is recognized as a transcription
unit and the RNA polymerase complex synthesizes in the process of transcription a strand of RNA
molecules complementary to the template strand of the DNA. Instead of the base thymin (T),
the base uracil (U) is used within RNAs. The resulting precursor messenger RNA (pre-mRNA)
is post-transcriptionally modified by adding a 5’ cap modification at the 5’ end, and by adding a
sequence of adenine nucleotides at the 3’ end (poly(A) tail). Additionally, in the process of RNA
splicing, the nuclear spliceosome is recruited to specific sites of the transcript (splice sites, see below)
and catalyzes the exclusion of intron and concatenation of exon sequences, respectively. These
processes of transcription, 5’/3’-end processing, and splicing are highly coupled. The resulting
mature mRNA transcript contains the coding sequence (CDS) surrounded by exonic sequences that
are not translated (untranslated regions, UTR); together they allow for the process of translation
after having been transported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. The CDS is used as a blueprint
(in the form of nucleotide triplets (codons) that encode single amino acids; e. g. start codon AUG
encodes amino acid methionine (M)) to synthesize a polypeptide finally folding into a functional
protein. Note that this example transcript has four exons three of which are coding (i. e., are at least
partially contained in the CDS). Alternative splicing patterns of the same pre-mRNA are usually
possible and can result in different gene products (even non-coding transcript isoforms).
(B) Below, the typical structure and consensus sequence of a spliceosomal intron and its splice sites
is depicted. Next to the highly conserved consensus sequences at the donor and acceptor sites (most
importantly the first and last dinucleotides, GU//AG), the 3’ splice site comprises approximately 40 nt
upstream of the acceptor site the so-called branch point site (BPS), followed further downstream by
a stretch of only pyrimidines (polypyrimidine tract, PPT). Consensus nucleotide letters: Y is C or
U, R is A or G, M is A or C.
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cryptic splice site is used also with the same meaning (Sadusky et al. 2004), it denotes a
site of the transcript or gene that is highly similar to the consensus of functional donor or
acceptor splice sites, and thus may be recruited as active splice site due to e. g. mutations.
Section 3.2 describes some technical details about splice site scoring and comparison.
The splicing process. Depending on the relation of intron and exon lengths in different
species, the recognition of the splice signal is known to happen by two different mechanisms,
exon definition (large introns compared to rather small exons, e. g. in vertebrates) and intron
definition (smaller introns, e. g. in arthropods) (Keren et al. 2010; Shepard et al. 2011).
Exon definition describes the scenario where the spliceosome initially assembles around the
splice sites of the same internal exon, instead of the same intron (intron definition).
Next to conserved splice sites (Figure 2.1B), additional signals are usually required for
splice recognition and splice site selection in the context of alternative splicing (see below),
among them (the presence or absence of) splicing regulatory factors, e. g. exonic or intronic
splicing enhancers, and exonic or intronic splicing silencers (Busch and Hertel 2012a).
Canonical mRNA splicing roughly proceeds in the following order of steps, including
two transesterification reactions:
1. U1 snRNP binds to the 5’ splice site (U1 snRNA and donor site with complementary
bases)
2. U2 snRNP binds to the BPS by base-pairings; the protein U2AF (U2 snRNP auxiliary
factor) binds to the PPT and acceptor site
3. complex of U5/U4/U6 snRNPs (tri-snRNP) binds to the spliceosome
4. RNP rearrangements with U5 replacing U1; U1 and U4 snRNPs are released (activated
spliceosome)
5. mRNA is cleaved at the donor site with building a lariat structure (5’ end of intron
attacked by the BPS adenosine; first transesterification, catalyzed by U6/U2 snRNP)
6. mRNA cleavage at acceptor site; exon ligation through ATP hydrolysis, second trans-
esterification; release of excised intron lariat bound with U5/U2/U6 for debranching
and degradation.
The binding ability of the spliceosome during initial recognition of exons is mainly influenced
by the recognition of donor site and U1 snRNP (interaction between pre-mRNA sequence
and complementary snRNA), and the length of the polypyrimidine tract (acceptor site;
U2AF associates with it).
Alternative splicing. Alternative pre-mRNA splicing (AS) occurs when different tran-
script isoforms are produced from a single gene, e. g. by activating one or more alternative
donor and/or acceptor splice sites instead of the constitutive ones, or skipping of complete
exons (Tarr´ıo et al. 2008). An example for alternative acceptor sites are the so-called NAG-
NAG or tandem acceptor sites (Hiller et al. 2004; Busch and Hertel 2012b) which would
preserve the reading frame within coding exons. Functional transcript isoforms resulting
from AS have been shown to play important roles in the regulation of gene expression
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(Keren et al. 2010). Thus, AS patterns can change in response to environmental conditions
of the cell, and have been associated with e. g. human diseases, see Keren et al. (2010) and
Kelemen et al. (2013) for two recent reviews on AS, its evolution, regulation, and function.
AS can be very common especially in multicellular organisms, e. g. about 95% of human
genes are estimated to be alternatively spliced (Pan et al. 2008).
2.1.2 Origin of spliceosomal introns
For a comprehensive recent review on the origin and evolution of spliceosomal introns we
refer to Rogozin et al. (2012). The current state-of-the-art evolutionary scenario for the
origin of spliceosomal introns is linked to the transition from prokaryotic to eukaryotic cells,
and it ends a long-standing debate between two contrary views, the “introns-early” (e. g.
Gilbert 1987) vs. the “introns-late” (e. g. Lynch and Richardson 2002) hypothesis.
According to the introns-early concept, numerous introns were part of protein-coding
genes already in the last common ancestor (LCA) of prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and
allowed for modulary formation of complex genes via recombination/shuﬄing of small
exons/domains (Roy 2003; and references therein). In contrast, the introns-late concept
proposed that the emergence of introns occurred only in Eukarya, and intron gain was
continuously happening since then throughout evolution. There is no evidence for the
existence of spliceosomal introns within ancestral or extant prokaryotes, and thus, the
introns-first concept. Conversely, considering the distribution of introns within eukaryotes,
the question arises how to explain the observed highly varying intron densities across
divergent genomes, rather via the loss of ancestral or the gain of novel introns? By
comparative analysis of the exon-intron structure of orthologous genes, numerous introns
could be found at shared positions, even between distantly related eukaryotes such as
plants and animals (Fedorov et al. 2002; Rogozin et al. 2003). Subsequent reconstructions
of intron evolution via evolutionary intron loss and gain events based on the observed
presence/absence patterns of such shared intron positions in extant genomes and either
parsimony or probabilistic model approaches (section 2.3) revealed that the early eukaryote
already was intron-rich and that most of the observed shared intron positions of extant
genomes likely are also evolutionarily conserved (Rogozin et al. 2012). Thus, according to
the current view (Rogozin et al. 2003; Koonin 2006) the emergence of first introns happened
during early eukaryogenesis, probably from self-splicing group II introns (see below for
intron gain mechanisms), and was followed by a massive intron invasion into the nuclear
genome, as one part of major evolutionary innovations during the transition to eukaryotic
cells that comprise endomembranes and a nucleus. Later, episodes of massive intron gain
are assumed to have happened only for lineages experiencing further major evolutionary
transitions, such as that of ophistokonts (ancestor of metazoans and fungi), metazoans, or
plants. In contrast, massive intron losses seem to have dominated the remaining lineages,
resulting e. g. in intron-poor species such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
2.1.3 Mechanisms of intron gain
Although a number of possible molecular mechanisms have been proposed for the major
evolutionary events of intron evolution—intron gain and intron loss—they remain poorly
understood, and only for a few cases some evidence could be found. For a recent review on
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these mechanisms see Yenerall and Zhou (2012). An overview on some of the mechanisms
proposed in the literature to be potentially responsible for intron gain within conserved exonic
sequences is given in the following. Some of the corresponding processes are schematically
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Note that there possibly is a sampling bias when considering only
introns within conserved coding gene regions, and the true intron turnover (e. g. within
UTRs or alternative splice variants) and involved mechanisms might be underestimated
(Rogozin et al. 2012).
Insertion of group II introns. The insertion of self-splicing group II introns (Sharp 1985;
Rogers 1989; Cavalier-Smith 1991) is generally assumed to be the mechanism responsible
for the initial emergence of spliceosomal introns and the spliceosome machinery early
in eukaryotic evolution (see section 2.1.2). This evolutionary connection is supported
by observed similarities of both introns’ boundary sequences and between spliceosomal
snRNAs and group II intron domains responsible for self-splicing, as well as by the identical
splicing pathway via transesterifications (Lambowitz and Zimmerly 2011). For details
on the proposed invasion of group II introns from prokaryotic cells and its relation to
the mitochondrial endosymbiosis theory we refer to the review of Koonin (2009). This
mechanism, however, does not seem to play a role for recent intron gains (Yenerall and Zhou
2012).
Intron transposition via reverse splicing. The insertion of a spliceosomal intron at
a new genomic position through the process of reverse splicing, first proposed by Sharp
(1985), is a variant of the so-called intron transposition model in which pre-existing introns
are the template for a new copy. In this case, splicing may be readily efficient after insertion.
According to this model, the mRNA containing the reverse-spliced intron (either from its
own transcript or from another mRNA) is (eventually) reverse-transcribed to complementary
DNA (cDNA) which in turn is capable to recombine with its genomic template, finally
resulting in a new intron position of the gene. Thus, this pathway of mRNA-mediated
intron gain requires four successive, rate-limiting steps:
(1) germ line transcription of the target gene
(2) reverse splicing of an—occasionally retained—intron lariat into a novel site of the target
mRNA
(3) reverse transcription of this mRNA to cDNA, and
(4) (partial or complete) homologous recombination of the cDNA with the target gene.
The last step may also result in (concurrent) intron loss (and gain) in case of (nearly)
complete recombination. So far, no spliceosomal intron is known to evidently have been
gained in this way, but some indirect evidence suggests at least some variants of intron
transposition to be likely (Denoeud et al. 2010; Torriani et al. 2011).
Tandem genomic duplication. A tandem genomic duplication (i. e. duplication in cis,
resulting copies located adjacent to each other) of exonic sequence that includes the motif
5’-AGGY-3’ would generate another copy of that proto-splice site motif. Due to the nature
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Figure 2.2: Overview on some mechanisms of intron gain within conserved coding gene regions.
Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2010; Fig. 1).
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of the motif (see above, exonic and intronic splice site consensi), both the upstream and the
downstream copy could be used as functional donor and acceptor splice sites, respectively, in
which case the effect of the duplication would be fully compensated by turning the sequence
in-between the duplicated versions of the motif (cryptic splice sites) into a functional intron
(Rogers 1989; Lynch and Richardson 2002). This route to intron gain would allow that the
mature mRNA and the resulting protein will remain qualitatively unchanged. Alternatively,
the CDS may be altered when other cryptic splice sites are used instead, either leading to
addition or loss of coding sequence portions, in addition to the intron gain (Gao and Lynch
2009; Yenerall and Zhou 2012). Subsequent to such an intron gain, splice site recognition
by the spliceosome could be improved by selection whereas the internal intronic sequence
should be free to change e. g. by indels and substitutions. Recently, intron gain by tandem
exon duplication could be convincingly demonstrated in vivo recapitulating a likely intron
gain that happened within early vertebrates (Hellsten et al. 2011).
Transposon insertion. The insertion of a transposable element into exonic DNA of a
gene and its subsequent conversion to a spliceosomal intron is another possible model for
intron gain, and already sketched in Crick (1979). There is indirect evidence for such a
process (e. g. Giroux et al. 1994; Iwamoto et al. 1998; Denoeud et al. 2010).
Transfer between paralogs. Also the transfer of a spliceosomal intron from a gene to
its intron-less paralog (Hankeln et al. 1997) is a mechanism of intron gain supported by
some evidence (e. g. Torriani et al. 2011). Here, the transposition occurs at the DNA level
during the process of homologous recombination (conversion-like event).
Gain during repair of DNA double-strand breaks. A somehow related mechanism
to the previous one was suggested by a study on Daphnia populations that reported recent
intron gains to be probably originating from the repair of DNA double-strand breaks using
small segmental insertions (Li et al. 2009). As an alternative to homologous recombination
with e. g. the homologous chromosome or sister chromatid to repair DNA double-strand
breaks, an error-prone repair process called non-homologous end joining was suggested to
result in sequence insertions flanked by repeats (Farlow et al. 2011).
Intronization. If an exonic region is mutated such that a part of it is recognized to be
spliced by the spliceosome one can speak of intronization (Irimia et al. 2008; Roy 2009).
This more general process not only happens as part of the tandem duplication pathway
of intron gain (see above) but also by finally activating pre-existing potential splice sites
(cryptic sites) by point mutations leading to novel introns from formerly exonic sequence.
Proliferating elements (introners or introner-like elements). Another potential
gain mechanism seems to be intron creation through proliferating elements. Suggested by
a study on the green alga Micromonas which identified thousands of introns with highly
similar sequences (kind of repeats), these elements were termed introners (Worden et al.
2009). Comparable sets of such introns were identified by van der Burgt et al. (2012) within
closely-related fungal species, and termed introner-like elements. They are suspected to
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account for the majority of intron gains within fungi (Collemare et al. 2013). However, the
underlying multiplication mechanisms remain unknown. Finally, Roy and Irimia (2012)
suggested a scenario for the rare episodes of massive intron gain that is due to convergent
de novo emergence of such replicating intron-proliferating elements in different lineages.
2.1.4 Mechanisms of intron loss
The loss of introns is assumed to occur more uniformly in contrast to intron gain events but
mechanistic details are largely enigmatic. The special case of exonization (de-intronization)
(e. g. Irimia et al. 2008) and its relation to alternative splicing is not considered here.
Intron loss from conserved exonic sequence is assumed to happen either by a deletion
directly at the genomic level, which is also partially thinkable (Roy and Gilbert 2006), or
through the process of reverse transcription followed by homologous recombination (retro-
processing model, e.g. Derr and Strathern 1993; Stajich and Dietrich 2006; Cohen et al.
2012; Zhu and Niu 2013). The latter scenario, supposed to be the most prevalent loss
mechanism (Cohen et al. 2012), corresponds to the reciprocal model of intron transposition
(see gain mechanisms above), with the distinction that no additional step of reverse-splicing
is needed. Thus, the intron loss of one or more introns is mediated by the homologous
recombination between a gene’s sequence and the cDNA that resulted from the reverse
transcription of its (fully or partially) processed mature mRNA (Lynch and Richardson
2002). Again, to result in a heritable state, the mRNA must have been expressed in the
germ line.
Alternatively, intron loss may also be a possible consequence of homologous recombina-
tion of a gene sequence with a paralog or another intron-less cDNA template during repair
of double-strand breaks (Farlow et al. 2011).
2.1.5 Intron sliding
Intron sliding, also known as intron migration or slippage, denotes the mechanism by which
an existing intron is relocated relative to the open reading frame (ORF) over short distances
(1-15 nt; Gilbert et al. 1997). Available studies provide evidence however only for distances
no longer than 1 nt (Rogozin et al. 2000). The sliding of the boundaries can be accomplished
stepwise by point mutations or indels. In the general view, the deleterious effects of intron
sliding processes may be compensated by nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) (Lynch
2002). It has also been suggested the hypothesis that alternative splicing (AS) might play an
important role for intron sliding processes (Tarr´ıo et al. 2008) (AS-driven model of intron
sliding) such that intron sliding would possibly reflect in part the change of the major
isoform among alternative splicing profiles.
Simultaneous sliding at both ends would ensure that the ORF is preserved. Alternatively,
a stepwise sliding, i. e., donor and acceptor sites move separately, can be achieved without
altering the ORF if the splice sites are shifted by multiples of 3 nt, respectively. Sliding can
also occur only at one end of the intron, such that only one of the adjacent exons would
then be shortened or lengthened. The local nature of sliding makes independent changes of
intron positions in different lineages with identical results (homoplasy) much more likely
than any of the other intron gain mechanisms which require independent targeting of the
same genomic position.
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2.1.6 Function of introns
Having gained an overview on the introns’ origin, evolution, and involved or supposed
molecular mechanisms, the question remains whether the acquired introns are just junk
DNA or generally fulfill important roles in the eukaryotic cell. A recent comprehensive
review on the function of introns (Chorev and Carmel 2012) highlights a great diversity of
functions in contemporary species which are summarized in the following.
A number of negative effects for intron-bearing genomes can be considered, such as
the need for a splicing machinery, the additional time and energy required for transcribing
introns as part of the gene (next to exons), or the greater risk for diseases related to splicing
(e. g. by mutations in cis-regulatory elements). It is noted, that even though the introns in
early eukaryotes might have existed without any function and as slightly deleterious selfish
elements, contemporary (intron-rich) species essentially depend on their presence due to
acquired functions, one particular being an enhanced level of expression of its gene (for
plants known as intron-mediated enhancement).
Different mechanisms affecting all steps of mRNA maturation (transcription stages,
polyadenylation, nuclear export, mRNA stability) have been proposed to accomplish this
yield of expression (Chorev and Carmel 2012). These mechanisms concern
• regulatory DNA elements primarily hosted by the very first intron (5’-proximal) that
enhance or silence transcription initiation (promotor function),
• regulatory elements (splicing-dependent) that affect 3’-end formation during tran-
scription termination,
• intronic sequence elements that possibly affect genome organization (correct as-
sembly of nucleosomes; exon marking by nucleosomes),
• the length of introns that controls time delays, e. g. between activation of a gene
and its finished product; the length may be important for negative feedback loops as
part of many developmental processes,
• the strongly coupled processes of transcription and splicing (one modulates the other),
• the option for alternative splicing depending on tissue, time, and condition, also
with functional relevance (control via intronic and exonic (splice) regulatory elements
that enhance/silence splicing of close-by potential splice sites via binding of splicing
factors),
• introns containing embedded ncRNA genes, e. g. of type miRNA, snoRNA,
lncRNA, or siRNA,
• traces of introns in the spliced transcript: a protein complex (EJC) deposited 20–24 nt
upstream of the exon-exon junction is capable of interacting with other factors, part
of mRNA-related cellular processes (splicing-dependent NMD, more efficient
nuclear export, localization in cytoplasm, increased translation yield).
Comparative genomics approaches suppose that evolutionary conservedness indicates
biological function. In case of introns, this evolutionary conservation usually is defined by
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exactly the same position relative to the exonic sequences evolutionarily conserved at the
nucleotide level (orthologous genes). Positional conservation of introns and thus also intron
loss may be affected by the acquired intron function (Chorev and Carmel 2012). A recent
study by Chorev and Carmel (2013) demonstrated a higher level of positional conservation
of introns that harbor ncRNA genes.
2.2 Characters and phylogenetic analysis
The diversity of life is characterized by observable differences and similarities, e. g. be-
tween individuals of the same or different species. With the widely accepted (modern)
theory of evolution in mind that includes the idea of a common descent of all organisms
(Rose and Oakley 2007; Theobald 2010), the aim of phylogenetic or cladistic analyses is to
reconstruct their evolutionary history. Usually, phylogenetic trees are used to depict such
hypotheses upon evolutionary ancestry, by drawing edges between nodes that represent
hypothesized last common ancestors (LCAs) and their immediate descendants. Phylogenetic
studies are based on collected data from various types and sources, such as morphological
or developmental features, or molecular sequence data, obtained e. g. by visual inspection of
morphology or by DNA sequencing of comparable genomic loci of different related taxa. The
evolutionary changes that are predicted from such observed character data (e. g. mutations
within gene sequences or adaptions of morphological traits) may in part reflect the true
evolutionary history (e. g. of speciations) since the LCA. This section gives a brief overview
on the character concept and methods of phylogenetic analysis with a focus on the maximum
parsimony approach.
2.2.1 Phylogenetic character
The concept of a phylogenetic character in the field of cladistics usually refers to any
observable part or attribute of an organism (Wiley et al. 1991). In addition, the character
concept is often used to denote an abstracted feature for a group of organisms that already
includes a hypothesized homology among the individual characters, i. e., it is assumed that
similarity but also divergence (observed variation of the feature) is due to descendence from
a common ancestor. This group of homologous characters is then also called “transformation
series” (Hennig 1966). The actual realizations of a character or transformation series for an
individual are termed character states and are normally encoded as discrete values, e. g. A,
C, G, T for the possible nucleotides of a gene site. A mixture of the two different character
term definitions confuses the reader. Therefore, in the following, we use the convention
“character/character state” instead of “transformation series/character”, respectively.
For a character with different states, there are a number of potential ancestor/descen-
dant relationships in which the ancestral state is termed plesiomorphic character state or
plesiomorphy, and the derived state is termed apomorphic state or apomorphy, respectively.
A character is called polarized if the relative apomorphy and plesiomorphy of its states
(character polarity) has been determined, e. g. based on outgroup comparison. A multi-state
character is called ordered if the possible changes between states are restricted. The cladistic
approach now considers the presence of any character with the derived state shared by
multiple taxa (a synapomorphy) as evidence for a monophyletic group containing these
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taxa, which implies an assumed single origin of the derived state within the last common
ancestor of the group.
Phylogenetic characters can describe organismal features from different levels of com-
parison. Classically, phylogeny inference was based on morphological or developmental
characters (phenotypic observations of extant species or fossils).
2.2.1.1 Molecular sequence characters
With the advent of protein sequencing for comparisons of homologous proteins in the
early 1960s and later with nucleic acid sequencing of ribosomal RNAs in the 1970s the
field of molecular evolution was opened (see e. g. Dietrich 1998). Nowadays, molecular
character data are often used as basis for phylogenetic analyses, most prominently the
primary sequence substitution patterns of homologous nucleotide sequences, or for CDS,
also of their amino acid translations or corresponding peptide sequences. Nevertheless, the
taxonomy of organisms still is largely based on morphology (Lemey et al. 2009).
Homology of genes is usually estimated based on sequence similarity, but also structural
similarity (e. g. for ncRNA genes). Based on statistical considerations, only a similarity
between sequences that is fairly above the expected similarity by chance (e. g. 50 % and
20 % for nucleotide and amino acid sequences, respectively) can be suspected to be due to
homology (Lemey et al. 2009).
Orthologs and paralogs. At the molecular sequence level, two main types of homology
are to be distinguished as introduced by Walter Fitch in 1970 (Fitch 1970, 2000): orthology
describes the relationship of any two homologous characters (genes) that are evolutionarily
separated only through a speciation event, i. e., the last common ancestral character is
located in the LCA of the species from which the sequences were obtained. In contrast,
paralogy is defined as the pairwise relationship where the two homologous sequences arose
from its LCA through gene duplication. This distinction is highly important for the correct
reconstruction of species phylogenies based on molecular data for which only characters
derived from orthologous sequences should be used. Various evolutionary scenarios involving
both speciation and subsequent duplication(s) and/or vice versa lead to cases where the
distinction between orthologs and paralogs may be hard to be made or even impossible,
especially when combined with differential loss of gene copies. Note that paralogous copies
resulting from duplications following the speciation under consideration (e. g. separating
more distantly related taxa) are called co-orthologs or in-paralogs (Remm et al. 2001), and
usually are not distinguished. Alternatively, there is the notion of positional orthology
that also takes into account the conservation of genomic position (syntenic regions) in an
attempt to identify those orthologous genes that likely have equivalent roles in different
species (Dewey 2011). Utilization of conserved synteny also can help to distinguish paralogs
from orthologs in general (e. g. Lehmann et al. 2008).
Usually, the observed similarities for the extant taxa are used to predict the likely
homologous sequences and positional homologies in a first step (homology detection and
sequence alignment, see section 3.1 for technical details), and in a second step, the substitu-
tion patterns of nucleotides or amino acids at identified characters (sites; corresponding
to columns of the alignment) are used to infer a phylogeny of the gene taxa. Given the
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genes are orthologous, the resulting gene phylogeny should reflect the species phylogeny.
Phylogenomics-based approaches in contrast to single gene analyses involve not only a
single or a few gene sequences, but ortholog datasets at genome-scale that are obtained
from annotated whole-genome sequence data. Despite such genome-scale approaches to
phylogeny estimation based on multi-gene sequences, phylogenetic conflicts may remain
depending e. g. on gene sampling, selection of the evolutionary model, or taxon sampling
(e. g. Nosenko et al. 2013).
2.2.1.2 Genome-level markers
Genome-level markers, also referred to as higher-order features, are structural characters
derived from molecular sequence or genome data (Rokas and Holland 2000; Boore 2006).
Also the term “molecular morphology” is used to refer to this type of characters (e. g. Donath
2011), although it describes in particular the structure of compound biomolecules, such
as RNA (e. g. Ender and Schierwater 2003). Structural changes of the genomic sequence
captured by these meta-characters all are usually assumed to be caused by single or
a few rare mutational events (Rokas and Holland 2000; Rogozin et al. 2008). Such rare
genomic change (RGC) markers (Rokas and Holland 2000) can comprise a variety of events.
Initially, changes of mitochondrial genome data such as of gene order and genetic code
(Boore et al. 1995; Boore 2006; Bernt et al. 2012), have been employed as genome-level
markers. Meanwhile, a number of further events are considered such as the insertion of
mobile genetic elements (retroposon insertions; Kriegs et al. 2006, 2010; Suh et al. 2011;
Suh 2012), the change of the positions of spliceosomal introns (Irimia and Roy 2008b),
coding insertions/deletions (indels; Belinky et al. 2010), the presence/absence of miRNA
families (e. g. Helm et al. 2012; Tarver et al. 2013; Peterson et al. 2013), and many more,
that can be evaluated across an increasing number of fully-sequenced genomes. RGCs are
generally expected to be less prone to homoplasy than substitution patterns of sequence data
and, thus, to provide valuable additional information to resolve conflicts in phylogenetic tree
reconstruction. Even though genome-level marker may not always be sufficient to address
the complete tree inference (Boore 2006), their potential to resolve particular branches of
the tree (e. g. where the signal from sequence alignments fails) could be shown, practically.
2.2.1.3 Presence/Absence characters
This type of characters can be considered a special case of (molecular/developmental/general)
morphological traits in which a primitive state of absence (usually encoded by ‘0’) indicates
the absence or loss (secondary absence) of a structurally complex feature, such as of a
restriction site, an indel, or an intron, that is present (state usually encoded by ‘1’) for
at least one taxon under consideration. Character state labeling is not arbitrary across
sets of such characters, and there is usually a rate asymmetry of gain vs. loss of the
feature, i. e., independent losses are highly likely whereas gains are non-recurrent. The
problem of character polarization arises to reliably distinguish recent gains (usually non-
independent) from (likely multiple or independent) losses. Such presence/absence profiles
(so-called phyletic patterns) can be analyzed e. g. using the Dollo parsimony method or
more sophisticated model-based approaches (e. g. Alekseyenko et al. 2008).
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2.2.2 Phylogenetic tree
A phylogeny describes the (hypothesized) evolutionary relationships between taxonomic
groups of organisms (or genes). Usually, a phylogenetic tree is used to express such
hypotheses for a number of extant taxa (corresponding to the leaves/terminal nodes), by
depicting the relative order and lengths of branchings (e. g. speciation/duplication events)
of hypothetical LCAs of them (corresponding to internal nodes) into separate lineages
connecting all leaves. Mathematically, a phylogenetic tree can be modeled as a tree, i. e.
an acyclic connected graph with leaf nodes uniquely labeled with taxon names. There are
various forms of representations of phylogenetic trees. Such a tree can be rooted, i. e., it
indicates the direction of the evolutionary process towards the descendants of a special
node (the root) representing the LCA of all taxa. The branching pattern alone (without
considering branch lengths) is called the topology of the tree. A cladogram can be used to
describe such a branching pattern of a rooted phylogenetic tree; it is a tree-like diagram
with no meaning in its branch lengths. Instead, a phylogram is a rooted phylogenetic tree
depicted with branch lengths proportional to inferred evolutionary distances (Lemey et al.
2009).
Differences of states for a homologous character are due to one or more changes in
LCAs or terminal taxa. To estimate phylogenetic trees from such character data various
methods can be applied, which can be grouped into (1) distance-based approaches that
rely on pairwise dissimilarities and mostly clustering algorithms and, (2) character-based
approaches that evaluate different tree topologies w.r.t. an optimality criterion, such as
maximum parsimony (MP) or maximum likelihood (ML).
2.2.3 Homoplasy
Homoplasy as a term in cladistics refers to the observed shared similarity (identical character
states) of taxa concerning a phylogenetic character that has emerged due to other reasons
than shared (evolutionary) ancestry (Sanderson and Donoghue 1989). Such reasons are e. g.
parallel changes or character convergence due to similar selective pressures, representing
cases of mistaken homology (e. g. analogy) for the particular (e. g. morphological) characters.
But also genomic character (sequence) reversals (back-mutations), multiple or parallel
substitutions at otherwise correctly homologized sites can have erased the true phylogenetic
signal and thus lead to homoplasy in the dataset (Lemey et al. 2009). Such a homoplastic
character would then likely be in conflict with another informative character, but may also
be in concordance with the preferred phylogenetic tree. Thus, in practice, the existence
of a homoplastic character may become apparent at a particular phylogenetic tree during
character optimization when one of its states has to be introduced along its branches more
than once, and is strongly dependent on taxon sampling. These additional changes of state
are often described as ad hoc hypotheses in the literature that are subject to minimization
under the parsimony criterion (see next subsection) (Lemey et al. 2009; p. 269).
There are a number of measures for the fit of a single character or entire data matrices
to a particular tree topology. The consistency index (CI) for a character i is defined as
ci =
mi
si
(2.1)
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with mi being the minimum number of character state changes (corresponding to the
number of different apomorphic states) and si being the number of actual state changes
required for the topology (length). The retention index (RI) for a character i is defined as
ri =
li − si
li −mi (2.2)
with li being the maximally possible length of any topology for character i. The ensemble
versions of both measures for an entire character matrix are calculated by replacing si, mi,
and li by the sum of those values over all (parsimony-informative) characters, respectively.
Note that CI measures the level of homoplasy (homoplasy index = 1−CI) while RI measures
the amount of synapomorphy (Farris 1989).
2.2.4 Maximum parsimony
Maximum parsimony is a frequently used approach for (discrete) phylogenetic character
optimization and phylogeny reconstruction. Here, phylogenetic tree topologies are evaluated
based on the parsimony optimality criterion, i. e., the topology with the least amount of
change able to explain the observed states of a character at the terminal taxa (the MP tree)
is preferred. Applied to a set of characters, those topologies that minimize the amount of
character conflicts are considered best. Besides determining the number or cost of character
changes needed on a given cladogram (tree length), it is possible to reconstruct the ancestral
character states for all internal taxa (character-state optimization) which can result in more
than only one most parsimonious reconstruction (MPR). Such MPRs can also differ from
each other in the way ambiguous character patterns due to parallelisms or reversals are
handled. Two common options (e. g. in PAUP*; Swofford and Begle 1993) are “accelerated
transformation” (ACCTRAN) and “delayed transformation” (DELTRAN) which assign
states to internal nodes in order to accelerate or delay change of state within the tree,
respectively. Characters with missing data for some taxa do not contribute in placing these
taxa, and increase the number of equally-parsimonious topologies (Sanderson et al. 2010),
but may still be helpful to determine the shortest tree.
MP methods can be differentiated based on the algorithm and the treatment of characters
and allowed state changes. Some prominent examples are:
• Wagner parsimony for binary or ordered multistate characters, first described by
Kluge and Farris (1969); Farris (1970),
• Fitch parsimony for unordered (multistate) characters, introduced by Fitch (1971),
• Dollo parsimony (Farris 1977) as an example for an approach with non-symmetrical
character state changes (and thus inferred trees that are rooted).
Alternatively it is possible to allow for more generalized forms of parsimony analysis
using specific character state cost matrices according to Sankoff (Sankoff parsimony, see
section 3.3 for technical details; Sankoff 1975; Sankoff and Rousseau 1975). These matrices
could e. g. be based on some stochastic model of molecular evolution (see section 3.5).
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Parsimony (informative) characters. Under MP, a character whose state distribution
of terminal taxa either describes
• no change at all (constant/invariable site) or
• only changes where a single taxon is differing (singleton site)
is not phylogenetically informative (parsimony-informative). These uninformative sites
would not contribute any differences in the minimum number of changes for different
topologies. However, for other methods (e. g. distance or likelihood based), singleton sites
may be informative. In addition to the general parsimony scoring, individual characters
may be weighted more/less important than others in order to account for the nature of the
dataset, e. g. by reducing the weight of characters representing the less informative third
codon position of a coding sequence alignment.
When character state transitions are equally probable (reversible; undirected character;
e. g. Wagner/Fitch parsimony), the tree length is the same for all rooted variants of the
tree. If additionally the characters are of type unordered (or binary) their character state
labels are arbitrary.
Compatibility. A closely-related method and criterion for tree inference is the compatibil-
ity method first proposed by Le Quesne (1969) that evaluates a tree based on the maximum
number of compatible characters it permits, i. e., any character inducing a character conflict
(obvious homoplasy) on the tree is excluded from consideration.
Parsimony and Hennig. The first parsimony method to inferring phylogenies was
mentioned and introduced by Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza (1963, 1964), and independently
from these, algorithmically and numerically formalized by Camin and Sokal (1965), see also
the chapter on historical and philosophical issues of inferring phylogenies of Felsenstein et al.
(2004; ch. 10). Although the parsimony approach was not introduced by the German
entomologist Willi Hennig in his famous book on “Phylogenetic Systematics” (Hennig
1950, 1966), many systematists have also attributed it to him. His ideas on inferring
phylogenies by monophyletic classification of organisms via shared derived characters
(synapomorphies) resulted in phylogenetic principles. His “auxiliary principle” states that
the presence of apomorphic character states in different species for a single character should
be interpreted at first as indication of a possible monophyletic group of these species;
furthermore he stated that the more apomorphic characters are shared by such a group,
the better supported is the assumption that it is monophyletic. Both statements could be
seen as a kind of parsimonious solution (Felsenstein et al. 2004).
Assumptions. For the non-parametric statistical method of MP to be applied, there are
no explicit assumptions except that characters are independent from each other. Parsimony
methods seem to be most effective under low rates of evolution (Lemey et al. 2009).
Problems. As each change to a derived state of a character is parsimoniously assumed to
have occurred only once in the last common ancestor of some taxa, the parsimony method
does not account for homoplasy through multiple changes in the same or different lineages.
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Thus, especially in the presence of high rates of evolution with branch-length inequalities,
or some long branches (due to taxon sampling), or a limited number of possible character
states, cases of character conflict may be frequent and heavenly distort inference of a
plausible cladogram. A well known problem is the long branch attraction (LBA) artifact
(Felsenstein 1978): two more distantly related taxa of a dataset are erroneously inferred as
sister taxa due to long terminal branches.
2.2.5 Maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference
The two character-based methods of maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference
(BI) are shortly introduced in this subsection. In contrast to the MP approach, these
are model-based approaches that rely on explicit stochastic models of character evolution,
and thereby allow for a less-parsimonious solution to phylogeny inference and to account
for real data issues such as homoplasy or varying evolutionary rates. However, to select
an appropriate model is important for accuracy and relevance of inference results. See
section 3.5 for an introduction to evolutionary models.
2.2.5.1 Maximum likelihood
The ML approach to tree inference and estimation of its parameters is probably the most
commonly used one. Given a tree with branch lengths for a set of terminal taxa together
with an evolutionary model describing the probabilities of changes of state along the tree
for a character (e. g. a model of base substitution for a sequence character, see section 3.5),
the likelihood of the tree for a single character is the probability of observing the data
(character states of terminal taxa) according to evolution on the tree. The likelihood is
expressed as the sum of the probabilities of each scenario of changes, i. e., the sum is taken
over all possible states (e. g. the four nucleotides) that may have existed at the interior
nodes of the tree.
The optimality criterion of ML then enforces to select the tree (topology, branch lengths,
and model parameters) yielding the highest likelihood (ML tree), i. e., that maximizes
the probability of the data. For computing the likelihood (of a number of characters
evolving according to the same model, e. g. sites of a nucleotide sequence alignment), the
assumptions of evolutionarily independent characters (sites) and lineages are required in
order to decompose the sum into products of the likelihoods (or equivalently, sums of the
log-likelihoods) of each single character and each single lineage, respectively. Using dynamic
programming and conditional likelihoods of sub-trees, the (log-)likelihood can be computed
efficiently (Felsenstein et al. 2004). However, to obtain the ML tree, both branch lengths
and tree topology have to be optimized. This is usually done by heuristic “hill-climbing”
approaches (see section 3.4) and thus does not guarantee to end with the globally optimal
parameters.
Popular phylogenetic software tools for ML estimation are e. g. RAxML (Randomized
Axelerated Maximum Likelihood; Stamatakis 2006) and Garli (Zwickl 2006). The strategy
of RAxML to find a likely ML tree estimate is the following:
1. generation of a starting tree using MP and sequential taxon addition
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2. lazy subtree rearrangement (LSR; a variant of SPR): clipping and reinserting of all
sub-trees to the current tree, bounded by a maximal number of branches between the
two points of change.
3. repeat step 2 until likelihood of the best tree of each run does not further improve.
A new feature of RAxML is a “molecular site weight calibration” algorithm (Berger et al.
2011) that can be used to weight (e. g. morphological) characters w.r.t. their extent of
agreement with an already given tree, such as the NCBI taxonomy (Federhen 2012) as
it was done in Fang et al. (2013). Alternatively, one could use a commonly-accepted tree
topology to constrain and weight the resulting trees.
2.2.5.2 Bayesian inference
The Bayesian approach to phylogenetic inference (Bayesian inference, BI) is fundamentally
different to the ML approach, by optimizing the posterior probability, i. e., the probability of
the model parameters, given the data. This posterior can be calculated from the likelihood
of the tree (probability of the data, given the parameters of a selected evolutionary model)
and the prior probabilities (prior beliefs upon the model parameters). For complex models,
the posterior is often estimated by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Finally, a
credible sample of trees summarized as a majority rule consensus tree with split frequencies
indicating posterior probabilities of clades is the result (Ronquist and Deans 2010). Popular
software tools for BI are e. g. MrBayes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003; Ronquist et al.
2012) and PhyloBayes (Lartillot et al. 2009).
2.2.6 Distance matrix methods
A fundamental different approach to phylogenetic analysis are distance-based methods.
Here, a genetic distance measure (e. g. the Hamming distance; UncorrectedP method in
SplitsTree) is calculated for every pair of taxa on the complete character matrix, resulting
in a distance matrix. A correction of the distances for multiple changes can be included
by using evolutionary models (section 3.5). Subsequently, different clustering methods
can be applied to obtain a tree or network (e. g. NeighborNet; Bryant and Moulton 2004)
containing all taxa and approximating the pairwise distances by its branch lengths, e. g.
UPGMA clustering (Sokal and Michener 1958) or neighbor joining (NJ; Saitou and Nei
1987). Alternatively, the use of an optimality criterion for distance data in combination
with (heuristic) tree searching (section 3.4) can improve tree inference, e. g. by the methods
of minimum evolution or least squares regression, see Felsenstein et al. (2004; ch. 11) for
details. A popular software tool that implements various distance matrix methods and
in particular allows to compute phylogenetic networks is SplitsTree (Huson and Bryant
2006).
2.3 Introns as phylogenetic marker
Conserved intron sequences as faster and more neutrally evolving nucleotide characters
are frequently used to resolve clades of closely-related species (e. g. Matthee et al. 2007;
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Moretzsohn et al. 2013). In contrast, the evolution of the exon-intron structure has been
shown to be a very slow process in many lineages, also compared to substitution patterns
of coding nucleotide or amino acid sequences, to indels of transposons, or to genome rear-
rangements (Yandell et al. 2006; Irimia and Roy 2008b). For instance, it can be estimated
based on comparative analyses that about 15–30 % of the introns of plants and animals
share exactly the same position (Fedorov et al. 2002; Rogozin et al. 2003), and only a
minor part of them are expected to have been gained independently (Sverdlov et al. 2005;
Carmel et al. 2007a). Thus, comparisons of gene structures have the potential to reveal
deeper evolutionary splits (relationships between more distantly related taxa).
Recurrent intron evolution. To apply a genomic meta-character such as the pres-
ence/absence pattern of introns at homologous positions for reliable reconstructions and
inferences about intron and gene or species evolution, it is important to distinguish the
true phylogenetic signal from traces of recurrent evolution (Maeso et al. 2012), i. e., intron
changes that happened multiple times and/or independently in different lineages.
The assumed multiple episodes of massive intron loss that occurred independently
since the invasion of introns (Irimia and Roy 2008a; see section 2.1.2) can be hypothesized
to be due to different reasons in different lineages, e. g. the intron number may have
reduced gradually as the result of a general mutational pressure towards intron loss (almost
no gain) or adaptive genome streamlining (Roy and Irimia 2009; Wolf and Koonin 2013).
As intron losses occur relatively frequently and independently, the shared (secondary)
absence of a conserved intron position does not necessarily indicate a single but likely
multiple independent loss events, and several such cases have been reported in the literature
(e. g. Cho et al. 2004; Krauss et al. 2005). In contrast, the shared presence of an intron
representing intron gain is assumed to be less prone to homoplasy, as gain is a more rare event.
However, there are estimates of about 8 % of shared positions across eukaryotes on average
(up to 20 % across distantly related species) that are due to parallel gain (Sverdlov et al.
2005; Carmel et al. 2007a). Despite their proposal as promising RGC markers, cases of
independently gained introns into the same positions could be demonstrated in a number
of studies (e. g. Qiu et al. 2004; Ahmadinejad et al. 2010; Klopfstein and Ronquist 2013),
even at the population level (Omilian et al. 2008; Li et al. 2009). Next to recurrence by
chance, intron presence may be biased to certain sequence positions (proto-splice sites;
see section 2.1.1) discussed to be responsible for increased intron gain, retention, and loss
(Klopfstein and Ronquist 2013) at those positions, and thus increased homoplasy.
Phylogeny reconstruction from conserved intron positions. Phylogenetics using
the presence/absence pattern of conserved intron positions can be based on a single, a few,
or genome-wide patterns, treating each pattern as RGC to parsimoniously group species
under consideration (e. g. Venkatesh et al. 1999; Rogozin et al. 2003; Roy and Irimia 2008a).
Here, usually the Dollo parsimony method is employed, that allows for each position only one
origin but multiple subsequent losses. However, real data not only may contain homoplasy
due to multiple losses but multiple gains (see previous paragraph). Furthermore, such a
parsimony approach cannot consider variable evolutionary rates of gain and loss for different
lineages or sites, which, however, can be expected for certain parts of the tree (Jeffares et al.
2006; Roy and Gilbert 2006). Thus, phylogenetic analysis results may be heavenly biased, at
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least using parsimony methods, if the dataset is not filtered appropriately. Hill et al. (2012)
applied an alternative method for tree inference from intron presence/absence patterns to
the protostomian lineage, by using distances based on mutual information measures, next
to standard Dollo parsimony. For this distance-based method to be applied, a complete
ortholog dataset (no missing data) is required which is, however, hard to obtain for larger
taxon sets.
In addition to parsimony or distance-based approaches, explicit probabilistic phylogenetic
models as part of ML or BI methods have been used to resolve particular nodes of e. g.
the metazoan phylogeny by addressing the branching order of arthropods, nematodes, and
deuterostomes (Roy and Gilbert 2005c; Nguyen et al. 2005).
An intense debate emerged about the concepts of Ecdysozoa (Roy and Gilbert 2005c;
Nguyen et al. 2005) and Coelomata (Zheng et al. 2007) based on intron presence/absence
data obtained from approx. 10 species and about 600 genes, and a mixture of Dollo
parsimony methods and additional statistical tests. Zheng et al. (2007) claimed that intron
loss rates within specific branches are—contrary to the assumptions used by Roy and Gilbert
(2005c)—strongly correlated, and argued that high rates of independent intron losses within
the used nematode and arthropod species had misled the former study. However, in turn,
Roy and Irimia (2008a) identified several weaknesses of the latter analysis, among them
biases in the procedure used to differentiate between intron gain and loss. Pointing to
both large intron loss and gain rate variations, Roy and Irimia (2008a) avoided a clear-cut
conclusion about the Ecdysozoa/Coelomata problem.
Reconstruction of ancestral states and dynamics of intron evolution. There are
more model-based methods for the analysis of intron presence/absence data, however, with
a clear focus on estimation of intron evolution and not phylogenetic tree inference. That
is, starting from observed patterns of intron presence/absence at terminal taxa together
with a given species topology, intron densities and gain/loss scenarios for ancestral taxa are
estimated.
An ancestral state reconstruction with Dollo parsimony on 8 eukaryotes and 684 genes
(Rogozin et al. 2003) resulted in relatively intron-rich ancestors. However, a general problem
of the parsimony approach is that any lineage-specific intron is treated as novel, although it
could also be ancient (lost independently in all the other lineages). Starting from the same
dataset, a ML approach using an evolutionary model that allows for lineage-specific rates
of intron gain and loss (Roy and Gilbert 2005a, b) yielded an even higher intron density
in early eukaryotes, and concluded that intron evolution is loss-dominated. In contrast,
a study by Qiu et al. (2004) on another dataset, employing a gene-specific model and BI,
however with constant rates across lineages, concluded with the claim that intron evolution
is dominated by intron gain.
Further, more sophisticated models were developed that considered both rate variation
across lineages and genes (or sites within genes), and also corrected for the ascertainment
bias (section 3.5), either using a direct ML approach (Csu˝ro¨s 2005; Csu˝ro¨s et al. 2007) or
utilizing an expectation-maximization algorithm for likelihood estimation (Nguyen et al.
2005; Carmel et al. 2005, 2007b, 2009). A more recent study (Csu˝ro¨s et al. 2011) employed
a Bayesian approach on a data matrix extracted from 245 genes and 99 genomes, and
predicted intron-rich ancestors for each major eukaryotic group, as well as an intron density
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of the last eukaryotic common ancestor that is more than 50 % of the human intron
density. These estimates of intron dynamics agree with the emerged concept of intron
origin (section 2.1.2), in which intron gain has happened primarly at the onset of eukaryotic
evolution and later as part of larger evolutionary transitions.
Intron evolution within gene families. Comparing the exon-intron structure of mem-
bers of a gene family, intron gain seems to dominate over loss (Rogozin et al. 2012; and
references therein). Moreover, there is a lack of conserved positions within ancient eukary-
otic paralogs, probably reflecting their evolutionary origin and that of introns in general
(gene duplications and conversion from group II introns; Sverdlov et al. 2007). In turn,
intron conservation should not be used as indicator for (sequence) orthology, as also paralo-
gous gene copies can be affected by independent gains of introns into the same positions
(Klopfstein and Ronquist 2013).
Computational tools and databases for intron position data. Several tools and
specialized databases are dedicated to the extraction and storage of gene structure data, such
as orthologous introns or (alternative) splice sites. Meanwhile outdated, but mentioned here
for historical reasons, the flat-file based Exon-Intron Database (EID2; Shepelev and Fedorov
2006) aimed at collecting all exon/intron sequences and annotations from GenBank releases.
The sequences and properties of splice sites can be collected species-specifically, as was
done for animals in SpliceRack3 (Sheth et al. 2006) or for plant splice sites in ERISdb
(Szczesniak et al. 2013). TassDB4 (Hiller et al. 2007; Sinha et al. 2010) contains compre-
hensive data about alternative splicing at tandem splice sites.
The Malin software package (Csu˝ro¨s 2008) allows to analyze intron evolution, and offers
features to identify conserved splice sites within protein sequence alignments, and based on
that, to estimate counts and/or rates of intron gain/loss and ancestral intron densities by
Dollo parsimony or ML on a given phylogeny. A related tool dedicated to the identification
of common introns within coding sequences is CIWOG (Wilkerson et al. 2009) that also
allows for different parameters to adjust the sensitivity of clustering based on position
and sequence conservation. Application to eight plant species resulted in corresponding
databases (ciwogPlants) displaying clustering results, that can be further analyzed for
intron turnover (e. g. with Malin). A more recent database on plant gene structure and
comparison is PIECE (Wang et al. 2013; 25 plant species). GenePainter (Hammesfahr et al.
2013) is another tool for the evaluation of gene structure conservation that also allows to
visualize intron positions and phases mapped onto protein structure drawings. More general
tools aimed at analysing phyletic patterns (0/1 sequences; e. g. of gene families or restriction
sites) on a given phylogeny are available that can also be applied to intron presence/absence
profiles, e. g. the GLOOME mapping engine (Cohen et al. 2010; Cohen and Pupko 2011)
or Count (Csu˝ro¨s 2010).
An alignment tool to realign protein sequence alignments with consideration of annotated
intron positions of the underlying transcript (Csu˝ro¨s et al. 2007) can be used to improve
the alignment at regions of low alignment quality (gap-rich) by rewarding conserved
2http://bpg.utoledo.edu/~afedorov/lab/eid.html
3http://katahdin.mssm.edu/splice/index.cgi?database=spliceNew
4http://www.tassdb.info/
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intron positions. Csu˝ro¨s et al. (2007) applied the tool e. g. to demonstrate that discordant
intron positions in a study on ancient eukaryotic paralogs were not due to alignment
artifacts. However, the use of such positionally conserved sites from gap-rich alignments for
phylogenetic analyses can be problematic due to the greater uncertainty of homology.
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3.1 Sequence alignment
In order to identify meaningful characters at the molecular level for a set of taxa, their
homologous sequences have to be predicted reliably. As stated in section 2.2.1.1, prediction
is based on sequence similarity, thus the common ancestor gene or species and the subsequent
duplication or speciation events must be recent enough to allow identification of a likely
common origin at the genomic level, respectively.
Sequence similarity can be measured by simple distance measures (e. g. the Hamming
distance of two sequences of same length), but biologically more meaningful by aligning two
sequences (of possibly different lengths) by scoring the assumed evolutionary events needed
to transform one sequence into the other. These are single site matches or mismatches as
well as insertions or deletions (represented by gap characters in one or the other sequence).
Minimization of the corresponding edit distances (costs; or alternatively, maximization
of corresponding similarity scores) yields the optimal alignment(s), with columns likely
representing positionally homologous sites (homology at the single residue level, base-pair
homology) in case of homologous input sequences.
The basic algorithms to calculate the best pairwise alignment(s) globally (e. g. Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm; Needleman and Wunsch 1970), or locally (e. g. Smith-Waterman algo-
rithm; Smith and Waterman 1981) rely on dynamic programming approaches, see e. g.
Lehmann (2007; section 3.1.1) for basics on optimal sequence alignments. Alignments
of more than two sequences are usually obtained by aligning the additional sequences
iteratively (progressive alignment), and the order in which these are added follows a guide
tree topology inferred from pairwise distances, e. g. by NJ-clustering (Clustal programs;
Larkin et al. 2007). Various alternative and more accurate approaches and specialized tools
in the context of multiple sequence alignment (Wallace et al. 2005; Kemena and Notredame
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2009) exist that e. g. incorporate user-specified anchor points (DIALIGN; Morgenstern et al.
2006), or that use additional iterations of refinements (Muscle; Edgar 2004).
When mapping coding sequences back to genomic source or homologous DNA for
annotation purposes, the correct identification of splice sites and exon-intron structures is
of interest. It can be approached by tools that allow to include splice site prediction into
the alignment model, such as the protein2genome model option of the generic alignment
package exonerate (Slater and Birney 2005), or the SplicePredictor program (GeneSeqer;
Usuka et al. 2000). See Iwata and Gotoh (2012) for a recent benchmark report on spliced
alignment programs. In this context, Scipio/Webscipio (Keller et al. 2008; Hatje et al.
2011) as standalone or web-based tools are worth mentioning. Based on a postprocessing
of blat-output, the algorithm predicts the gene structure given a protein and genomic
sequences, and are able to handle sequencing errors, missing sequence, short exons, and
fragmented genome assemblies. Even homologous predictions for closely-related species are
possible.
3.1.1 Ortholog prediction
There are a variety of computational approaches in the field of comparative genomics for
ortholog prediction, as well as ortholog databases offering more or less well-predicted data
sets to the scientific community. The standard approach in the search for homologous
sequences of a given query sequence in a large set of sequences is Blast (Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool; Camacho et al. 2009), see below. To predict pairwise orthology,
often reciprocal best hit (RBH) methods are used. This identification of probable orthologs as
the mutually closest pairs of homologs (in terms of sequence similarity) can also be extended
to groups of homologs (e. g. as done for OMA groups; Altenhoff et al. 2011). Corresponding
clustering algorithms are often graph-based, as in Proteinortho (Lechner et al. 2011, 2013).
Alternatively to such heuristic approaches based on sequence conservation, phylogenetic
tree reconciliation approaches are more sophisticated but often not feasible at genome-scale.
See Kristensen et al. (2011) for a review on both types of general approaches to orthology
inference. Both types also may utilize synteny (local gene order) conservation for improved
ortholog prediction, such as in PoFF (Lechner et al. 2013) or PhyOP (Goodstadt and Ponting
2006).
The Blast approach. The basic idea for the Blast heuristic to efficiently identify most
of the high-scoring local hits similar in sequence to a given query sequence is to first look for
identical (nucleotides) or highly-similar (proteins) subsequences of a certain length (word
length, e. g. 11 nt or 3 aa) and subsequently extend those word matches (hits) until the score
drops below a relative threshold, to result in a set of high-scoring segment pairs (HSPs).
A version of the local alignment is subsequently locally scoring the final hit alignment
including gaps which is retained if its expect value is below a selected threshold. This
E-value is defined as the number of hits with the same or higher similarity score that is
to be expected by chance, thus giving an estimation of false positive hits (Lemey et al.
2009). It can be calculated using the Karlin and Altschul statistics based on the length
of query and database sequences and scoring scheme (see also Lehmann 2007; p. 15). An
example application for computer-assisted manual annotation of orthologous vs. paralogous
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relationships is SynBlast (Lehmann et al. 2008) that takes into account the conserved
genomic location of neighboring genes (synteny conservation), next to similarity scores
obtained by Blast.
The HaMStR approach. The HaMStR approach (Ebersberger et al. 2009) is an example
for targeted ortholog search to extend an ortholog group by further taxa. The computational
pipeline generates profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) from an already known set of
orthologous gene translations and utilizes these to retrieve candidate hits within a set of
EST or protein sequences that have been inferred from the fully or partially sequenced
genome of the target species (hmmsearch of HMMER 3.0 package1). Subsequently, these are
automatically checked for reciprocity using blastp (Camacho et al. 2009) against a subset
of reference species.
3.1.2 Ortholog resources
In addition to such ortholog search tools that can be applied to the data at hand, ortholog
annotations for a growing number of species can be retrieved from pre-compiled ortholog
databases. Two prominent examples are the Ensembl Compara database (Flicek et al. 2012)
and the OMA browser (Altenhoff et al. 2011). What makes the OMA data interesting for
phylogenetic analysis purposes is that it offers the possibility to retrieve predicted clusters
of orthologous genes (OMA groups) in which every species is represented only once. Such a
cluster of orthologs is not readily available from Ensembl Compara pairwise relationships,
but can be built manually (see section 5.4). While the Ensembl Compara ortholog prediction
pipeline (Vilella et al. 2009) utilizes a phylogenetic tree reconciliation approach, the graph-
based OMA algorithm performs an all-against-all search with subsequent identification of
sets of closest pairs that are verified to exclude paralogs, and combining them to multiple
groups (ortholog clustering) by estimating maximal scoring cliques in the graph of verified
pairs (Roth et al. 2008).
3.2 Scoring of splice sites
The scoring of a splice site can be used to measure the aggreement with a known consensus
pattern and thus, e. g. to filter on strong splice sites or identify potential candidates. A
position frequency matrix (PFM) contains the frequencies of the four nucleotides (A, C,
G, T; rows of the matrix) at each position (columns of the matrix, making up the length
of the sequence motif) within a representative or validated sample of sites suspected for
conservation (e. g. transcription-factor binding sites, splice sites). This PFM is usually
converted to a position weight matrix (PWM; also known as position-specific scoring matrix,
log-odds (LOD) matrix) by normalizing the frequency values to a log-scale. For instance,
with a background frequency of 0.25 for each nucleotide, the normalized matrix value at
a position and the row ‘A’ would be log2(
fA
0.25), with fA being the observed frequency of
nucleotide A at that position (Sheth et al. 2006). A small pseudo-count can be used to
correct for small sample sizes and thereby avoid logarithms of zero. Such a matrix consensus
1http://hmmer.org
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sequence model then allows to score an individual sequence by summing the LOD scores of
the motif that correspond to the observed nucleotide at each position, respectively, as it was
performed e. g. in Sheth et al. (2006) for splice sites. A score close to zero would indicate
that the background model is favored, whereas a score close to the maximum would support
a likely membership of the candidate to the splice site motif under consideration. Rescaling
of resulting scores may help to more easily compare between results from different PWMs.
During the search for valid NIPs within the genus Drosophila, intron positions at candidate
NIP loci were filtered based on the quality of splice sites according to a Drosophila-specific
PWM obtained from SpliceRack (Sheth et al. 2006), see section 5.2.
3.3 Maximum parsimony algorithms
Exemplary, we here sketch the Sankoff parsimony algorithm. For details on other types we
refer to the literature (e. g. Felsenstein et al. 2004; ch. 7).
Sankoff parsimony. Let C be a cost matrix for changes between all possible character
states, with cij specifying the cost of change between state i and j. Let furthermore V
be a rooted tree. The main idea behind the algorithm is to calculate the minimal costs
Sa(i) for the changes within the subtree starting at node a with state i. This is done for all
states (cost vector per node) and all nodes in a dynamic programming approach relying on
solutions for smaller subtrees, i. e., of the subtrees starting of the immediate descendants l
and r of the current node a in the following way:
Sa(i) = min
j
[cij + Sl(j)] + min
j
[cij + Sr(j)] (3.1)
Initially, the costs of states for external nodes are set to zero if the observed character
contains the state, and ∞ otherwise. Successively, the minimal costs are calculated for
each node in a postorder tree traversal (moving from the leaves upwards; up-phase), to end
up with the cost vector for the complete tree V (with root node u) and current character,
which allows to determine the cost of the most-parsimonious character change scenario(s)
as its minimum:
S = min
i
Su(i). (3.2)
The sum of costs for the individual characters gives the total cost for the tree. In a second
phase (moving from root node u downwards; down-phase), the collected cost vector Sa at
each internal node a is used to reconstruct its ancestral state(s), Ta:
Tu = arg min
i
Su(i), Ta = arg min
j
[cij + Sa(j)] with Tb = i and b parent of a (3.3)
Optimizations in time of the Sankoff parsimony algorithm for particular subsets of cost
matrices have been reported in the literature (e. g. Clemente et al. 2009). The up-phase
of the algorithm was adapted for use in an extended parsimony approach (NIP study on
metazoans; sections 4.4 and 5.4.4)
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3.4 Tree searching
The basic procedures to explore the space of tree topologies in the search for the best
tree according to an optimality criterion are common to both ML and MP inference
problems. Although it is possible to enumerate all possible tree variants, or to perform
branch-and-bound procedures to identify all of the optimal trees, in most cases (for real
data sets) heuristic approaches are used to find a likely optima in reasonable time, i. e.,
the resulting tree or set of trees is only an estimate and neither guaranteed to be the
optimum nor complete. Starting from an initial tree, small rearrangements of branches
(branch-swapping) lead to eventually shorter tree topologies, which are in turn rearranged
until no local rearrangement can improve the tree length, thus finally resulting in a local
optimum. Various of such hill-climbing approaches have been proposed in the literature
and are implemented in software packages such as PAUP* (Swofford 2003) and others, see
Giribet (2007) for a review.
Three basic procedures are introduced in the following. A method called nearest-neighbor
interchange (NNI) reconnects four neighboring subtrees in two alternative ways, after having
dissolved the previous interior branch of a binary tree connecting the four subtrees. This is
done for all interior branches to identify all trees tied for best, or alternatively only until
the first shorter nearest-neighbor has been identified. Subsequently, the rearrangement is
evaluated on one or all of the best trees, until no shorter nearest-neighbor can be found.
Sub-tree pruning and regrafting (SPR) explores an extended neighborhood by clipping off
all possible sub-trees and reconnecting them at all possible internal branches of the main
tree. Another, even more elaborate method is called tree-bisection and reconnection (TBR),
where a tree is separated at an internal branch into two trees and subsequently reconnected
at any possible pair of internal branches of the two trees.
Sequential addition of taxa (or stepwise addition, e. g. Farris 1972) is a strategy to
greedily choose an initial tree that already is a good estimate of the best tree and that is to
be used for subsequent rearrangements. It starts from a three-taxon tree, and iteratively
adds a new single taxon at every possible position (interior branches) and finally proceeds
only with the optimal tree. The result depends on the order of taxa (e. g. fixed vs. random).
Another rearrangement procedure can also be applied after each single taxon addition step.
This was done as part of the extended parsimony search for the three-state NIP application
(sequential addition of taxa and subsequent NNI; section 4.4).
Consensus trees. To depict the consensus of a collection of trees for the same set of
taxa, as e. g. resulting from tree search using an optimality criterion, several consensus
tree methods allow to calculate a single representative tree, see e. g. Bryant (2003) for an
overview. Often used, the strict consensus tree only contains those splits or clusters common
to all input trees, whereas the majority rule consensus tree displays a split or cluster already
if it is common to the majority of them (e. g. >50 %). The remaining branches are kept
unresolved.
Evaluating tree support. To obtain an estimate of the variability of tree inference
results, several statistical techniques such as the jacknife or the bootstrap are available
(Felsenstein et al. 2004; ch. 20). Non-parametric bootstrapping is a commonly applied
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resampling technique to estimate clade uncertainty for phylogenetic inference results, and
performed by creating slightly changed replicate datasets on which the tree search is
repeated. For each of the e. g. 1000 bootstrap replicates, the same number of characters as
in the original data matrix is sampled, but selected sites are chosen randomly (resampling
with replacement). Branch support then is calculated for each clade either of the MP tree
for the original data matrix or the majority rule consensus tree of the bootstrap replicates,
and given by the fraction of bootstrap replicates (in percent; bootstrap value) in which the
same clade was contained, respectively. While high bootstrap values may indicate inferred
monophyletic groups to be trustable, these can still be misleading due to systematic biases
of the data set (e. g. lack of phylogenetic signal, LBA artifact, insufficient taxon sampling)
(Wa¨gele 2005; p. 215).
3.5 Models of character evolution
A number of evolutionary models do exist that are used for distance-based, maximum
likelihood, or Bayesian analyses. However, for real data sets, no model can be assumed to
correctly reflect the underlying evolutionary process at its entirety. We here largely follow
the definitions given in Vingron et al. (2003; section 7.2). An evolutionary model for a
character with set A of states specifies the transition probabilities, Pab(t), a, b ∈ A, i. e.,
the probability of change from state a to state b in a branch of length t.
Evolution of a molecular sequence character (among others) is commonly modeled as
a Markov chain, a random process fulfilling the Markov property, i. e., the conditional
probability to observe a certain state at a given time point is only depending on the state at
the previous time point, and describing the behavior of the character over time. Additionally,
the Markov chain is assumed to be time homogeneous, i. e., the transition probabilities
Pab are constant over time. The initial distribution of probabilities (at time point 0) is
termed pi(0), and the pair (pi(0), P ) specifies a unique Markov process. When allowing for
time-continuous Markov chains (as opposed to time-discrete ones), the matrix of transition
probabilities, P (t), can be computed for any time t > 0 from the so-called instantaneous
rate matrix Q = (qab), a, b ∈ A, that infinitesimally specifies the rates qab of substitution
from state a to b. It yields
P (t) = exp(tQ). (3.4)
To calculate the probability one needs to take into account the initial distribution of states,
pi(0), which is set to the equilibrium frequencies of each state (base). Often, the Markov
chain describing an evolutionary model is assumed to be time-reversible, i. e. the direction
of change does not matter:
piaPab(t) = pibPba(t), ∀ t > 0, a, b ∈ A
piaQab = pibQba. (3.5)
The evolutionary model is fully specified by the rate matrix Q in case of an assumed
stationary distribution pi, with piQ = 0, that also is the initial distribution of states.
A number of different such evolutionary (substitution) models have been proposed and
used for modeling molecular sequence data evolution, e. g.
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• for nucleotides:
– the Jukes-Cantor model (JC69; Jukes and Cantor 1969)
– the Felsenstein81 model (F81; Felsenstein 1981)
• for codons (to include the effects of the genetic code; e.g. Miyata and Yasunaga 1980;
Nei and Gojobori 1986)
• for amino acid sequences (usually empirically-based substitution models)
– PAM (Dayhoff et al. 1978)
– WAG (Whelan and Goldman 2001)
The most basic model generalizing all these models at the nucleotide or amino acid
level is called the general time-reversible (GTR) model (Lanave et al. 1984) which allows
for variable rate frequencies (4 or 20 stationary state frequencies) and variable substitution
rates (6 or 190 probabilities of character change).
But also for morphological/discrete character data (other than molecular sequences)
evolutionary models have been proposed or adapted (as e. g. implemented in MrBayes;
Ronquist et al. 2011). One is known as the restriction site/binary model, which is based
on F81 and used for binary characters (e. g. restriction sites, gaps). Here, the rate matrix is
defined by two (usually unequal) stationary state frequencies pi0 and pi1 with pi0 + pi1 = 1:
Q =
[− pi1
pi0 −
]
. (3.6)
Note that character labels are not arbitrary in case of unequal stationary state frequencies,
expressing an asymmetry between the forward (0 to 1) and backward (1 to 0) rate.
Another model is known as the standard discrete model, and is based on JC69 but
adapted to a variable number of states k (e. g. 2–10): Mk/Mkv model (Lewis 2001). For
models with three or more character states, it can be distinguished between unordered
and ordered characters/models. See Equation 3.7 for the corresponding rate matrices of
the three-state version (M3). Even though here state labels are truly arbitrary, variation
in stationary state frequencies across sites can be modeled by e. g. a symmetric beta
distribution.
Qu =
− 1 11 − 1
1 1 −
 Qo =
− 1 01 − 1
0 1 −
 (3.7)
In addition, for both of these models, there may be a so-called ascertainment or coding
bias (Ronquist et al. 2011) in the sense that some configurations of character states might
be unobservable by means of character identification (e. g. gap characters) or selection of
subsets (e. g. exclusion of autapomorphies). The likelihood values may be needed to be
corrected for this bias when using such a model, e. g. as it is included in the Mkv model.
There are two further stochastic models (Goldman 1990; Tuﬄey and Steel 1997), which
order trees the same way as the parsimony approach would do, that, however, are not widely
used in practice (Spencer and Wilberg 2013). A model-based approach that combines the
assumptions of Dollo and Wagner parsimony was proposed by Alekseyenko et al. (2008).
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Evolutionary rate variation among sites. To allow for more realistic models, a
variation of substitution rates across different characters/sites can be included, e. g. by
using a fixed number of categories of different rates in which each site has a probability to
fall into, or by modeling these rate categories by the gamma distribution (Yang 1994) (an
example of the mixture model approach). Alternatively or in addition, a class of invariable
sites (Gu et al. 1995) can be used to account for a special case of rate variation as some
sites may be invariant during evolution.
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In a case study of Krauss et al. (2005), the phylogenetic distribution of intron positions
in the γ subunit of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 gene (eIF2γ) was evaluated.
In contrast to other studies already having examined the presence/absence of intron positions
at that time (e. g. Rogozin et al. 2005; Roy and Gilbert 2005c; Nguyen et al. 2005), the
novel view on the usage of intron positions as potential phylogenetic marker was opened
when the authors established a correlation between the distribution of exon lengths and
intron positions. They reported “several cases of successive losses and gains of only slightly
different intron positions” (Krauss et al. 2005; p. 80), and proposed their potential use as a
new marker class for phylogenetic analyses. In particular, they found evidence for a basal
position of the Hymenoptera within the major orders of holometabolic insects, based on
two such cases of successive intron loss and gain.
The next section explains the underlying idea and concept of the NIP character in
more detail. The conceptual meaning of this genome-level character of phylogenetically
nested intron positions was already born in Krauss et al. (2005), but not yet the associated
name (near intron pair, NIP). The new marker was then applied in genome-wide studies
(Chapter 5) that required a flexible and consistent way of automatically obtaining reliable
NIP data from ortholog datasets/alignments. For this purpose, a number of Perl scripts was
bundled into the NIPutil package as part of this thesis, which are presented in section 4.2.
The last section presents the implementation of a modified version of the Sankoff parsimony
algorithm that was extended to account for intron absences/losses as a third character state
within the NIP character setting.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the NIP idea. Adapted from Krauss et al. (2008; Fig. 1).
4.1 The NIP idea
Under the assumption that multiple intron gain into the same site is very rare, introns
found at corresponding positions of orthologous genes can be interpreted as likely orthol-
ogous, i. e., they can be traced back to a common ancestral position. Very short exons
(e. g. of lengths less than 50 nt) are relatively rare (Saeys et al. 2007) and in general func-
tionally detrimental, probably due to difficulties associated with correct splicing in those
cases (Dominski and Kole 1991; Hwang and Cohen 1997; Zhang 1998; Carlo et al. 2000;
Weir et al. 2006). For instance, for the ortholog dataset underlying the NIP search in
Metazoa (section 5.4 and Figure 4.3), about 4.5 % and 1.5 % of the internal coding exons
are shorter than 50 and 32 nucleotides, respectively. The fraction of short exons is strongly
species dependent, ranging from 0.5 % (Caenorhabditis brenneri) to 17.4 % (Meloidogyne
hapla) for introns <50 nt, and from 0.09 % to 8.3 % for introns <32 nt. As a consequence,
two introns located at nearby positions relative to the surrounding exonic sequence typically
do not co-exist in one gene. Thus, one can also expect that they likely have not co-existed
in the LCA of all the genes considered.
When observing pairs of such conserved intron positions that are located very close to
each other in an alignment of orthologous CDS, one can then confidently infer an edge in
the (yet unrooted) phylogenetic tree separating the species sharing one of the positions of
the pair from those that share the other, along which intron loss followed by intron gain
must have occurred. Alternatively, the two changes of intron positions could have happened
simultaneously by the process of intron sliding (cf. section 2.1.5).
Thus, so far, it is not known, in which order the potential loss and subsequent gain
has occurred, i. e., which position is ancestral and which was more recently gained. Given
that a known outgroup species is involved in the character under consideration, one can
confidently infer the directionality of the implied evolutionary changes of gene structure,
i. e., identify the ancestral (plesiomorphic) and derived (apomorphic) state of the NIP
character (Figure 4.1; character polarization, cf. section 2.2), and thus, the ancient and the
novel intron (position), respectively.
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               Cuqu  ?  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__E                        __-__-__-__-__-__-__-
               Drme  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtgagtaa//atggtcaatttcag__S__S__E__C__D__V__V
               Bomo  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtgagtat//aattctctttacag__S__S__E__C__S__V__I
               Trca  1  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_gtgggcaa//aattattttttcag_V__C__E                        __S__S__E__C__D__V__V
               Memo  1  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_gtatgtct//tttttcctttaaag_K__C__D                        __C__S__D__Q__T__I__I
               Hasa  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtgagtat//gcttgttgtttcag__S__K__E__C__D__V__V
               Poba  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtgagtat//gtcggttgtttcag__S__K__E__C__D__V__V
               Apme  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtgagtat//acgcattgttccag__S__K__E__C__D__V__V
               Navi  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtgagtat//ccgccctgtttcag__S__K__E__C__D__I__V
               Pehu  2  _L__Q__Q__V__V__F__E_                        _V__C__Egtaagttt//ttattatgttacag__S__S__E__C__D__V__V
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Figure 4.2: NIP in support of a monophyletic group of Strepsiptera and beetles (data from
Niehuis et al. (2012)). L.h.s.: Cladogram (MP consensus tree topology) inferred from 1,173
parsimony-informative NIP characters from the 12 taxa dataset of holometabolic insects including a
newly sequenced Strepsiptera species. Bootstrap support values are shown above branches. Below
branches, the numbers of supporting NIP characters (potential synapomorphies, first number) and
characters incompatible with this topology (potential homoplasies, second number) are shown.
R.h.s.: The NIP ‘EOG4245.156-0 158-2’ in the ortholog gene group EOG4245 is one of the 1,173
parsimony-informative NIP characters. It is encoded as a single binary state character (first column).
To the right, the source alignment region is shown. Codons have been replaced by the corresponding
amino acid one letter symbols for clarity. The nearby intron positions are separated by only 8 nt.
In contrast to evaluating shared intron presence/absence of individual positions, the
subset of intron positions found at small distances from each other and their pairwise usage
as a single character (with two equally complex states, cf. Telford and Copley 2011) avoids
the problem of erroneously inferring an intron gain instead of independent intron losses in
different lineages. If the intron changes at close-by positions cannot be reliably polarized,
e. g., if both positions have been gained in separate lineages, however, the inclusion of such
characters should not pose a problem for parsimony tree search, as long as the intron gains
are treated equally-weighted (rooting is arbitrary for scoring). In any case, the number of
necessary intron gains would be optimized w.r.t. a tree topology under MP.
How to know then that both intron positions of a pair cannot be subject to intron loss in
the same lineage? This scenario in which both positions of a pair would actually be ancestral
(such that there was a common ancestor having a short internal exon bordered by both
introns of the pair) cannot be fully-excluded, but is highly-unlikely for that closely-spaced
loci. Subsequent independent secondary intron losses in separate lineages do not interfere
with the parsimony analysis except that at some point the NIP character will become
parsimony-uninformative. Such cases of missing data also may obscure the true position
of character change along the internal tree branches. To reformulate the NIP idea, one
can also look at the scenario when the distance of allowed nearby positions is not limited,
but above the threshold for the lengths of short internal exons that are highly-unlikely
(e. g. 50 nt): Then, the observed distribution of mutually-exclusive pairs of conserved intron
positions at these more distant loci is likely due to differential loss of some introns.
NIP character definition. Given a multiple alignment of orthologous CDS, a near
intron pair (NIP) is defined as a pair of mutually-exclusive intron presences at nearby
positions of the CDS. Pragmatically, the pair of positions is required to be located less than
50 nt (alternatively 32 nt) from each other. The most appropriate threshold to avoid the
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inclusion of NIPs that likely represent cases of short internal exons can be inferred from the
distributions of exon lengths in all the species included in a particular phylogenetic study.
To avoid the inclusion of NIPs that are actually caused by annotation or alignment artifacts,
a number of constraints upon the quality of the splice sites and the CDS alignment around
intron position loci may be applied (see below, section 4.2).
NIP character coding. NIPs are encoded as binary characters, with state ‘1’ denoting
species having the upstream intron, state ‘2’ for species having the downstream intron of
the pair, and state ‘?’ (missing data symbol) for taxa not part of the considered NIP region
alignment. The fully intron-less state is coded as missing data (‘?’) as well (optionally
encoded as state ‘0’), as it cannot be decided a priori whether the absence of an intron is
ancestral or the result of a secondary loss of either one of the two intron positions. The
polymorphic/mixed state, (‘1&2’), is used to denote species having both introns of the pair,
due to a short internal exon or merged states of in-paralogs. The corresponding NIPs are
excluded from character analysis and treated as invalid (special cases of homoplasy) as
for these instances the mutually-exclusive distribution and thus the NIP idea is violated.
NIPs that re-use positions of invalid NIPs (due to overlapping, see below) are excluded,
too. Figure 4.2 displays an exemplary NIP both as binary state column and within the
context of its harboring CDS alignment (so-called NIP region). Note that character state
labeling for the two-state NIP setting is arbitrary.
Overlapping NIP characters. Two NIP characters overlap if they share one of their
intron positions. Thus, such NIP characters in part depend on each other. The simplest
case of such “overlapping” NIPs consists of three intron positions x, y, and z, so that x, y
and y, z form NIPs. Assuming that x, z is not a valid NIP as its distance is too large,
for the two NIPs x, y and y, z only the five combinations of states 1?, 12, 21, ?2, and ??
are possible for any taxon, while 11, 22, ?1, and 2? cannot be realized. If x, z is also a
NIP, then 12 is also impossible. Under the assumption of character independence, however,
the impossible states may be reconstructed as ancestral states. One way of avoiding this
problem, and to enforce character independence would be to re-code overlapping NIPs as
complex multi-state characters with restricted transition rules, which, however, appears to
be impractical due to a large number of different local situations.
Overlapping NIPs are not rare, hence they may affect phylogenetic reconstruction
in practice. In a large dataset covering 45 metazoans (section 5.4) about 16 % of the
informative introns were part of more than one NIP.
Partial dependency of characters does not appear to be a dramatic problem in general:
nucleotide and protein sequence data cannot be expected to be free of correlations between
adjacent characters either. The variability of a site within a protein or an RNA sequence
depends upon its functional and structural context (Savill et al. 2001; Conant and Stadler
2009) and hence to a certain extent on its neighbors. In the context of proteins, this is the
biochemical foundation of the covarion model of molecular evolution (Penny et al. 2001).
In the case of RNA, where the dependence of base paired nucleotides is nearly complete,
specialized substitution models can be used (Jow et al. 2002). These still neglect the weaker
correlations between adjacent positions resulting from base pair stacking.
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NIP character homoplasy. Two scenarios may lead to the detectable cases of homoplasy
(cf. sections 2.2.3 and 2.3):
(1) the ancestral co-existence of both intron positions due to a short internal exon followed
by differential intron loss events, and
(2) multiple independent occurrences of successive loss and gain events at the same positions
in different lineages (parallelism).
Due to the local nature of the sliding process, NIP characters resulting from intron
sliding (section 2.1.5) should be more prone to homoplasy than those involving nearby
intron gain via other mechanisms that would require independent targeting of the same
genomic position.
4.2 NIP extraction and analysis pipeline
To automate the extraction of character data from conserved intron positions a number
of Perl scripts and modules was bundled in the NIPutil package. The two main scripts,
intronAli.pl and intronPairMatrix.pl, can be used as part of a pipeline to first identify
and extract alignment regions of interest spanning one or more intron positions, and then
to extract corresponding NIP character data, respectively. The in- and output format
for character data is the NEXUS format (Maddison et al. 1997). The NIPutil package
makes use of the Bio::NEXUS Perl API (Hladish et al. 2007) to read and write NEXUS files
appropriately. See the NIPutil web page1 for documentation and usage of the command
line programs of the NIPutil package.
4.2.1 intronAli.pl - Translated alignments and intron position mapping
Input files. The default way to generate the alignment regions of interest is to provide
an orthologous group dataset at the genomic level, i. e., genomic sequences of orthologous
protein-coding genes together with a corresponding (relative) annotation of the CDS of
a selected transcript. By default, the annotation and sequence files are expected to be in
standard GFF32 and FASTA format, respectively. The example directory of the NIPutil
package contains an artificial sequence and annotation example (source tag ‘dummy’ in the
GFF file) for demonstration purposes, see Figure 4.4. Taxon/FASTA header names (only a
prefix of specified length (-IDlen) need to be unique otherwise they will be interpreted as
sequences from the same taxon. The annotation GFF file name and its contained seqid
field must correspond to the name of the correct sequence file and FASTA header (except
the file type endings) such that the script can automatically retrieve the genomic sequence
from a specified annotation file.
Alternatively to genomic and annotation input files, the script intronAln.pl is able
to generate the alignment regions solely from an already available alignment of spliced
transcripts (CDS/nt) or their translations (aa) with specified relative positions of introns
1http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/~joe/NIPutil/
2 Generic Feature Format Version 3, see http://gmod.org/wiki/GFF#GFF3 and http://www.
sequenceontology.org/gff3.shtml
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transAlign.pl	  
(Bininda-­‐Emonds,	  2005)	  
with	  MUSCLE	  alignment	  
MulBple	  CDS	  
alignments	  
Intervals	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(≤	  70	  nt)	  
NIP	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• distance	  <	  32	  nt	  
• alignment	  quality	  >	  0.5	  
(±3	  aa	  sites;	  gap-­‐free)	  
Intron	  posiBon	  mapping	  
Final	  NIP	  
dataset	   Remove	  NIPs	  due	  to	  
short	  exons	  
intronAli.pl 
intronPairMatrix.pl 
4,405	  genes	  
48	  taxa	  
4,405	  alignments	  
76,150	  NIPs	  3.4%	  skipped	  73,593	  NIPs	  
	  	  (12,244	  p.-­‐inf.)	  
49,129	  intervals	  
Genomic	  seqs	  +	  CDS	  
annotaBons	  
Figure 4.3: NIP extraction workflow. Numbers for the metazoan dataset (section 5.4) are shown
to indicate the flow of data that is accomplished by the two main Perl programs of the NIPutil
package, intronAli.pl and intronPairMatrix.pl.
for each sequence. For this purpose, the positions of introns relative to the (back-translated)
CDS must be given in the FASTA header description line.
CDS compilation. As part of the intronAli.pl-script run, CDS are compiled for each
transcript from the genomic sequences using the available CDS annotation. If multiple
annotations are available for a transcript (e. g. due to different prediction methods applied),
a priority list of GFF source tags (e. g. ensembl,JGI,exonerate) can be specified to
preferentially use the more desired annotation, if available. Annotated introns of lengths
smaller than a specified threshold (minimal intron length, default=30 nt) are not considered
as real introns (likely insertions or sequencing errors) but removed during CDS extraction
and for the alignment (the corresponding exons are concatenated).
Translated CDS alignment. Subsequently, the selected CDS are aligned at the protein
level to obtain a corresponding multiple codon alignment. For this purpose, a slightly
modified version of the transAlign utility (Bininda-Emonds 2005) is invoked that trans-
lates nucleic acid sequences to peptide sequences, in turn invokes a multiple alignment
program such as ClustalW to generate a protein alignment, and back-translates it to the
corresponding codon alignment. The modifications allow to use the alternative alignment
program Muscle (Edgar 2004), and a subsequent run of the realignment tool of Csu˝ro¨s et al.
(2007) to optimize the recognition of conserved intron positions, if wished. Optionally, CDS
with additional stop codons can be excluded from the dataset at this stage.
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 gene1 Spe1 (CDS)                               _________13-1___________   _________14-1___________                              
             Spe1 CCGTTAGCTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCGgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagCAA                        AGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAACCGA
             Spe2 CCGTTAGCTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCTGgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagCAA                        AGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAACGGA
             Spe3 CCGTTAGGTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCG                        CAAgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagAGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAACCGA
             Spe4 -----ATGTTTGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCG                        CAAgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagAGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAG---A
#cdsposInfo
# spe1=37,40
# spe2=34,37
# spe3=37,40
# spe4=25,28
test1/gene1.Spe1.13-1_14-1.txt:
intronAli.pl -genomicFiles=spe*gff -groupName=gene1           _
 -output=test1/gene1 -maxIntronDist=70 -transAlign -maxStop=0 _
 -clustalP=muscle -IDlen=4 -refID=spe1 -cdsTagName=dummy      _
 -aaNIPregions -speciesOrder=spe1,spe2,spe3,spe4
spe1_gene1_genomic.fa: 
>spe1_gene1_genomic  contig1:assembly7:chrX:1:161:1
NNNNNNNNNNATGGCAGCCGTTAGCTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCGgtaaatttcgatcttgaat
ctgttctgaaattccgggaatgacttgaggatattttttgtatcttttcagCAAAGAAGATTATTT
GCGACATGTTGAAACCGAATTAGNNNNNN
spe1_gene1_genomic.gff: 
##gff-version 3
##sequence-region spe1_gene1_genomici 1 161
spe1_gene1_genomic  dummy  CDS  11   47   .  +  .  Note=exon1
spe1_gene1_genomic  dummy  CDS  118  155  .  +  .  Note=exon2
# end GFF
test1/gene1.Spe1.13-1_14-1.txtaa:
 gene1 Spe1 (CDS)                               _________13-1___________   _________14-1___________                              
             Spe1 A__V__S__F__D__E__K__V__L__A__gtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagA__                        K__K__I__I__C__D__M__L__K__P__
             Spe2 A__V__S__F__D__E__K__V__L__A__gtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagA__                        K__K__I__I__C__D__M__L__K__R__
             Spe3 A__V__R__F__D__E__K__V__L__A__                        A__gtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagK__K__I__I__C__D__M__L__K__P__
             Spe4 -__-__M__F__D__E__K__V__L__A__                        A__gtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagK__K__I__I__C__D__M__L__K__-__
#cdsposInfo
# spe1=37,40
# spe2=34,37
# spe3=37,40
# spe4=31,34
Input 
files
for gene1
spe2
spe3
spe4
spe2
spe3
spe4
CDS
annotation
genomic
sequence
Output files   for gene1, NIP regions with positions labelled w.r.t. Spe1
test2/gene1.Spe4.9-1_10-1.txt:
 gene1 Spe4 (CDS)                               _________9-1____________   _________10-1___________                              
             Spe1 CCGTTAGCTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCGgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagCAA                        AGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAACCGA
             Spe2 CAGTTAGCTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCTGgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagCAA                        AGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAACGGA
             Spe3 CCGTTAGGTTCGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCG                        CAAgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagAGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAACCGA
             Spe4 -----ATGTTTGACGAGAAAGTCCTTGCCG                        CAAgtaaattt//ttgtatcttttcagAGAAGATTATTTGCGACATGTTGAAG---A
#cdsposInfo
# spe1=37,40
# spe2=34,37
                                       for gene1, NIP regions with positions labelled w.r.t. Spe4
Figure 4.4: Example run of intronAli.pl. Description of the custom file format for alignment
regions with mapped intron positions (output files): Each line contains a taxon identifier followed
by the partial alignment sequence (CDS/codon sites in uppercase letters) of a particular gene. that
comprises all (at least two) mapped intron positions separated by no more than a defined maximum
of nts or sites (here 70 sites). Around the outmost intron positions, flanking alignment sites (default
30 nt) are added. Intron positions of any of the sequences are directly included for each taxon by
default as a string of size 24, interrupting the partial CDS, either as string of space characters
(intron absence), or as a concatenation of the first eight and the last 14 nucleotides of the intron,
separated by “//” (lower case letters; intron presence). The first line of the text file contains a
description of the ortholog group (group name, here gene1) followed by the taxon ID that was used
to label the intron positions relative to the CDS and the string “(CDS)”. This header line also
displays intron position labels at the positions of the mapped intron positions. Below the partial
CDS alignments, commented lines store for every sequence its CDS position of the very first and
last mapped intron position of the region, respectively, to enable a relabeling to be based on any
taxon part of a NIP. The second NIP region displays the amino acid variant of the first region, i. e.,
here codon nucleotides are replaced by the corresponding amino acid one letter symbol surrounded
by ‘ ’. The third region, albeit having another label, displays exactly the same alignment interval as
the first region but was created using taxon spe4 as reference in another run.
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Intron position mapping. Intron positions of each included transcript are then mapped
to the codon-based sequence alignment of the CDS. Optionally, these positions are further
mapped to absolute positions within a specified reference peptide sequence using translated
blat (Kent 2002). At this stage, positionally orthologous and nearby intron positions
become apparent. Ambiguities of mapping due to gap characters next to intron positions
are solved greedily to minimize the number of different positions.
Output results: NIP region creation. As result of the intron position mapping onto
the amino acid and codon alignment, these alignment files (over the full length of the genes)
are saved additionally with the grouped intron positions inserted as trailing donor and
acceptor nucleotides (hidden output sub-folder .tmpFastas). In a final step, all maximal
intervals of that alignment that include potentially nearby intron positions are explicitly
saved to text files (NIP regions, see below). Here, the maximally allowed nucleotide distance
between consecutive intron positions can be specified either as referring to the nucleotide
alignment sites (including gaps; e. g. 70 nt, Figure 4.3), or as referring to the sequence of
a specified reference species or even considering all individual sequences (excluding gaps).
Note, that this distance threshold should be selected somewhat larger than the actual NIP
distance cut-off later used for character extraction to avoid premature exclusion of NIP
candidates due to gap-rich alignment regions. Thus, a NIP region resulting as the output
of an intronAli.pl run comprises at least two intron positions separated by less than e. g.
70 nt alignment sites. Each alignment of such a region includes by default 30 nt flanking
CDS alignment sequence around the outmost intron positions, and intron positions are
indicated by lower-case nucleotides of intronic start and end sequences, see Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.4.
As an option, single or isolated intron positions can be saved together with their flanking
sequence to region files as well, e. g. to subsequently extract simple intron presence/absence
patterns (via script intronPositionMatrix.pl). By default, sequences are excluded from
such (NIP) regions when they contain gaps only. Intron positions within these regions
are labeled according to either a selected reference CDS or external protein sequence.
In both cases, the position specifies the number of the affected codon (or amino acid)
followed by ‘-’ and the intron phase (0, 1, or 2) that indicates whether the intron is located
immediately upstream, between the first and second nucleotide, or between the second and
third nucleotide of the codon, respectively. Output (NIP) region files are named accordingly,
describing the sequence of all contained intron positions as part of their file names. Note
that the intron position labels and thus NIP character names throughout sections 5.2, 5.3,
and 5.4 differ from the default labeling by codon numbers starting at zero instead of one.
4.2.2 intronPairMatrix.pl - Extraction and selection of NIP characters
The script intronPairMatrix.pl can be used in two different run modes:
1. the extraction mode, to obtain pairwise NIP characters from previously compiled NIP
regions (region files as input), and
2. the filter mode, to re-filter on specific (NIP) characters from previously obtained
character matrices (NEXUS file as input; see next subsection).
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Application of both modes is demonstrated in Figure 4.5 for an artificial example dataset.
During the extraction mode, to qualify as valid NIP character, each pair of intron position
presence/absence patterns may be constrained to fulfill certain conditions specified via
command line parameters:
• NIP distance constraint (e. g. <32 nt), i. e., the number of CDS nucleotides allowed
at maximum between both positions in each species (alternatively only the specified
reference taxon).
• mutually-exclusive presences, i. e., NIPs having both introns present in one and the
same taxon (due to short internal exons or merged paralog patterns) are excluded or
stored separately (e. g. option -saveSpecialHomoplasyNIPs).
• sufficient local quality of the amino acid alignment around both intron positions: a
window size (e. g. 3 or 6 sites, option -minSimSize), considered only for taxa with
presences for the NIP, that must be gap-free and of sufficient similarity, measured as
#NEXUS
BEGIN TAXA;
        DIMENSIONS ntax=4;
        TAXLABELS  Spe1 Spe2 Spe3 Spe4;
END;
BEGIN CHARACTERS;
        TITLE NIPs;
        DIMENSIONS nchar=2;
        FORMAT datatype=standard MISSING=? SYMBOLS="12";
        CHARLABELS
         'gene1.Spe1.Spe1.13-1_14-1' 'gene9.Spe4.Spe1.71-2_77-1';
        MATRIX
        Spe1    11
        Spe2    12
        Spe3    22
        Spe4    2?
        ;
END;
NIPdata/myNIPmatrix.REAL_NIPS.nex:
intronPairMatrix.pl -intronAlis=NIPregions/*txt -maxNIPdist=31 _
 -useAllTaxa -refID=auto -doRelabel -output=NIPdata/myNIPmatrix
Input 
files
Output files   (filtered) NIP character matrix (NEXUS format)
NIP regions
of all genes
test1/gene1.Spe1.13-1_14-1.txt
test2/gene5.Spe3.55-2_69-0.txt
test3/gene9.Spe4.71-2_77-0.txt
...
final refID for
position labeling of NIP1
intronPairMatrix.pl -tree=NIPdata_
 /myNIPmatrix.REAL_NIPs.nex      _
 -refilterParsimonyInformative   _
 -output=NIPdata/myPinf
#NEXUS
BEGIN TAXA;
        DIMENSIONS ntax=4;
        TAXLABELS  Spe1 Spe2 Spe3 Spe4;
END;
BEGIN CHARACTERS;
        TITLE NIPs;
        DIMENSIONS nchar=1;
        FORMAT datatype=standard MISSING=? SYMBOLS="12";
        CHARLABELS
         'gene1.Spe1.Spe1.13-1_14-1';
        MATRIX
        Spe1    1
        Spe2    1
        Spe3    2
        Spe4    2
        ;
END;
NIPdata/myPinf.FILTERED_NIPS.nex:
Figure 4.5: Two example runs of intronPairMatrix.pl, with the upper one extracting a NIP
character matrix from NIP region files (extraction mode) obtained e. g. by intronAli.pl (Figure 4.4),
and the lower one re-filtering this matrix (NEXUS file) on the parsimony-informative subset (filter
mode).
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the average relative sum-of-pair score (see below, scoring of amino acid alignments;
cutoff e. g. 0.5, option -minSumOfPairScore).
• skipping of individual sequences/taxa whose intron positions deviate from a specified
splice site consensus sequence (may reduce number of NIPs and/or missing data
portion)
• optionally, via additional script intronRegionESTsearch.pl, splice site score based
filtering of individual intron positions, e. g. using the PWMs from SpliceRack
(Sheth et al. 2006) and a score threshold (e. g. 50), and even automated correction of
splice site annotation via comparison of splice site scores with the alternative position.
Optionally, in case of multiple ortholog predictions for the same taxon (e. g. in-paralogs),
the corresponding character distributions can be merged. The described additional filtering
steps should help to reduce the influence of artifacts due to problems with the alignment and
the ortholog or CDS annotations. Note that the most appropriate NIP distance threshold
can be inferred from the distributions of (internal) exon lengths in all the species included
in a particular phylogenetic study.
NIP characters resulting from a run of the script are saved into a data matrix in
NEXUS format, optionally together with a pre-specified tree. During the NIP extraction
and validation procedures, the NIP can be automatically (re-)labeled according to the
CDS position of any taxon taking part in the NIP under consideration, respectively. An
option allows to preferentially use selected taxa as reference (for labeling). Furthermore,
the character state symbols can be changed from the default (1/2 for binary state coding),
or the characters can be saved in a three state variant that encodes the fully intron-less
state with state ‘0’ (default), to evaluate missing data differentially, or to use the extended
parsimony approach (section 4.4). A further option is to store weights for each character
that can be used for character weighting during parsimony tree search later on. At present,
weights are defined as the inverse of the total number of different NIPs a position of the
current NIP takes part in at maximum.
Similarly to intronPairMatrix.pl for NIPs, the script intronPositionMatrix.pl
allows to extract simple intron presence/absence patterns (encoded as 1-0 characters) from
generated alignment regions.
Scoring of amino acid alignments. For scoring alignment quality around NIP loci,
for each site of the multiple amino acid sequence alignment a relative sum-of-pair score
using the BLOSUM45 substitution matrix of ClustalW (Larkin et al. 2007) (modified for
positive pair-scores) and weighting with the maximally possible sum-of-pair score based on
the most abundant amino acid(s) is calculated. The final average score for the complete
locus is obtained by averaging the relative sum-of-pair score over all sites considered.
4.2.3 Evaluation of character distributions
The filter mode of intronPairMatrix.pl allows to search for certain patterns or subsets
of any NIP character matrix obtained earlier by different criteria, e. g. the parsimony-
informative subset (Figure 4.5). It enables to specify in- and out-group taxa (also by
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internal node names of trees) as search patterns. This mode can e. g. be used to evaluate
specifically those NIP changes that occur across two selected taxa, such as Hymenoptera
and Coleoptera (section 5.1).
In combination with a specified tree topology, it is possible to filter on polarized characters
with shared or exclusively derived states (syn- or autapomorphies). An automated evaluation
of synapomorphic and autapomorphic changes for each branch (option -countClade) can
be invoked that allows to annotate internal and external branches with the number of
synapomorphies and autapomorphies, respectively. In addition, the number of inconsistent
character distributions are counted at each internal branch, i. e., those NIPs that would
constitute synapomorphies but fail due to one or more extant taxa exhibiting the ancestral
state within the sub-clade considered, see also Figure A.1 for an illustration of the various
character distributions that are possible.
Character optimization to trace characters (and their states) is done according to
ACCTRAN mode (cf. section 2.2.4), i. e., the LCA of the ancestral state taxa is considered
as point of change, and plesiomorphic states may occur within the derived clade in case
of inconsistencies. An inconsistent synapomorphic distribution in our definition means
that the monophyletic group exhibiting the derived state also contains some taxa with the
ancestral state. For character polarization, we allow for a kind of relative “outgroup” to
determine the ancestral state, i. e., if the actual outgroup taxon (used for rooting the tree)
does not have data, we move forwards down the rooted tree and take any taxon outside the
derived sub-clade as indicator for the ancestral state.
4.3 NIP-based maximum parsimony tree search
The NIP character matrices obtained from the computational pipeline are by default analyzed
in a maximum parsimony framework (Wagner parsimony with two states, using equally-
weighted characters, see section 2.2.4). Optionally, NIP characters could be weighted
depending on their extent of overlapping with other informative NIPs, to correct for
character dependencies. However, LBA artifacts can be expected to occur depending on
the concrete taxon sampling and the variation of intron loss and gain rates across lineages
(e. g. Anderson and Swofford 2004).
A dedicated probabilistic model for NIP characters that would allow for modern tree
inference with ML or BI is lacking. Of course, the standard discrete models for morphological
characters such as the GTR or MK model could be applied, in principal (section 3.5).
A method that might be of particular interest for ML inference from NIP data is the
site weight calibration approach implemented in RAxML (see section 2.2.5.1), in order to
constrain the tree search and apply character weighting according to known (or taxonomic)
relationships, such as the monophyly of metazoan phyla (Joseph Ryan, pers. communication).
Successive or implied weighting approaches that perform a weighting of characters
relative to their homoplasy have been suggested to improve character-based phylogenies, in
general (Farris 1969; Goloboff 2013).
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4.4 An extended parsimony approach
A potential shortcoming of the NIP approach considering only two states might be seen
in the fact that simple intron losses (without subsequent gain) within the tree cannot be
used as phylogenetic information. To overcome this limitation, the absence of both intron
positions of a NIP was included as a third character state (zero) in an extended parsimony
approach, instead of accounting for it as missing data. Note that the standard Dollo
parsimony approach (as e. g. implemented in PAUP* and often applied to presence/absence
data) is unsuitable for such a character coding since regain of any of the two intron positions
of the NIP is very unlikely and must be penalized accordingly, whereas subsequent intron
losses may occur independently, see also Felsenstein et al. (2004; p. 80) and Felsenstein
(1979). A possibly alternative probabilistic solution combining Dollo and Wagner parsimony
principles was proposed by Alekseyenko et al. (2008).
Here, we adapted Sankoff’s parsimony algorithm (Sankoff 1975; Sankoff and Rousseau
1975; see also section 3.3) for scoring state transitions for each character: Changes to and
from the zero state have a cost of one, whereas changes directly between the two intron
states (the NIP case) have a cost of two. Each intron presence state is allowed to be
introduced along the tree edges only once without additional costs. Whenever a change to
the same intron presence state occurs more than once in the tree, a large additional penalty
is added that thus allows to explicitly score the homoplasy.
The procedure to calculate the minimum scores for each state at each node of a given
(here strictly bifurcating) tree (corresponding to the up-phase of the Sankoff algorithm,
see section 3.3) is outlined as pseudo code in Algorithm 1. It calculates the minimal costs
S(cS, cN, cP, cQ) for the changes within the subtree starting at node cN with state cS,
based on an extended cost matrix C with
C =

[0] [1] [2]
[0] − 1 1
[1] 1 − 2
[2] 1 2 −
 , (4.1)
including the zero state next to the two intron presence states (1 and 2). The dynamic
programming approach relies on solutions for the subtrees starting from the child nodes cL
and cR of node cN as usual, but with additional bookkeeping of the number of observed
state changes to state 1 (cPP and cPPP) and to state 2 (cQQ and cQQQ) within the left
and right child-tree, respectively, to allow for scoring homoplasies due to presence states.
The sum of these changes of states within child-trees and the eventually observed gain(s)
for the transition from node cN to its child nodes gives the total amount of changes of
state (cP and cQ) for the tree starting at cN. These observed changes to presence states
are penalized by adding a constant homoplasy penalty score for every re-gain within the
sub-tree, respectively (cf. Dollo parsimony with multiple states). The size of the score
matrix has to be limited by specifying a parameter for the maximal number of traced cases
of homoplasy (default: 3) which can be increased adaptively to speed up computation.
This extended parsimony approach was prototypically implemented using C++ as
programming language and the NEXUS Class Library3. Whereas the original Sankoff
3http://ncl.sourceforge.net/
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int computeExpasi(some args){ /* */
Data: character, nodesInPostorder, costMatrix, penalty, maxH
Result: extended parsimony score (−1 for infinity score)
foreach cN (nodesInPostorder)
foreach cS (allStates) /* [0, 1, 2] */
if isLeaf(cN) /* init with zero cost */
S(cS, cN, 0, 0)←− 0 if(character.state(cN) is ’?’ or cS);
else
foreach cP (0 .. maxH + 1) /* gains of state 1 in cN-tree */
foreach cQ (0 .. maxH + 1) /* gains of state 2 in cN-tree */
/* get min score for all valid combinations of gains in trees of
child-nodes cL and cR */
mScore = −1;
foreach cPP (0 .. cP) /* gains of state 1 in cL-tree */
foreach cPPP (0 .. cP) /* gains of state 1 in cR-tree */
break if (cPP + cPPP > cP);
foreach cQQ (0 .. cQ) /* gains of state 2 in cL-tree */
get mScoreX, statesX ; /* for node cL; counts cPP, cQQ */
/* mScoreX = mini[costMatrix(cS, i) + S(i, cL, cPP, cQQ)] */
/* statesX = arg mini[see above] */
next if (empty(statesX)) ; /* next cQQ */
foreach cQQQ (0 .. cQ) /* gains of state 2 in cR-tree */
break if (cQQ + cQQQ > cQ);
get mScoreY, statesY ; /* analog for cR, cPPP, cQQQ */
next if (empty(statesY)) ; /* next cQQQ */
/* determine foreach combination of states of both
child nodes the valid gain configurations */
foreach cSX (statesX) /* min scoring states of cL */
get cE XP, cE XQ; /* transition from cN to cL:
either gain of state 1 or 2, if at all */
foreach cSY (statesY) /* min sc. states of cR */
get cE YP, cE YQ; /* analog for cN to cR */
/* discard invalid gain configurations: */
next if (cPP + cPPP + cE XP + cE YP != cP);
next if (cQQ + cQQQ + cE XQ + cE YQ != cQ);
mScoreXY = mScoreX + mScoreY;
/* penalize homoplasy of valid config. */
if cP > 1
mScoreXY += penalty ∗ (cE XP + cE YP);
mScoreXY −= penalty if (cPP + cPPP == 0);
mScoreXY += penalty if (cPP ∗ cPPP != 0);
if cQ > 1
mScoreXY += penalty ∗ (cE XQ + cE YQ);
mScoreXY −= penalty if (cQQ + cQQQ == 0);
mScoreXY += penalty if (cQQ ∗ cQQQ != 0);
/* only keep the minimum score from all valid
child-configs of cPP,cPPP,cQQ,cQQQ: */
mScore = mScoreXY if ( (mScore < 0) or
(mScore > mScoreXY));
next if (mScore < 0) ; /* next cQ */
S(cS, cN, cP, cQ)←− mScore; /* save valid score for current state, node,
and gain counts for state 1 and state 2 */
return(mini,p,q S(i, rootNode, p, q));
Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for calculation of the score matrix S of the extended
parsimony approach (function computeExpasi). The score of a sub-tree also depends
on the number of times the states 1 and 2 are introduced, respectively, which is
penalized if happening more than once. See text for details.
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parsimony algorithm (up-phase) takes O(n2) in the number of character states n per node,
the extended version of the up-phase takes O(n5). The space complexity is increased from
O(mn) with m being the number of nodes of the tree (determined by the number of taxa) by
an additional factor o2 with o being restricted by the maximally allowed cases of homoplasy
(i. e., regains) for each of the two presence states (O(mno2)).
The approach was applied to the metazoan NIP dataset (section 5.4), but did not prove
successful to improve MP tree inference results. Next to performance issues that did not
allow to extensively evaluate the extended approach (e. g. by bootstrapping), the main
hindrance to a successful incorporation of intron loss events for one or the other position of
the NIP is, in my opinion, the difficulty to appropriately penalize the homoplasy that may
be inherent to real datasets, and to weight the NIP changes vs the additionally considered
intron losses.
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As a proof of concept, the first study that involved the NIP character at genome-scale
was carried out within holometabolic insects, to clarify two main phylogenetic hypotheses
concerning the trifurcation of the lineages of Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, and Mecopterida
(section 5.1). In a subsequent study, a comparative analysis of NIP-associated exon-intron
structures within the fruit fly genus Drosophila aimed at evaluating possible mechanisms of
intron origin (section 5.2). Phylogenetically informative NIPs observed for other branches
of the metazoan tree within these first NIP studies point to a general usability of the
NIP marker, not only for the evaluation of particular phylogenetic hypotheses or intron
gain mechanisms, but also for character-based phylogenetic reconstructions of parts of the
eukaryotic tree. Two case studies employing NIP data sets for MP analyses were performed,
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one as part of an international effort to solve the long-standing enigma of the evolutionary
roots of Strepsiptera (section 5.3), and one concerning a broad set of metazoan animals
to evaluate the usage of NIPs also for the inference of deep evolutionary relationships
(section 5.4).
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5.1 Proof of concept: NIP study in holometabolic insects
Starting from the observations made in Krauss et al. (2005), we undertook a systematic
genome-scale analysis of NIPs in holometabolous insects (Krauss et al. 2008) specifically
designed to resolve the trifurcation of Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, and Mecopterida (the
latter containing the orders Diptera and Lepidoptera).
5.1.1 Background
The taxon of Holometabola1, also known as the Endopterygota, accounts for more than 50 %
of all metazoan species (Kristensen 1999) and thus should represent the most successful
group of insects. Members of this group are characterized by a complete metamorphism
(holometabolism) during development from larval to adult stages. Taxonomically, there
are 11 orders that group the extant species. Whereas the monophyly of each order was
already relatively well supported, their inter-ordinal relationships remained largely un-
certain (Beutel and Pohl 2006). The four most representative orders in terms of species
diversity are Coleoptera (beetles), Hymenoptera (ants, bees, wasps, sawflies), Diptera (true
flies), and Lepidoptera (butterflies, moths). Sequence and whole-genome data from several
well-known model organisms that represent these orders were available, such as from Tri-
bolium castaneum (red flour beetle, Tribolium Genome Sequencing Consortium et al. 2008),
Apis mellifera (honey bee, Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium 2006), Drosophila
melanogaster (fruit fly, Adams et al. 2000), and Bombyx mori (silkworm, Xia et al. 2004).
A formerly widely accepted hypothesis for their evolutionary history supposed that
an assemblage including Coleoptera (Neuropteriformia) resulted from the basal split sepa-
rating it from the LCA of Hymenoptera, Diptera, and Lepidoptera (e.g. Kristensen 1999;
Grimaldi and Engel 2005). In contrast, several more recent studies (Savard et al. 2006;
Zdobnov and Bork 2007; Wiegmann et al. 2009) concluded with Hymenoptera as being
among the most basal endopterygotes. In this study, we obtained evidence based on NIP
data in support of this novel view, stating that the Hymenoptera must have diverged from
the common ancestor of the Diptera and the Lepidoptera significantly before the Coleoptera.
5.1.2 Materials and methods
My coauthors prepared a manual data compilation of specifically selected sets of orthologous
genes and proceeded with a manual analysis of NIP characters utilizing both automated
and manual alignments and in part custom annotations, see also the works of Thu¨mmler
(2006) and Georgi (2007). The corresponding materials and methods are briefly presented
in the following. Based on the compiled ortholog dataset including CDS annotations (from
GenBank) we repeated the extraction and analysis of intron presence with respect to NIP
characters in an automated approach (see subsequent paragraph).
Manual data compilation and NIP analysis. Predicted protein sequences of Apis
mellifera were retrieved from NCBI and purified from doublets, shorter isoforms, and
shorter sequences (<140 aa). Searches for putative orthologs were performed with tblastn
1http://tolweb.org/Holometabola/
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Species Group Source
Apis mellifera Hymenoptera NCBI
Tribolium castaneum Coleoptera NCBI
Homo sapiens reference NCBI
Drosophila melanogaster (or D. pseudoobscura) ingroup NCBI
Anopheles gambiae ingroup NCBI
Aedes aegypti ingroup NCBI
Bombyx mori ingroup NCBI
Nasonia vitripennis sister to Apis NCBI
Pediculus humanus outgroup NCBI
Acyrthosiphon pisum outgroup NCBI Trace
Daphnia pulex outgroup NCBI Trace
Gallus gallus outgroup NCBI
Danio rerio outgroup NCBI
Ciona intestinalis (or C. savignyi) outgroup NCBI
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus outgroup NCBI
Schistosoma mansoni outgroup Sanger Institute
Nematostella vectensis outgroup JGI
Table 5.1: Overview on species and assigned roles for phylogenetic evaluation.
within the Tribolium castaneum genome as well as the human genome (for reference).
Subsequently, ortholog candidates were selected as the top-hits (by sequence identity, with
exactly one hit required for Tribolium) that additionally covered at least 50 % of the query
and that contained at least one intronic sequence insertion (of length >42 nt for Tribolium
and >60 nt for human, respectively; within or between adjacent tblastn alignments)
surrounded by gap-less Apis alignment sequences. The CDS of all Apis transcripts that
both contained introns and could be assigned to corresponding human transcripts were
downloaded, resulting in an initial ortholog dataset of 758 genes. Note that the gene
sets were specifically selected to contain at least one intron per gene for each of the three
taxa. The CDS of all identified Tribolium transcripts was either downloaded or manually
annotated based on a mapping of ORF translations to the Apis peptide sequence. For an
exact manual annotation of splice sites, the PWMs (see section 3.2) for U2-type introns of
D. melanogaster (Sheth et al. 2006) were considered, additionally. However, in some cases,
the resulting gene structures of Tribolium remained incomplete due to partially insufficient
sequence similarity with respect to Apis.
Identified intron positions were labeled with the number of the orthologous Apis triplet
(codon) immediately downstream of or surrounding the position together with the indication
of intron phase (0, 1, or 2). Based on the collected intron positions of Apis and Tribolium,
we compared the total numbers of internal coding exons of each species and the number of
nearby pairs of introns between Apis and Tribolium. As displayed in Figure 5.1B, internal
exons are only up to a size of 50 nt less abundant than nearby pairs of Apis-Tribolium
introns of corresponding distances. Thus, 50 nt was selected as the critical size for small
exons, and only the pairs of introns separated by between 1 and 49 nt (189 Apis-Tribolium
pairs) were considered as potentially informative phylogenetic characters. For each of the
manually identified 189 NIP characters, the corresponding ortholog set was extended to
include various metazoan in- and outgroup taxa w.r.t. Apis and Tribolium, see Table 5.1
for the 14+3 metazoan genomes used in this study. This was accomplished by using the
Apis peptide and
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Figure 5.1: (A) Size distributions of internal exons within the ortholog dataset of 758 genes for
Apis (4,798 exons) and Tribolium (1,863 exons). (B) Comparison of the distributions of intron
position distances of mutually-exclusive Apis-Tribolium intron pairs (NIP candidates, 266) and
lengths of internal exons of Apis and Tribolium (overall 170) for the interval [1, 70] nt. Taken from
Krauss et al. (2008; Fig. 2).
(1) blastp searches against metazoan protein sequences (result filtered on top-hit by e-value
that is not exceeding that of the next-related Apis paralog) to identify those NIPs
whose alignments exhibit sufficiently high sequence conservation including at least some
of the in- or outgroup taxa,
(2) search for arthropod EST sequences (tblastn and NCBI EST database) covering the
NIP loci in order to support custom/predicted CDS annotation and its transcripts’
expression, and finally
(3) tblastn searches and manual CDS annotations (see above, including consideration of
splice site PWMs) for all added sequences of a Apis-Tribolium-NIP locus to evaluate
the phylogenetic distribution of its intron positions.
Individual partial orthologous gene structure candidates whose intron positions could not
be unambiguously labeled with a homologous Apis triplet were excluded from analysis. As
an additional step to improve ortholog prediction, reciprocal Blast searches (blastx) of
all identified genomic regions (including Tribolium) against the Apis proteins were done. If
the translated search did not reveal the assigned Apis protein as top-hit, the candidate was
discarded. 54 out of the initial 189 NIP characters were excluded from the dataset due to
insufficient sequence conservation at the NIP locus or due to apparent gene duplications
during metazoan evolution. The final enriched set of Apis-Tribolium-NIPs thus contained
135 characters originating from 118 different genes.
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Automated analysis. In an attempt to complement the manual CDS annotation and
subsequent NIP extraction and analysis, a computational pipeline was implemented by
custom Perl scripts. Note that the current pipeline for NIP data is described in section 4.2
and has changed considerably.
The ortholog datasets from the manual compilation (gene sequences in GenBank format)
were re-used. Starting from the subset of orthologs containing all of the 135 identified
Apis-Tribolium NIPs, multiple alignments of the annotated CDS were constructed. At this
stage, the multiple alignments were accomplished by DIALIGN2 (Morgenstern et al. 2006;
translated mode) except for some datasets where additionally transAlign (Bininda-Emonds
2005) in combination with ClustalW (Larkin et al. 2007) was used. Prior to alignments,
an automated adaption of CDS annotations to correct for small deviations from the U2-
type splice site dinucleotides (GT/AG and GC/AG) was performed, if necessary. Intron
positions were mapped onto the multiple alignment to identify conserved positions, and
labeled automatically using a blat-based mapping (Kent 2002) of the CDS to the Apis
protein sequence. Out of the resulting CDS alignments with annotated intron positions, all
subregions containing potential NIPs were extracted as separate alignments (text format)
that additionally displayed the start (8 nt) and end (14 nt) of intron sequences for each
species.
This automated approach completely agreed with the manual prediction of all 135
selected Apis-Tribolium-NIPs.
5.1.3 Results
The specific selection of character data representing only the potential successive losses and
gains of intron positions that occurred between Apis and Tribolium allows the evaluation of
the divergence of the LCA of Apis and Tribolium that is assumed to contain the ingroup as
well. Species (other than Apis and Tribolium) were assigned to ingroup (Lepidoptera and
Diptera) or outgroup (remaining arthropods, Platyzoa, Deuterostomia, Cnidaria) according
to the commonly assumed animal phylogeny (Table 5.1). An MP analysis of all identified
Apis-Tribolium-specific NIPs that could be enriched with orthologous data from in- and
outgroup taxa revealed a clear picture: none of the characters supported a shared-derived
state (synapomorphy) of Apis with the ingroup. Nasonia as sister taxon to Apis did not
interfere with this result as it was either absent or sharing the Apis position (e. g. there were
26 cases of synapomorphies in support of Hymenoptera). In contrast, 22 synapomorphies
could be detected in support of the clade comprising Tribolium (Coleoptera) and the ingroup
to the exclusion of Apis (Hymenoptera), see Figure 5.2 and Krauss et al. (2008; Table 1).
Out of the 135 characters, only 102 could be (consistently) polarized with respect to the
outgroup, i. e., the plesiomorphic (outgroup shared) and apomorphic (derived) position
could be determined.
Completely missing data for the outgroup caused 21 out of the 33 non-polarized
characters. The remaining 12 NIPs represent various cases of inconsistent distributions of
intron states due to both states being observed within the outgroup (Krauss et al. 2008;
Table 2). Note that no inconsistent case was observed that was also due to the presence of
both states within the ingroup. This might be caused by the shorter evolutionary divergence
times of the ingroup compared to the outgroup.
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Figure 5.2: Phylogenetic distribution of NIP characters across Apis and Tribolium according to
character states of the in- and outgroup taxa. No synapomorphy was observed in support of a
group of Apis and the ingroup taxa. The trifurcation indicated in the cladogram on the left side is
clearly resolved in favor of a clade of Tribolium and the ingroup (Diptera and Lepidoptera) to the
exlusion of Apis (22 synapomorphies). Note that Nasonia is subsumed under Apis, and present
with the derived state in 26 out of the 36 NIPs labeled as Apis-specific, here. Original figure from
Krauss et al. (2008; Fig. 4).
We further differentiated the inconsistent cases in order to reveal potential sources of
homoplasy within the NIP data (cf. section 4.1). One homoplastic case could clearly be
attributed to ancestral co-existence of both intron positions as the short exon could still be
observed in Nematostella (GI 66546088, positions 214-0 and 225-0). Three more cases (GIs
66499842, 48120807 and 66512196) are also likely caused by short exons. We here do not
assume multiple independent gains as these would have been required more than twice. The
remaining eight NIP distributions only were inconsistent because a single outgroup taxon
exhibited the putatively apomorphic state. To explore the possibility that the two gains
might have occurred in parallel, respectively, we additionally considered other nearby intron
positions that were found in some out- or ingroup taxa at a distance less than 50 nt from
the Apis-Tribolium-NIP positions, which resulted in additional NIP characters. Figure 5.3
shows the phylogenetic tree with parsimoniously mapped character changes for both types,
the Apis-Tribolium-specific and the additional ones, at the specific branches.
Already from the limited amount of data available for other branches of the animal
tree in this study, some differences in the speed of intron evolution can be assumed, e. g.
Schistosoma and Ciona showed six and five additional intron gains in contrast to no such
changes within vertebrates (Danio and Gallus). In addition, Schistosoma and Ciona alone
are responsible for two and four introns, respectively, whose distributions could be attributed
to multiple character changes for the eight inconsistent Apis-Tribolium-NIPs.
Although we found evidence for both suspected types of homoplasy (cf. section 4.1),
their amount can be neglected and does not interfere with the phylogenetic evaluation of
the positions of Hymenoptera and Coleoptera with respect to the Lepidoptera and Diptera
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Figure 5.3: NIP apomorphies mapped onto the phylogenetic tree. Black arrows at branches
indicate successive intron loss and gain events separating Apis and Tribolium as unambiguously
supported by intron pair distributions of out- and ingroup taxa. Note that autapomorphies for Apis
and Tribolium are here only considered when the ingroup had the plesiomorphic state. White arrows
show the additionally identified intron pairs separating other lineages, see main text for details.
This figure is taken from Krauss et al. (2008; Fig. 5) and modified.
in this study. However, it is to note that the number of observed homoplastic characters
through inconsistent distributions depends on the concrete sampling of outgroup (and
ingroup) taxa.
5.1.4 Discussion
NIP distance threshold. The selection of the threshold d for the maximal distance of
intron position pairs that can still be interpreted as (reliable) NIP markers (here d < 50)
was decided based on available evidence for exon length preferences from other species and
based on the data-inherent size distribution of internal exons. Only 39 out of 4,798 (Apis,
0.81 %) and 8 out of 1,863 (Tribolium, 0.43 %) internal exons are of a size smaller than
50 nt (see Figure 5.1A). The number of pairs of introns between both species considered
separately for intron distances, was observed to be greater than any of the exon counts
for the two species of the corresponding lengths only up to the distance of 50 nt, above
which Apis exons are more abundant (see Figure 5.1B). Thus, statistically speaking, at
least up to sizes of 50 nt, short exons are overall not more frequently observed than pairs
of valid nearby introns of corresponding distances, which supports the assumption that
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differential intron loss as an explanation for the observed intron pairs is highly unlikely
below this distance threshold. The two counts for small exons and valid NIP changes (pairs
of mutually-exclusive intron presences) are competing for the available “space” of CDS.
Age of novel introns. This first study on NIPs in holometabolous insects already
demonstrated that
(1) NIP character changes can be used to reliable predict intron gain events (depending on
the outgroup taxa).
(2) Intron gains can be assigned a relative age (also depending on the intron pair distribution
of sister taxa).
(3) Combined intron loss and gain events are suitable to evaluate phylogenetic hypotheses.
Altogether, the NIP search revealed 66, 36, and 19 novel introns in the lineages of Tribolium,
Apis, and other metazoan species, respectively (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). The maximum
age of gained introns within Holometabola is about 320 Myr (Grimaldi and Engel 2005).
Within the hymenopteran clade, Apis and Nasonia were not subject to any different
positions among the selected NIPs, although the two lineages separated at least 150 Mya
(Grimaldi and Engel 2005).
Mechanism of intron gain. The identified novel introns did not exhibit any significant
sequence similarities to other introns, to transposons, or to exons. A definite explanation for
their origin could therefore not be determined. However it cannot be excluded that some of
the inferred gene structure changes, especially those of smaller distances, are not the result
of successive intron loss and gain, but intron sliding (cf. sections 2.1.5 and 5.2). As known
from the structure of splices sites, intron sliding will occur most probably across distances
of 1 nt (Rogozin et al. 2000) or 3 nt (Krauss et al. 2005; Hiller et al. 2007). A potential
excess of NIPs of the appropriate small distances may therefore be explained by intron
sliding processes, in addition to the greater probability of NIPs of lengths of multiples of
3 due to intron phase preferences (Qiu et al. 2004). A distance of 1 nt was not found to
be over-represented, however, NIPs of 3 nt distances could be found significantly enriched
(13 out of 189, P=0.0003, t-test). Note that the absence of (pairs of) intron positions
at intermediate stages (branches) of putative gene structure changes by successive intron
loss and gain cannot help to distinguish from the intron sliding case due to the generally
high abundance of independent intron loss (Roy and Penny 2007; and references therein).
However, the apparently immediate change of positions between closely-sampled taxa, i. e.,
there is no such intron-less intermediate stage observable, might indicate sliding processes.
5.1.5 Summary
This first investigation of NIP characters at genome-scale within holometabolous insects
clearly demonstrates a phylogenetic signal useful to evaluate evolutionary hypotheses. The
compiled distribution of mutually-exclusive pairs of nearby intron positions supported
without any contrary evidence a basal split of holometabolous insects into Hymenoptera
and an assemblage of Coleoptera and Mecopterida. This is in agreement with analyses
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based on morphological data (e.g. Kukalova-Peck and Lawrence 2004; Beutel et al. 2011),
paleontological data (Rohdendorf and Rasnitsyn 1980), EST data (e.g. Savard et al. 2006;
Meusemann et al. 2010), genomic sequences (e.g. Zdobnov and Bork 2007; Wiegmann et al.
2009), and 18S rRNA data (Misof et al. 2007).
Meanwhile and several studies later, a consensus of holometabolous insect phylogeny
(see Trautwein et al. 2012; Yeates et al. 2012 for recent reviews on insect phylogeny in
general) has emerged that confirms the early divergence of Hymenoptera. The remaining
holometabolan lineage is assumed to have diverged into the Neuropteroidea (Neuropterida,
Coleoptera, and relatives) and the Mecopterida (Amphiesmenoptera (Lepidoptera and
Trichoptera) and Antliophora (Diptera, Mecoptera, and Siphonaptera)) (Trautwein et al.
2012), with the enigmatic order of Strepsiptera (twisted-wing parasites) being placed as
sister to Coleoptera (see section 5.3 and Niehuis et al. 2012).
Some of these orders may play a role for the basal evolutionary splitting event, such
as Neuropterida, Strepsiptera, and Mecoptera (Whiting 2002; Beutel and Pohl 2006). As
an extension of the prescribed NIP study in holometabolous insects, these smaller groups
were manually investigated by sequencing DNA samples of selected species representatives
at the orthologous regions of informative NIP loci that were identified within the studies
on holometabolic insects (Krauss et al. 2005, 2008) and metazoans (Lehmann et al. 2013).
This was done by my colleague Carina Eisenhardt in order to estimate their phylogenetic
position within the Holometabola.
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5.2 NIP-based evaluation of recent intron gain in Drosophila
To decide whether an observed (more or less conserved) intron position for some species
has recently been gained, or not, is not an easy task when considering the presence/absence
patterns of introns at single positions. However, for the subset of positions that are located
in close proximity to appropriate presence/absence patterns of other intron positions, i. e.,
that are part of NIPs, the relative age may be inferred more confidently.
In a comparative analysis of exon-intron structures of protein-coding genes of the fruit fly
genus Drosophila, we looked for such putatively novel intron positions and evaluated possible
mechanisms of their origin. Starting point for the analysis were the 12 relatively recently
diverged Drosophila species described in Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium (2007) whose
gene and orthology annotation data are readily available to the community (Tweedie et al.
2009).
5.2.1 Background
The Drosophila genus comprises more than 2000 described species (Markow and O’Grady
2007). The 12 fully-sequenced representatives cover a great variety of phenotypic diver-
sity (Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium 2007) and their phylogeny is well-defined, see
Figure 5.5. A group of more closely related Drosophila species w.r.t. D. melanogaster is
the melanogaster subgroup. Together with D. ananassae and the obscura group (D. pseu-
doobscura, D. persimilis), they belong to the subgenus Sophophora that separated from the
subgenus Drosophila about 40 Mya.
5.2.2 NIP dataset for 12 Drosophila species
Compilation of orthologous genes. Based on the FlyBase annotation, 12,386 sets of
protein-coding genes could be identified within the 12 Drosophila species that exhibited a
1:1 orthology. These data were compiled using the “FlyBase melanogaster gene ortholog
report”2 (release FB2009 01). For each set, the gene sequences (genomic DNA) and the
corresponding protein annotations and sequences were retrieved.
To identify orthologous and nearby intron positions from this data set, multiple align-
ments and intron position mapping was performed as part of the NIP extraction pipeline.
Multiple alignments and intron position mapping. CDS of each ortholog set were
compiled according to the FlyBase peptide annotations and subsequently aligned at the
protein level. This step was performed according to the procedure and settings as described
in detail in section 4.2. The mapping and labeling of intron positions was done with respect
to the peptide sequence of the reference species D. melanogaster. In cases where several
translations (isoforms) for the reference were available, the annotation and protein was
selected according to highest sequence similarity to the proteins of the other species. The
extraction of NIP regions from intron-annotated multiple alignments of CDS was performed
using the threshold of 49 nt for the maximal NIP distance, resulting in 4,044 NIP regions
2ftp://ftp.flybase.net/releases/FB2009_01/precomputed_files/genes/gene_
orthologs_fb_2009_01.tsv.gz
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Multiple codon alignment and automated
extraction of NIP region candidates 
Initial compilation of orthologous gene sets
and CDS annotations from FLYBASE data
Automated filter steps to remove
non-confidential NIP candidates
(using transAlign, muscle, IntronAlignment tools 
for CDS alignment; NIP=nearby intron positions (<50nt) 
unlikely to have coexisted, and mapped onto orthologous
coding sequences)
(using precomputed 1:1 ortholog predictions for 
 D. melanogaster across 11 other species)
NIPs with both intron positions occupied for a species
NIPs with <6 non-gap exonic characters at both intron borders
NIPs that failed splice consensus for donor (GYR) or acceptor (HAG)
Manual inspection of NIP candidates for validity
criteria: gap-free alignment regions, unambigious CDS
             annotations, NIP distance <32 nt
NIPs where the best pairwise amino-acid-conservation score
across 2 sequences having different intron positions is <0.75
959
122
138
NIPs without appropriate splice site scores according
to D. melanogaster PWMs [Sheth et al 2006]
35
4044
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
12386
Figure 5.4: NIP extraction workflow of the Drosophila dataset. Figure adapted from Lehmann et al.
(2009; Fig. 1).
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Species Common name Group Source
Glossina morsitans tsetse fly Diptera Sanger
Aedes aegypti yellow fever mosquito Diptera VectorBase
Anopheles gambiae malaria mosquito Diptera Ensembl
Culex pipiens southern house mosquito Diptera VectorBase
Bombyx mori domesticated silkmoth Lepidoptera SilkDB
Tribolium castaneum red flour beetle Coleoptera BeetleBase
Apis mellifera honey bee Hymenoptera HGSC
Nasonia vitripennis jewel wasp Hymenoptera HGSC
Acyrthosiphon pisum pea aphid Hemiptera AphidBase
Pediculus humanus human louse Neoptera VectorBase
Daphnia pulex water flea Crustacea JGI
Ixodes scapularis black-legged tick Chelicerata Ensembl
Table 5.2: Overview on arthropod taxa used as outgroup to polarize Drosophila NIPs.
containing all NIP candidates, see Figure 5.4 for an overview on the data extraction and
filtering steps of this particular study.
NIP selection. To remove low confidence and erroneous NIP candidates from the region
set, several filter steps were applied. NIPs occurring due to short internal exons of some
species were excluded. Individual taxa of a NIP were excluded from consideration in case
their splice sites did not follow the consensus triplets GYR (donor) and/or HAG (acceptor).
Furthermore, each valid species sequence contributing a position of a NIP was required to
contain at least six non-gap alignment sites up- and downstream of the intron position.
For the remaining 959 alignment regions containing at least one non-excluded NIP
candidate, a sequence conservation score was calculated to select candidate regions with
a relatively high CDS conservation. For this purpose, the most similar pair of amino
acid sequences that also represents at the genomic level different intron positions within
the multiple alignment interval was examined. The corresponding score was obtained by
averaging over the relative sum-of-pair scores of all sites of this pair utilizing the BLOSUM45
substitution matrix of Clustal W (Larkin et al. 2007).
The subsequent analysis was restricted to the 138 partial alignments whose relative
conservation score was at least 0.75. To enrich the remaining candidates with information
on available EST data overlapping one of its intron positions, an automated blastn search
for species-specific ESTs within the NCBI EST database (est others) was performed
(NIPutil script intronRegionESTsearch.pl). In addition, Drosophila splice site PWMs
from SpliceRack (Sheth et al. 2006) together with a weighted score cutoff of 50 were utilized
to remove sequences, and so eventually NIPs, by detecting obviously erroneously annotated
intron positions, based on comparisons of splice site strengths of annotated and alternative
positions (cf. section 4.2).
The computational selection concluded with 122 NIP regions. A manual inspection
of the contained pairs of nearby introns for validity finally resulted in 36 NIPs from 35
partial alignments. As part of this selection, NIPs with a distance larger than 31 nt were
not considered, to obtain an even more reliable data set. This lowering of the maximal NIP
distance (previously 49 nt) was based on a comparison of the abundances of short exons
and NIP distances within Drosophila.
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Subsequently, a Blast-based search for orthologous sequences of outgroup species (see
Table 5.2) was performed to infer the ancestral and more recent intron positions of a pair,
where possible. Additionally, two Drosophila sequences were manually added to the dataset
(e. g. D. mojavensis to FBgn0002526), eight sequences were removed (e. g. D. grimshawi
from FBgn0015572), and one obvious sequence error could be corrected (D. erecta in
FBgn0046689).
For 7 out of the 36 NIP candidates, splice site annotation seemed to be ambiguous with
respect to the ancestral position, thus, an experimental validation (RT-PCR and genomic
PCR experiments) for some crucial species was performed in the lab (by Carina Eisenhardt).
Two of the investigated NIPs (FBgn0015572, FBgn0046689) could be confirmed whereas
the remaining five cases were reducible to the ancestral position. Three of those five
were associated with sequence errors (FBgn0036324, FBgn0027055, FBgn0046689), one
represented a frame shift mutation and thus bad annotation (FBgn0038858), and in one
case (FBgn0082831), intron sliding of only the 3’ intron boundary was reported. The final
compilation then contained 31 NIPs residing in 31 partial alignments that originate from 31
different genes.
5.2.3 Analysis of intron sequences
To detect potential traces of intron origins, the intron sequences of NIPs were utilized
in Blast searches against the orthologous gene sequences, as well as the Drosophila and
Wolbachia genomes, repetitive sequences3, and the complete GenBank database (wgs/nr). By
requiring a nearly complete coverage (maximal 5 nt unmatched positions at both ends) of the
intronic query sequence within the target sequences, and a standard E-value cutoff of 0.0001,
the Blast results were filtered on significant hits for probable sources of intron sequences.
Additionally, intronic sequence alignments of positionally orthologous introns were compiled
and subsequently screened with RNAz (Washietl 2007) on potentially conserved secondary
structures. However, both analyses failed to identify any plausible hits.
5.2.4 Results
Relative timing of intron gain
Using the intron distributions among Drosophila and the arthropod outgroup species
(Table 5.2), only 17 out of the 31 NIPs within Drosophila could be unambigiously po-
larized into one ancestral and one novel position. Another four NIP cases turned out
to be polarizable w.r.t. other nearby intron positions of the outgroup, i. e., both intron
positions of these four NIPs must be novel, respectively. Thus, we propose that at least 25
intron positions of our specifically-selected dataset are novel and must have arisen during
Drosophila radiation starting at least 40 Mya (Gilbert 2007). The phase distribution of
these 25 novel introns is similar to the average intron phase distribution in Drosophila
(Coulombe-Huntington and Majewski 2007): 13 are in phase 0 (52%), and 6 in phase 1
and phase 2, respectively (24%). For the 10 remaining NIPs, the relative age of intron
positions could not be determined either due to a lack of sufficient local sequence similarity
to orthologous gene structures or other nearby introns of outgroup species. We then treated
3Repbase GIRI, http://www.girinst.org/repbase/
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Figure 5.5: Apomorphic NIP characters mapped onto the Drosophila phylogeny. Filled circles
at specific branches denote unambiguously mapped successive intron loss and gain events (NIPs).
The two empty circles denote a single NIP whose states are, however, homoplastically distributed
according to this tree. We predicted two independent slidings of a single ancestral position into the
same derived position, for this case. The phylogenetic tree is scaled according to the DroSpeGe
database (Gilbert 2007). Note that the combined outgroup taxon needed for polarization is not
shown, here. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2010; Fig. 2).
both positions of the NIP as potentially novel during the search for possible mechanisms of
origin.
NIPs in support of the Drosophila phylogeny
As already shown in section 5.1 for holometabolic insects, NIPs have the purpose
and primary intention to be used as reliable phylogenetic markers. Also within the
relatively recent radiation of the genus Drosophila whose phylogeny is well known
(Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium 2007), NIPs provide a suitable phylogenetic signal:
Altogether, 7 consistent synapomorphic (shared derived) and 11 autapomorphic (species-
specific) changes of intron positions during the evolution of the genus Drosophila could
be observed from our dataset. The subgenus Drosophila, the species groups obscura and
melanogaster, their sister relationship, as well as the melanogaster subgroup are supported
by at least one shared-derived distribution of intron pairs, see Figure 5.5. For five remain-
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                                                         ________253-0___________      ________255-0___________                              
                      Dmel GTCATTGCGGGTCTGGTCAAGCAGGCGAAGgtgagctt//ttctctgacgacagCAACAA                        CACAGTCTGATTAGCAAGGTTCTTAAG
                      Dsim GTCATTGCGGGTCTGGTCAAGCAGGCGAAGgtgagctt//ttttctgacaacagCAACAA                        CACAGTTTGATCAGCAAGGTCCTTAAG
                      Dsec GTCATTGCGGGTCTGGTCAAGCAGGCGAAGgtgagctt//ttctctgacaacagCAACAA                        CACAGTCTTATCAGCAAGGTCCTTAAG
                      Dyak GTCATTGCGGGTCTGGTCAAGCAGGCGAAGgtgagtct//tctcctgacagcagCAACAA                        CACAGCCTGATGAGCAAGGTGCTCAAG
                      Dere GTCATTGCGGGCCTGGTCAAGCAGGCGAAGgtgagccc//tttccgcacagcagCAACAA                        CACAGTCTGATCAGCAAGGTCCTCAAG
                      Dana GTTATTGCGGGTCTGGTCAAGCAGGTCAAGgtgagttt//tattccttttttagCAACAA                        CAGAGTCTGATGGGAAAGGTCCTGAAA
                      Dpse GTCATCGCGGGACTGGTGAAGCAAGTGAAG                        CAGCAGgtgagtcc//actgttccttccagCAGAATCTCATGGGAAAGGGCATCAAG
                      Dper GTCATCGCCGGACTGGTGAAGCAAGTGAAG                        CAGCAGgtgagtcc//actgttccttccagCAGAATCTCATGGGAAAGGGCATCAAG
                      Dwil GTTATTGCAGGGTTGGTGAAGCAGGTGAAGgtaagttt//ttcgtatattctagCAACAA                        CAGAACCTAATGGGAAAATCTCTTAAA
                      Dvir GTCATGGCGGGCTTGGTCAAGCAGGTGAAGgtgagtac//actctctccgtcagCAGCAA                        CAGAATCTCATGGGCAAGGTGCTCAAG
                      Dmoj ATCATAGCAGGCCTGGTGAAGCAGGTGAAGgtgagctg//ctctctctcgctagCAGCAA                        CAGAATCTCATGAGCAAAGTACTCAAG
                      Dgri GTCATTGCCGGTTTGGTTAAGCAGGCAAAGgtgggttc//gtgattattcccagCAGCAA                        CAGAATCTTGGGGGCAAGGTGCTGAAG
             CDS consensus  V  I  A  G  L  V  K  Q  V  K                          Q  Q                          Q  N  L  M  G  K  V  L  K
                            I  M                    A                                                           H  S     I  S     G  I
                                                                                                                         G        S
                                                         ________615-1___________   ________616-1___________                              
                      Dmel TGTTACAAAAGGAGAGACAGCAGGAAGGAG                        GAGgtatgtcg//cgccgccctttcagCGATTGCCCAGCCCGTCACGATAGCAACAG
                      Dsec TGTTACAAAAGGAAAGACAGCAGGAAGGAG                        GAGgtatgtcg//caccgccctttcagCGATTGCCCAGCCCGTCACGATAGCCACAG
                      Dyak TGTTACAAAAGGAAAGACAACAGGAAGGAG                        GAGgtatgttc//cggcgccttttcagCGATTGCCCAGCCCGTAACGATAGCAACAG
                      Dere TGTTACAAAAGGAAAGACAGCATGAAGGAG                        GAGgtatgtcg//cggcgccttttcagCGATTGCCCAGCCCGTGACGATAGCAACAG
                      Dana TGCTGCAGAAGGAACGCCAACAGGAGGGAG                        GAGgtgggctt//tataaaattttcagCGATTGTCCCGTCCGTGACAATAGCGACGG
                      Dpse TGCTGCAGAAGGAGCGCCAACACGAAGGAGgtaacaac//cgccaccatttcagCGA                        TTGCCCCCCAGCCTGTGACGAAAGCGACAG
                      Dper TGCTGCAGAAGGAGCGCCAACACGAAGGAGgtaacaac//cgccaccatttcagCGA                        TTGCCCCCCAGCCTGTGACGAAAGCGACAG
                      Dwil TGTTGCAAAAAGAACGTCAGCAGGAAGCAGgtaactat//atctccatcgctagCAG                        CAGCCACAACAATAATCACAGCAACTACAA
                      Dvir TTCTGCAAAAGGAGCGGCAGCTGGAAGCAGgtaaataa//cattttactaatagCCG                        CCTTTGTTGTACCGGTTATAACAGCTGTCA
                      Dmoj TGCTGCAAAAGGAGCGCCAACAGGAAGCAGgtaataga//tgtatcggttgtagCTG                        GGAGTCAGACGCATCCCAACAATAGCAGTA
                      Dgri TGCTGCAAAAGGAGCGACTACAGGAATCAGgtagcata//ttgttgctgtttagCGG                        CGTCGGATCAGAGGACGCCACACAACAATA
             CDS consensus    L  Q  K  E  R  Q  Q  E  G                          A                          A  I  A  Q  P  V  T  I  A  T
                                             L  H     A                          G                          I  A  V  T  R  T  P  K  N  N
                                                L     S                                                     G  S  P  V  H  P  I  H  S  V
                                                                                                               F  D  P  I  I  N  T  T  S
                                                                                                                  Q     S        N
                                                                                                                  T              A
                10          20          30          40          50          60          70          80      
Dmel CTAATGCCTAATCTGCCTGTCTATCTATCTGTCTCTCCTTGTCTTTCCCTT---AAAATGCCATCCCAAAC-TAAGTTGCTATGC
Dana CTAATGCCTAATCTACCTATCTATCTAT--GTCTTTCCTTGTCTCTCTCCTCTCAAAATGCCTTCCCAAAAATAAGTTGATATGC
Dpse CTAATACCTAATCTGCCTAACTATCTAT--GTATCTATCTGTCTCTCCTT-------GTGCCTTCCCCAC--TTAGTCGAATTGC
          90         100         110         120         130         140         150         160         170
Dmel CAAAATGAAATATGCCCGTGTTTTTTAAACTAAAACAACGCAAATTTCATGAGTTTTTCTTTGGAAGTAGCCGTGGTTAGTATCG
Dana CAAAATGAGATATTTCCGTGTTTGTTCAACTTAAACGGCGAAAATTTCGTGAGTTTTTGTTTGGAAGTAGCCGTGGTTAGTATAG
Dpse CAAAATGAGAAATTTTCGTATTTGTTCAGTTGAAACGACGAAAATTTCATGAGTTTTTATTTGGAAATAGCCGTGGTTAGTATCG
A
B
C
Figure 5.6: Two NIP regions exemplary for intron sliding are shown (A) and (B), with intronic
sequences indicated by lower case letters, and the consensus of the CDS triplets given by amino acid
letters at the bottom, respectively. (A) NIP region of the gene gcm2 (FBgn0019809) (properties 1,
2, and 3). The second conserved glutamine codon (Q) between both intron positions has probably
supported sliding in a common ancestor of D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis (conserved, cryptic
3’ splice site, highlighted in grey). (B) NIP region of the gene CG8516 (FBgn0037757) (properties
1, 2, 4, and 5). GYRGYR/NAGNAG sites corresponding to the intron shift are highlighted in grey.
(C) Alignment of the conserved part of the intronic sequences of positions 616-1 (D. melanogaster,
D. ananassae) and 615-1 (D. pseudoobscura) of the NIP shown in (B). Note that each intron
comprises >300 nt. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2010; Fig. 3).
ing internal nodes (subtrees) and eight remaining terminal nodes (species) of the tree no
supporting NIP evidence was found. Two of the synapomorphies identified must have
been derived independently from the same ancestral position (FBgn0033734). Out of eight
polarizable and parsimony-informative NIPs, only one (gene FBgn0003607, positions 117-1
and 118-1) contradicts the established tree of the 12 Drosophila species. This inconsistent
character is clearly associated with a sliding event. To summarize, the number of informative
characters for phylogenetic analyses of recent radiations such as the genus Drosophila could
critically be limited due to short branch lengths.
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Did some NIPs result from intron sliding?
To reveal possible evolutionary mechanisms that caused the novel positions of the 31 intron
pairs, we looked at specific properties of the character distribution that would be expected
under a certain model of origin (in addition to sequence similarity searches of the intron
sequences, see subsection 5.2.3). For intron sliding, these properties are
(1) no taxon with an intermediate, intron-less state (according to the known tree)
(2) a multiple of 3 nt for the NIP distance enabling a stepwise shift of boundaries
(3) cryptic splice sites occurring between NIP positions while supported by amino acid
conservation (Figure 5.6A)
(4) one-sided shifts or GYRGYR/NAGNAG splice sites for some taxa (Figure 5.6B)
(5) significant sequence similarity between introns of the pair (Figure 5.6C)
Criterion (5) is sufficient on its own to indicate intron sliding and was found in three cases
(Table 5.3). While criteria (1) and (2) are also consistent with mechanisms of intron gain
(see following paragraph) cryptic splice sites and one-sided shifts of intron borders are
specific indications for intron sliding. Thus, we also argue for intron sliding if at least three
out of the conditions (1) - (4) are met, which was the case for six additional characters. All
of these nine putative sliding events have occurred between lineages that diverged at least
14 Mya (LCA of D. ananassae and D. melanogaster), except one case (FBgn0034221) that
must have occured since the separation of the lineages of D. yakuba and D. melanogaster
(about 6 Mya) (Gilbert 2007). Contrary to expectations, no footprint of internal sequence
conservation across the two intron positions has been retained.
On the one hand, it is surprising that intron sliding is a most likely explanation for that
many nearby-pairs of introns (9 out of 31 in our data set), since earlier studies predicted
intron sliding to be a very rare event (Rogozin et al. 2000). On the other hand, frequent
intron sliding can be expected as a consequence of the high abundance of tandem splice
sites (e. g. GYRGYR/NAGNAG) in eukaryotic genes (Hiller et al. 2007; Sinha et al. 2010).
Scenario of intron gain through tandem duplications
Donor and acceptor splice site consensi both include also some exonic nucleotide preferences,
typically 5’-AG-3’ and 5’-RT-3’ (Sheth et al. 2006), see also Figure 2.1. Sverdlov et al.
(2003) reported that potentially new introns would exhibit a higher information content
within the exonic regions of their splice sites, compared to old introns, while the intronic
contribution to the splice signal would be larger for old introns. Both observations are
compatible with the scenario of intron gain in which a local tandem duplication of exonic
sequence containing a proto-splice site (here 5’-AGGY-3’) is compensated by subsequent
intronization (Figure 2.2 and section 2.1.3).
Specifically for Drosophila it is known that the branch site and additional enhancer
and silencer sequences play only a very limited role for intron definition (Lim and Burge
2001), such that a duplication of sequences containing a proto-splice site likely would readily
define an intron delimited by the donor and acceptor site of the duplicated proto-splice
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Table 5.3: NIP properties and inferred origins. Table adapted from Lehmann et al. (2010; Table 1).
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sites, respectively. Concomitantly, such a duplication would enable alternative splicing
(intron retention) if the duplication and thus intron size is a multiple of three. Alternatively,
unspliced mRNA variants may be subject to NMD (Jaillon et al. 2008). As suggested by
Farlow et al. (2010), NMD may play a backup role for weak splicing of novel introns, in
general.
Among the novel introns of the Drosophila NIP dataset, nine intron positions (from
six NIPs) could be identified to be surrounded by an AG/GY proto-splice site. For seven
of these intron positions (from five NIPs; in total 18 introns, termed TD introns in the
following), the proto-splice sites are conserved even in Drosophila species having no intron
there, and hence may already have been present at the time of intron origin (Table 5.3).
Splice site scores were calculated according to Sheth et al. (2006), both for real splice
sites of introns of D. melanogaster to obtain a reference set distribution (RS), and for
proto-splice sites around the TD introns as well as the reference introns (termed RP in
the following). The potential functionality of the proto-splice sites around TD introns
is supported by their score distribution that resides within the variability of functional
splice sites of D. melanogaster, but well above the proto-splice site scores of typical exonic
sequences surrounding Drosophila introns (see Figure 5.7 A-C and Table 5.4). In all 18
individual sequences of TD introns we found a premature termination codon, suggesting
that NMD might have played a role during their evolution.
Tandem duplication or reverse splicing?
The concept of the proto-splice site was proposed more than 20 years ago (Dibb and Newman
1989), namely as preferential exonic sites for intron gain or loss. In most cases, the insertion
pathway by reverse-splicing and subsequent reverse-transcription and recombination was
anticipated (Sverdlov et al. 2004b), despite a lack of clear evidence for it. In contrast, the
relatively simple model of intron gain by tandem duplication was pursued only in some
studies (Coulombe-Huntington and Majewski 2007; Venkatesh et al. 1999; Zhuo et al. 2007;
but see Roy and Irimia 2008b). It is known that tandem duplications frequently occur
in natural populations, including partial gene duplications (e. g. Emerson et al. 2008).
Meanwhile, the mechanism of intron gain by tandem genomic duplication has been shown
to be feasible by in vivo experiments (Hellsten et al. 2011). Thus, a compensation of these
function-challenging mutations by intron gains in case of available proto-splice sites seems
likely.
In order to further support the hypothesis that the seven TD introns arose by tandem
duplication rather than by reverse splicing, we evaluated their splice and proto-splice sites.
If splice sites had emerged directly by duplication of proto-splice sites,
(1) proto-splice and splice sites should be similar to each other, and
(2) both should be functional splice sites.
If intronic splice sites stemmed from a reverse-spliced intron, proto-splice sites would not
need to be similar but should have provided a preferential binding site for the spliceosome
that has inserted the intron. The sequence specificity of spliceosome-binding during forward
splicing is mediated by the binding of the U1 snRNP to the donor site (Horowitz and Krainer
1994), see also section 2.1.1. However, the initial interactions for reverse splicing are unknown.
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Figure 5.7: Evaluation of proto-splice site scores. The score distributions of (proto-) splice sites
are shown separately for donor, acceptor, and their combination, displaying different sets of sites:
(RS) 16,766 reference splice sites of D. melanogaster, (TD) the 18 proto-splice sites from the 7
potentially novel intron positions of the NIP dataset suspected to have emerged from tandem exon
duplication, (ON) the 236 proto-splice sites from all other NIP introns, (RP) 16,506 proto-splice sites
of the reference introns, and (IS) 52,626 exonic AGGY motif surroundings that are located more than
31 nt apart from exon boundaries. (A-C) Comparisons that refer to the complete splice consensus
interval. (D-F) Scores determined as in (A-C) that refer, however, to the partial splice consensus
with excluded AG/GY motif sites. (G) Identical nts between the donor and acceptor sites of each
intron excluding the motif AG/GY. 15 nts (−13 . . .− 3 and +3 . . .+ 6 w.r.t. start and end of each
intron, respectively) were compared between both sites. On average, 3.75 identical nt positions
would be expected at random. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2010; Fig. 4).
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Table 5.4: Intron positions identified as likely gains via tandem exon duplication.
FBgn Intron
Proto-splice site consensus of the
surrounding CDS (all Drosophila
species in alignment)
Percentile of the smallest
score per position within the
reference set RS (RP)
Splice site consensus of introns
0002526 1460-0
CAGGTSATT // YGGATTCCATCAGG
2.99 // 7.52
(96.61) (92.18)
CAGgtaagw // cattgtccaccagG 75.49 // 18.99
0029747
200-0
CAGGTHCTH // YAARMGWKTRCAGG
0.38 // 9.77
(91.34) (93.46)
CAGgtaskk // bshsuymywdyagG 1.23 // 11.28
207-0
CAGGCACGC // CAAGTCAYTGCAGG
0.48 // 21.59
(92.31) (96.80)
CAGgtrrgy // tktcssmtkgcagG 29.43 // 30.97
0030661 211-0
GAGGTTATC // CCGAAATTTTGAGG
1.72 // 0.25
(95.60) (74.97)
GAGgtgaga // agtgcactttcagG 56.04 // 38.86
0038300
44-0
CAGGCGCTT // TCAATGCCTGCAGG
0.23 // 36.08
(88.73) (98.49)
CAGgtaagc // cgtttatttttagG 72.27 // 69.96
54-0
AAGGTGGAG // RCCGCCTTCMAAGG
2.22 // 2.47
(96.17) (86.57)
AAGgtaagw // hbyymykukyyagG 80.74 // 8.28
0050101 251-0
AAGGTGCCC // CGTCCATATCAAGG
0.90 // 3.97
(94.17) (89.17)
AAGgtaaga // gttaatcatctagG 80.74 // 17.36
For each identified position of the NIP data set, the consensus sequences of the exonic sites −3 . . .+6
(donor) and −13 . . . + 1 (acceptor) relative to the intron position (i. e. the proto-splice sites of
all species of the alignment) are shown. The percentages of reference splice sites RS (reference
proto-splice sites RP) that have a smaller score than even the smallest donor or acceptor score
per individual species score are given, respectively. Additionally, the consensus of the splice sites
(−3 . . .+ 6 for donor, and −13 . . .+ 1 for acceptor) of all present introns is shown, together with the
corresponding percentile within the reference set. For details on the reference sets RS and RP, see
main text. Consensus nucleotides: B=not A, D=not C, H=not G, K=G or T, M=A or C, R=A or G,
S=C or G, U=not T, W=A or T, Y=C or T. Original table from Lehmann et al. (2010; Table 2).
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Thus, alternatively, the U5 snRNP complex maybe binds first because this complex interacts
during the second splicing reaction with both exon ends to ligate them (Kershaw et al. 2009).
For U5 snRNP, known sequence preferences are weak and not consistent with proto-splice
sites (Crotti et al. 2007). Other sequence-specific binding components of the spliceosome
such as the U2, U4 and U6 snRNPs exclusively interact with the intron. Reverse splicing,
therefore, might have produced proto-splice sites that remember donor sites (nts -2 to +6:
AG/GYRAGT) or no proto-splice sites at all. Specifically, the acceptor site consensus upstream
of AG would not necessarily be included in such a proto-splice site.
To distinguish between the two alternative pathways, we evaluated the splice sites, the
proto-splice sites and the relative location of the new introns in more detail:
(1) We determined scores for reference splice sites and proto-splice sites excluding the
central AG/GY motif. These scores are based on the nts +3 to +6 (donor site) and the
nts -13 to -3 (acceptor site). We found that such partial proto-splice acceptor sites of
TD introns show intermediate scores between reference splice sites (RS) on the one hand,
and potential proto-splice sites surrounding reference introns (RP) and intron-less AGGY
proto-splice site motifs of exons (IS) (Figure 5.7 E) on the other hand. Moreover, the
partial proto-splice acceptor site scores of the TD introns are statistically significantly
different (Welch t-test, two-sided) from the corresponding scores of other NIP introns
(ON) (P=4.13e− 06), reference introns (RP) (P=1.95e− 05), and exonic AGGY motifs
(IS) (P=1.33e− 07), respectively. In contrast, the scores of partial proto-splice donor
sites show no differences (Figure 5.7 D). This argues against reverse splicing that should
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Figure 5.8: Relative gene locations of novel introns supported by NIPs. Drosophila melanogaster
is used as reference for relative positions. CDS were split into ten bins of equal size. The numbers
of TD introns (blue) and apomorphic ON introns (yellow) are displayed. Compared to a uniform
distribution both classes together show a 5’ bias (p = 0.035; one-sided, binomial test). Original
figure from Lehmann et al. (2010; Fig. 5).
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predict an exclusive similarity to the donor site.
(2) If the supposedly duplicated sequences of both intron/exon borders of one intron are
compared under exclusion of the central AG/GY motif, these regions are on average signif-
icantly more similar to each other for TD introns compared to other NIP introns (ON)
or reference introns (RS/RP) (Welch two-sample t-tests, P=0.001426 and P=0.000798,
respectively; Figure 5.7 G). This result argues in favor of tandem duplication.
(3) A reverse-transcription mediated pathway would imply a distribution of novel introns
biased to the 3’-end as the reverse transcriptase should start primarily at this end of
the mRNA (Sverdlov et al. 2004a). Apomorphic NIP introns in summary, however,
show a biased location in favor of the 5’- and, to a smaller extent, 3’-ends of the genes
(Figure 5.8). Whereas the average locations of apomorphic introns of the TD and ON
sets across the ten bins were not significantly different (P=0.431; two-sided, Welch
two sample t-test), there is a moderate significance (P=0.035; one-sided, binomial test;
5’-region: bins 1 to 5, 3’-region: bins 6 to 10) to reject the null hypothesis that the 31
novel introns (of both sets, ON and TD) are equally distributed between the 5’-region
and the 3’-region. This is more consistent with an origin by tandem duplication, which
is indifferent to location, than by reverse splicing.
Novel introns from tandem duplications
The suggested cases of intron gain by exon duplication are not sufficiently supported by
sequence conservation of surrounding exonic and unconstrained intronic sequences. A reason
may be that the timing of these gains is not very recent. The most recent intron position
(FBgn0002526, 1460-0) must have emerged in the D. melanogaster lineage after divergence
from the D. erecta lineage (5-10 Mya). Accordingly, the footprint of duplication might have
been lost.
In this study, recently gained introns were selected from the subset of intron positions
arranged in mutually-exclusive pairs (NIPs). Tandem duplication may thus be an even
more common mechanism of intron gain than suggested by our specifically selected data
(Coulombe-Huntington and Majewski 2007).
For the seven candidates of intron positions likely gained by tandem duplications and
located in NIP regions, we propose the following scenarios of gene structure changes:
• The ancestral intron was lost before the exon duplication (FBgn0050101; ancestral
position 241-0).
• The two observed intron positions have arisen from one duplication involving two
proto-splice motifs. This may have occured in FBgn0038300 (positions 44-0 and 54-0)
and in FBgn0029747 (positions 200-0 and 207-0) where only one of the two possible
positions turned into an intron within the subgenera Drosophila and Sophophora,
respectively.
• The other intron is novel, too, but has been gained in another lineage by an unknown
mechanism. This is likely the case for FBgn0030661 (see Figure 5.9; other position
214-1) and FBgn0002526 (other position 1449-2).
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                                                   ________211-0___________          ________214-1___________                              
                Dmel GTGGAGGAGGAGCCGGGACGGAATCTTAAT                        GTCATCCTGG                        GCGGTGGTCTGGGAAAATTTGCCGATGAGC
                Dsim GTGGAGGAGGAGCCGGGAAGGAATCTTAAT                        GTCATCCTGG                        GTGGTGGTCTGGGCAAATTTGCCGATGAGC
                Dsec GTGGAGGAGGAGCCGGGACGAAATCTTAAT                        GTCATCCTGG                        GCGGTGGTCTGGGCAAATTTGCCGATGAGC
                Dyak ATGGAGGAGGAGCCGGGACGGCGTCTTAAC                        GTCATCCTGG                        GCGGCGGTATGGGAAAATTCGGCGACGAGC
                Dere ATGGAGGAGGAGCCGGGACGCAATCTTAAC                        GTCATCCTGG                        GCGGTGGTCTGGGAAAATTCGCCGAGGAGC
                Dana GTGGAGGAGGAGCCCGGCCGAAATTTTGAGgtgagatt//cagtgcactttcagGTTATCCTTG                        GCGGTGGCCTGGGGAAGTTCTCAATGGAGC
                Dpse GTGGACGAGGAGCCGGGCCGCCACTTTAAG                        GTGATCCTGG                        GCGGCGGATTCGGAAAGTTCGGTCTCGAGC
                Dper GTGGACGAGGAGCCGGGCCGCCACTTTAAG                        GTGATCCTGG                        GCGGCGGATTCGGAAAGTTCGGTCTCGAGC
                Dwil GTGGAAGATGAGCCGGGACGGGGCATGAAA                        GTCATTTTGGgtgagtgg//ctctatctctgtagGCGGTGGCTTGGGGAAATTTGTTAGTGAAC
                Dvir ATTGAGGATGCACCCGGACGTTATCTAGAT                        GTAATACTGG                        GCGGGGGTTTGGGTAAATTTGCGAGCGAGC
                Dmoj ATCGAGGATGCGCCAGGACGGCATCTGGAT                        GTAATTCTTG                        GCGGCGGCCTGGGTAAGTTTGCCAGCGAAC
       CDS consensus  V  E  E  E  P  G  R  N  L  N                          V  I  L                          G  G  G  L  G  K  F  A  D  E  
                      I  D  D  A           H  F  K                                                                    F           G  S     
                      M                    Y  M  D                                                                    M           V  L     
                                           R     E                                                                                S  M     
                                           G                                                                                         E     
Figure 5.9: A NIP region containing an intron position likely gained through tandem duplication.
Intronic sequences are indicated by lower case letters, and the consensus of the CDS triplets is given
by amino acid letters at the bottom. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2010; Fig. 6).
5.2.5 Summary
Application of the NIP search within Drosophila revealed that NIPs are also usable as
reliable phylogenetic marker albeit with smaller amounts of NIP changes due to their
relatively recent radiation. Based on the limited data sampled, intron sliding seems to be
a likely pathway to some novel intron positions (responsible for 9 out of 31 NIP origins).
Considering also both positions from NIPs that could not be polarized with help of a
relatively broad outgroup selection, seven potentially new positions (from five NIP loci)
could be suggested to likely result from intronization after tandem duplications. For the
majority of the in total 45 potentially novel intron positions no mechanism of origin could
be found evidence for (29 positions from 17 NIP loci). In particular, and contrary to
expectations, no evidence for other mechanisms of intron gain could be found during the
sequence analyses of splice sites, introns and exons. The results may support the general
view that rather local mutations and insertions of external/alien sequences are responsible
for recent intron gains, but not the insertion of reverse-transcribed sequences, although the
latter being “the most commonly purported mechanism of intron gain” (Yenerall and Zhou
2012; p. 2). This view is also in agreement with a study on intron gain via intronization
in Caenorhabditis (Irimia et al. 2008). Another study on intron gain and loss mechanisms
in Drosophila (Yenerall et al. 2011) could not identify any intron gains due to intron
transposition either, but suggested a possible influence of transcription onto the intron gain
process, based on an observed over-representation of germline expression for genes that
experienced recent gains.
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5.3 NIPs and the Strepsiptera problem
Another order of holometabolic insects is known as the group of twisted-winged parasites,
Strepsiptera4, and for a long time its position within the tree of Holometabola (or even
outside) has been unclear (Kristensen 1999; Niehuis et al. 2012). In an international effort
by Niehuis et al. (2012), we added the genome of a newly discovered strepsipteran species
(Mengenilla moldrzyki ; Pohl et al. 2012) to the phylogenomic dataset of holometabolic
insects that allowed to resolve the Strepsiptera problem. Mengenilla was placed as sister to
the flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum), and with the help of early draft sequences of an
ancient beetle species (Priacma serrata), the phylogenetic position of Strepsiptera emerged
as the closest living relatives to all beetles.
As part of this study which represents, together with Pohl et al. (2012), one of the most
complete descriptions of a newly discovered insect species5, the NIP concept was applied
as one of two selected types of genomic meta-characters, next to standard sequence-based
genomic data analysis. This section reports the main results of the phylogenetic analyses
based on NIP data.
5.3.1 Background
The enigmatic order of Strepsiptera comprises a small group of endopterygote insects
(approx. 600 species) that are endoparasitoids of other insects such as from silverfish
to true flies (McMahon et al. 2011). Strepsipterans are sexually highly dimorphic with
morphologically extremely simplified females. Despite their first discovery about 220
years ago, phylogenetic placement has been controversial, probably due to these highly
derived morphology and life-style features (Whiting et al. 1997). Traditional hypotheses
for “the Strepsiptera problem” (Kristensen 1981) placed them already as sister to beetles
(Coleoptera) (Wiegmann et al. 2009), but also as derived from within polyphagan beetles
(McKenna and Farrell 2010). A contrary hypothesis placed them based on rRNA next to
true flies (Diptera) and argued, based on a homeotic switch argument, for a clade of so-called
Halteria (e.g. Whiting and Wheeler 1994) which later was identified as caused by LBA
and alignment artifacts (see Yeates et al. (2012), and references therein). Alternatively,
Strepsiptera was also considered as the sister group of all other Holometabola (Kristensen
1981).
Strepsipterans are characterized by peculiar larval developmental features that could
be interpreted as possible evolutionary steps between hemi- and holometabolous insect
development (Pohl and Beutel 2008), i. e., between direct larval development and complete
metamorphosis. These features are e. g. the appearance of compound eyes and the presence
of wing buds in late larval stages. A more reliable placement of Strepsiptera within the
tree of insects would clarify if these features reminiscent of those of hemimetabolous insects
are indeed homologous, or due to convergence. The newly discovered and fully-sequenced
strepsipteran Mengenilla moldrzyki is a member of the family Mengenillidae within the
suborder Mengenillidia, a less-derived group of twisted-wing parasites, compared to the
other, larger suborder of Stylopidia (Pohl and Beutel 2008; Pohl et al. 2012).
4http://tolweb.org/Strepsiptera/
5http://idw-online.de/en/news484284
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5.3.2 Materials and methods
By our collaborators, a draft genome of M. moldrzyki was sequenced and assembled. An
ortholog data set was constructed with the tool OrthoMCL (version 2.0; Li et al. 2003)
based on ab initio models of nuclear-encoded protein-coding genes within the sequenced
Mengenilla genome and corresponding genes from 11 other insect genomes represent-
ing the holometabolous orders Coleoptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera, and the
hemimetabolous order Hemiptera. The resulting data set was reduced to those groups
containing at least one gene from each insect order.
Sequence-based analyses using ML tree inference were performed for the data matrix
containing the RY-recoded second codon positions of the multiple alignment generated at
the amino acid level, see Niehuis et al. (2012) and its supplement for details. Later, the
ortholog data set and phylogenetic analyses were updated where possible with identified
gene sequences of the archostematan beetle Priacma serrata.
The amino acid multiple alignments of the ortholog groups in their unmasked version
(including sequences of in-paralogous genes) were used as input for the NIP approach. The
NIP pipeline scripts were adapted to re-use the specified external alignments instead of
generating new ones (script intronAln.pl instead of intronAli.pl; see section 4.2.1). To
obtain intron position information, CDS annotations were manually retrieved from publicly
available data (GFF files) or from custom annotations (Mengenilla moldrzyki, Priacma
serrata). As part of the modified NIP extraction pipeline, the sequence alignments were
checked to correspond with the transcript sequences as specified by the CDS annotation.
Of the 4,485 analyzed groups of orthologous genes, 770 groups (689 for the data set with
P. serrata) were completely complemented with CDS annotations. In the remaining cases,
individual sequences of the alignment had to be excluded because of missing, erroneous, or
differing CDS annotations, on average 1.5 sequences (1.7 sequences for the data set with
P. serrata) per group of orthologous genes. During intron position mapping, candidate
NIP regions were generated that included all consecutive intron positions separated by
less than 70 nt alignment columns. The subsequent extraction of NIP characters (script
intronPairMatrix.pl) was done using the following parameter settings (cf. section 4.2.2):
• a maximal NIP distance of 49 nt in each sequence
• a window size of 6 aa and a score cutoff of 0.5 for the local amino acid quality constraint
• merging of the NIP states of in-paralogs
Note that informative NIPs sharing intron positions with other informative NIPs (82
of the 1,173 parsimony-informative NIPs in the data set without P. serrata and 101 of
the 1,236 parsimony-informative NIPs in the data set with P. serrata) were treated as
separate characters even though they are not strictly independent (see also section 4.1). NIP
characters were analyzed under the MP optimality criterion using PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford
2003) (heuristic tree search with random stepwise addition of taxa [1,000 replicates] and
TBR branch swapping option). For bootstrapping 10,000 replicates, the simple stepwise
addition tree search option was used in combination with TBR.
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Number of . . . dataset without Priacma dataset with Priacma
genes 4,485 4,485 (3,018 with Priacma)
NIP regions 23,269 23,649
total NIPs 9,952 10,162
invalid NIPs 1,169 (11.8%) 1,179 (11.6%)
parsimony-informative NIPs 1,173 (from 892 genes) 1,236 (from 928 genes)
Table 5.5: Characteristics of the two ortholog and NIP data sets, without and including sequences
of Priacma serrata.
5.3.3 Results and discussion
The NIP extraction procedure from the 4,485 groups of orthologous genes provided 23,269
NIP regions (Table 5.5, dataset without Priacma). Extraction of all possible pairs of
mapped intron positions fulfilling the distance and alignment quality constraints resulted in
9,952 NIPs. A subset of 1,169 NIPs (11.8 %) had both introns in one and the same taxon
and was therefore removed. The final NIP data set (without Priacma) consisted of 8,748
NIPs, of which 1,173 were parsimony-informative (originating from 892 genes).
The tree search based on the NIP data matrix resulted in exactly the same topology as
the one based on primary sequence patterns, and its result is consistent with the current
view of phylogenetic relationships of Holometabola (Beutel et al. 2011). The topology
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Figure 5.10: Cladograms as inferred by MP tree search on the two NIP datasets, without (A) and
with (B) sequence data of Priacma serrata. Bootstrap support values are given above branches, with
a star indicating 100%. Counts below branches specify the number of synapomorphies along internal
branches and autapomorphies at terminal branches, respectively. The second number at internal
branches with at least three descendants gives the number of NIPs that failed to be counted as
synapomorphy for the depicted phylogenetic hypothesis due to one or more taxa with the ancestral
NIP state. (A) 1,173 parsimony-informative NIPs; tree length=1,217, CI=0.964, RI=0.974. (B)
1,236 parsimony-informative NIPs; tree length=1,283, CI=0.963, RI=0.975.
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places Mengenilla as sister to the flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum (Figure 5.10A). Note,
that also additional analyses including the use of gene order alignments as second set of
meta-characters, and comparison of protein domain content, ncRNA sequences, and amino
acid sequences support a close relationship between Strepsiptera and Coleoptera.
This could be interpreted either as a real sister relationship between them, or as
characterizing Strepsiptera as a highly derived group of Coleoptera. To tackle this question,
the genome of an additional coleopteran species (Priacma serrata, early draft version) was
screened for orthologous gene sequences. For a subset of 3,018 out of the 4,485 genes,
Priacma sequences could be added to the multiple alignments. The tree resulting from the
primary sequence analysis on this extended data set (including Priacma) revealed a sister
relationship of the two beetle species, to the exclusion of Mengenilla. Phylogenetic analysis
of the extended NIP data set again resulted in the same topology, see Figure 5.10B.
As the included archostematan beetle P. serrata is a member of an early-divergent
beetle lineage (sister to all other extant coleopteran taxa), these results provide support
that Strepsiptera is not part of a monophyletic group of Coleoptera. Note that the sister
group relationship of Coleoptera and Strepsiptera is also consistent with some morphological
evidence (Beutel et al. 2011) and some previous molecular studies (Wiegmann et al. 2009;
Longhorn et al. 2010; Ishiwata et al. 2011). As a consequence, and opposed to views
considering Strepsiptera as the “missing link” between hemi- and holometabolous insects
due to peculiar larval developmental features, the appearance of compound eyes and the
presence of wing buds during late larval stages must be considered as convergent changes.
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5.4 NIPs and the metazoan tree
In contrast to the approach described in section 5.1 that specifically evaluated a particular
branching of the species tree (two alternative hypotheses), a more comprehensive collection
of NIP data irrespective of any specific distribution constraints can be used to infer
phylogenetic tree estimates directly from informative near intron pair data. In the previous
section (5.3, on the Strepsiptera problem), this approach was limited to the group of
holometabolic insects and some insect outgroup taxa, and thus considered alignment and
intron position data across rather closely related species. In this section, the first application
of the NIP character concept to a broad selection of metazoan species (Lehmann et al.
2013) is presented that also highlights on specific problems that occur when inferring
evolutionarily deep relationships.
5.4.1 Background
To reliably estimate the evolutionary relationships of metazoan phyla6 has been a challenge
for both morphological and molecular sequence-based phylogenetic approaches. Historical
schemes of animal phylogeny were mostly based on embryological characters such as the
types of body cavities, and grouped the bilaterian animals7 for example into acoelomates
(e. g. platyhelminthes), pseudocoelomates (e. g. nematodes), and coelomates (e. g. chordates),
see Marle´taz and Le Parco (2010) for a comprehensive summary. Cladistic approaches using
such morphological characters identified synapomorphies, e. g. with the help of parsimony
algorithms, and allowed to refine or reject phylogenetic hypotheses, but contrary conclusions
remained.
Starting with the work of Aguinaldo et al. (1997), molecular sequence data, initially 18S
rRNA, have been successfully used to establish a “new view” of animal relationships, with
the protostomian lineage splitting into two main clades, the Ecdysozoa (moulting animals;
Aguinaldo et al. 1997) and the Lophotrochozoa (Halanych et al. 1995). While the clade of
ecdysozoans unites among others the arthropods and several former pseudoacoleomates such
as the nematodes, the clade of lophotrochozoans unites lophophorates (e. g. brachiopods),
trochophore-bearing animals (e. g. molluscs, annelids) (Marle´taz and Le Parco 2010), and
platyzoans (e. g. platyhelminthes).
This “new view” has been challenged by several phylogenomic studies that instead
found support for the monophyly of coelomates (e.g. Wolf et al. 2004), however, these
results were likely artifacts due to limited taxon sampling and the faster evolution of
some taxa such as that of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Philippe et al. 2005).
The importance of taxon sampling and a selection of less divergent marker genes could
be concluded from several further challenging studies, now also employing genome-level
markers (section 2.2.1.2) such as the pattern of conserved intron positions (Irimia and Roy
2008b), see section 2.3 for some more details on the Coelomata vs the Ecdysozoa debate.
Still, some phyla or minor groups cannot be reliably positioned within the Metazoa due
to conflicting signals from mitochondrial or nuclear rRNA, phylogenomic, or morphological
data (Trautwein et al. 2012). Whereas the major splits of bilaterian animals are now
6http://tolweb.org/Animals
7http://tolweb.org/Bilateria
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4 Phylogeny of Animals 133
and the cephalochordate amphioxus, such as segmented myomeres (Schubert et al.
2006), but it is supported by some other features such as the discovery of migra-
tory neural crest-like cells in tunicates (Jeffery et al. 2004). The close relationship
between echinoderms and cephalochordates reported in this study was nevertheless
surprising and required further confirmation. This confirmation was obtained by
including the hemichordate taxon in the analysis: as a result, cephalochordates were
branched back within the chordates and hemichordates were included with echin-
oderms in a new clade (called Ambulacraria) (Bourlat et al. 2006, Marlétaz et al.
2006) (Fig. 4.4). The new deuterostome status was completed by the addition of a
new phylum: the xenoturbellids, which branches as sister-group of echinoderms and
hemichordates (Bourlat et al. 2006).
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Fig. 4.4 Phylogenomic view of metazoan relationships. This tree summarizes the results of the
most recent phylogenomic analyses focused on metazoans. All the nodes presented here are based
on firm support values at least with the site-heterogenous CAT model. The overall “New View” of
animal phylogeny is recovered with firm support for the deuterostomes, ecdysozoans and lophotro-
chozoans but a few clades such as chaetognaths, rotifers or acoel flatworms do not fit into this
scheme. Dashed branches correspond to the most instable taxa whose position remains ambiguous
Figure 5.11: Phylogenetic tree representing a common phylogenomics-based view of metazoan
relationships. Original figure from Marle´taz and Le Parco (2010; Figure 4.4)
relatively well settled (see Figure 5.11), major open questions in animal phylogeny concern
in particular the order of the earliest branches separating the lineages of Bilateria, Cnidaria,
Placozoa, Ctenophora, and Porifera (Edgecombe et al. 2011; Nosenko et al. 2013), but also
e. g. the relationships within Lophotrochozoa (Hejnol 2010). There is a need for alternative,
complementary methods and marker to assess the validity of the proposed phylogenies
(Nosenko et al. 2013).
The study presented here utilizes the NIP approach for the first time to a broader set
of metazoans including non-bilaterians, encouraged by the successful application of NIPs
to the phylogeny of holometabolan insects (section 5.1 and Krauss et al. 2008; section 5.3
and Niehuis et al. 2012). Based exclusively on NIP data obtained from 45 metazoan and 3
outgroup taxa, phylogenetic trees are inferred and their results are discussed in the context
of contemporary views of metazoan phylogeny.
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5.4.2 Materials and methods
Compilation of a large ortholog dataset
The species data and corresponding annotations of both orthology and exon-intron-structure
in this study were selected from a combination of
(1) already available data from the community such as provided within the Ensembl and
Ensembl Compara databases, and
(2) manual predictions of gene ortholog and CDS annotations based on available genome
and proteome data (Blast searches and exonerate spliced alignments).
Initially, we retrieved orthologous protein-coding genes from the Ensembl Compara
database (release 67, May 2012; Vilella et al. 2009; Flicek et al. 2011) in the following man-
ner: For a set of eight selected query species (Acyrthosiphon pisum, Caenorhabditis elegans,
Drosophila melanogaster, Ixodes scapularis, Nematostella vectensis, Schistosoma mansoni,
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, and Trichoplax adhaerens), all protein-coding gene IDs with
the status ‘Known’ were determined using Ensembl Biomart. Then, these reference genes
and their predicted 1:1 orthologs within the Ensembl Metazoa (v14) and Ensembl Core
(v67) databases were retrieved from the following 29 taxa: Acyrthosiphon pisum, Aedes
aegypti, Amphimedon queenslandica, Anopheles gambiae, Apis mellifera, Bombyx mori,
Caenorhabditis brenneri, Caenorhabditis briggsae, Caenorhabditis elegans, Caenorhabditis
japonica, Caenorhabditis remanei, Ciona intestinalis, Ciona savignyi, Culex quinquefascia-
tus, Danio rerio, Daphnia pulex, Drosophila melanogaster, Homo sapiens, Ixodes scapularis,
Monodelphis domestica, Nematostella vectensis, Pediculus humanus, Pristionchus pacificus,
Schistosoma mansoni, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, Takifugu rubripes, Tribolium casta-
neum, Trichinella spiralis, and Trichoplax adhaerens. For each gene, only the transcript
coding for the longest isoform was selected. If a gene was contained in more than one of
these putative ortholog groups, all the affected groups were excluded from the dataset to
avoid the inclusion of paralogs. Finally, only the 4,405 ortholog groups containing genes
from at least 50 % of the species were retained for further processing in order to limit the
amount of missing data. To extend this core dataset, we followed two different approaches,
depending on the target species:
A targeted search for orthologs based on available gene builds was performed for the
13 additional species Branchiostoma floridae, Brugia malayi, Capitella teleta, Coprinop-
sis cinerea, Dictyostelium purpureum, Helobdella robusta, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora,
Lottia gigantea, Meloidogyne hapla, Meloidogyne incognita, Monosiga brevicollis, Nasonia
vitripennis, and Schistosoma japonicum (see Supplementary Tables A.2–A.3). For this
purpose, we used the hamstrsearch local package (Ebersberger et al. 2009; HaMStR v8b)
to determine reliable ortholog additions to the Ensembl Compara-based predictions used
as core orthologs (see section 3.1.1). Here, the species most closely related to the target
species was used preferentially as reference for the reciprocity check (see Supplementary
Table A.3 for details). Target proteins that could not be uniquely assigned to a single query
protein were excluded from the resulting dataset.
For the remaining six target species (Aplysia californica, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora,
Mnemiopsis leidyi, Rhodnius prolixus, Saccoglossus kowalevskii, and Schmidtea mediter-
ranea), no gene builds were available, hence we used Blast (Camacho et al. 2009) to identify
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ortholog estimates. For this purpose, we performed tblastn searches for each target species
using the full proteome sets of four different reference species from the core dataset (see
Supplementary Tables A.2, A.4) to ensure that each ortholog group is represented by at
least one query. For a particular ortholog group, the query sequence that was actually
used for the tblastn retrieval was selected based upon availability and a ranked order
of the four query species, such that the more closely related query species was selected
preferentially. Best-hit genomic target regions were automatically extracted using custom
Perl scripts that re-use a previously developed Blast-hit chaining algorithm (Lehmann et al.
2008). Subsequently, the CDS within the target intervals were predicted with exonerate
(Slater and Birney 2005) (see section 3.1; cross-species spliced alignment) based on the
query protein. Occasional frame shifts due to insertions or deletions were compensated by
short artificial gaps in the CDS sequence and annotation. A refinement of CDS predictions
was obtained for a subset of candidates for which appropriate target proteins and/or mRNAs
were available from NCBI databases. In this case the spliced alignment with exonerate
was based on the protein of the target species rather than the homologous query protein,
see Supplementary Table A.4. Each CDS prediction within these six species was required to
1. have no overlap with a prediction from another query protein with a larger tblastn
bit score,
2. have a query coverage of at least 50 %,
3. have a mean identity of at least 25 % (as measured by the tblastn HSPs)
In case of multiple tblastn predictions for a target species, only the best-scoring one
per ortholog group was retained. Finally, each CDS prediction was checked by reciprocal
blastp of its translation to the query proteome, and only retained if the initial query was
returned as the best hit.
NIP character extraction
The alignment and NIP extraction procedure as described in detail in section 4.2 was
performed for each orthologous group based on the available CDS annotations acquired
within the previous step. NIP regions were defined as CDS alignment intervals containing all
consecutive intron positions separated by less than 70 alignment columns. The maximally
allowed distance between positions to be considered as NIPs was set to 31 nt (excluding
gap characters; evaluated for every sequence of the NIP region). NIP characters due to
short internal exons were removed entirely from the data set. Each NIP was additionally
checked for the local quality of the amino acid alignment (window size 3 aa, score threshold
0.5; section 4.2.2).
Tree searches and testing
MP tree searches and bootstrap analyses based on NIP character matrices (character
type: unordered, i. e. equal state transition costs, Wagner parsimony) were performed
using PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2003). Default settings for the heuristic search were random
stepwise taxon addition and 1,000 replicates with the TBR branch-swapping option. For
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        Smp_150040 Mbre (CDS)    ...               ________300-0___________                       ________307-2___________    ________309-0___________         ...
      Dictyostelium_purpureum GGT...ATTTCAGCAGCCGAG                        GCATTAAATCACCCATATTTTAC                        AACT                        GGTGTAAAG...
          Coprinopsis_cinerea GGA...ATTTCAGCCCGCGAGgtacgact//gaaaactacactagGCTCTCAATCATCCCTACTTCTT                        CGCA                        CTCCCTTAT...
         Monosiga_brevicollis GCC...CCCACGGCCCGGGAGgtctgcac//cccctcaatcctagACTCTTATGCACCCCTATTTTTC                        AGAA                        GCACCCGGG...
     Amphimedon_queenslandica GGC...TGTACAGCGTCTCAA                        GCTCTCCAAAGCAGTTACTTCAG                        TAAT                        CCGCCCGGT...
         Trichoplax_adhaerens GGC...ATTACGGCTACTGAAgtaagcca//atatcaatatatagGCACTACAGATGAAATATTTCTT                        TAAT                        CTGCCAGCT...
       Nematostella_vectensis GGA...GTCAATGCTACTCAGgtaaatgg//catcgttcttctagGCACTCAACATGCCATATTTTTC                        AAAC                        AAGCCAGCG...
Strongylocentrotus_purpuratus GGT...TGTAAGGCCACTGAGgtaagtgt//gtcattccttgtagGCACTTAAGATGCCATACTTCTA                        TACA                        AAGCCAGCA...
           Ciona_intestinalis GGG...GTAACTGCAGTTCAA                        GCTTTACATTTCTCCTTCTTCAC                        AAAC                        CAGCCATAC...
                 Homo_sapiens GGC...ATTACGGCCACACAGgtattttg//ttttcttttaaaagGCACTGAAAATGAAGTATTTCAG                        TAAT                        CGGCCAGGG...
        Monodelphis_domestica GGC...CTCACAGCTACTCAGgtatttaa//cttttttttttaagGCTTTGAAAACTAAGTATTTCAG                        CAAT                        CGACCAGGG...
            Takifugu_rubripes GGG...ACCACAGCAACACAGgtaaaccc//gttctaatctccagGCACTAAAGATGAAGTATTTCAG                        TAAT                        CGACCTGGT...
                  Danio_rerio GGC...ACCACAGCTATGCAGgtaacatt//tattcttattccagGCTTTGAAAATGAAGTATTTCAG                        CAAT                        AGACCAGGA...
            Ixodes_scapularis GGC...TGCTCGTGCGGTGAG                        GCCCTGCAGATGCCGTACTTCAG                        CAAC                        CGGCCCCCG...
               Apis_mellifera GGT...TGTACATGTGATCAA                        GCTCTCCAAATGCCATACTTTAG                        CAAT                        AAGCCAGCA...
          Nasonia_vitripennis GGT...TGTAGTTGCGATCAA                        GCATTGCAAATGACTTATTTTAG                        TAAT                        AATCCTCCT...
      Drosophila_melanogaster GGC...GTGTCCTGCCGCGAG                        GCACTGAGCATGCCGTATTTCGC                        TAAC                        AAACCGGCG...
            Anopheles_gambiae GGG...TGCTCCTGTACCGAG                        GCGCTGAAGATGGCATACTTTTC                        AAAC                        AAACCGGCG...
                Aedes_aegypti GGA...TGCACATGTACTGAG                        GCCCTTAAGATGCCGTACTTCTC                        CAAT                        AAACCTGCC...
                  Bombyx_mori GGA...TGTGATTGCACGCAG                        GCCTTGCAAATGGCGTATTTTAGgtaagcta//tatgcctattgcagTAGT                        AAACCGGCG...
          Tribolium_castaneum GGG...TTCGAGTGCAGCAAG                        TGTTTGGCGATGCCGTTTTTCAG                        TAAT                        AAACCGGCG...
            Pediculus_humanus GGA...TGTACGGCAACAGAA                        GCTCTTCAAATGGAATATTTTCGgtaaaaaa//cattttatacacagGAAC                        AAACCTTAT...
            Rhodnius_prolixus GGA...TATAATTGCCCACAA                        GTCTTACAGATGCCATATTTTAGgtaacgta//ttaattttgtttagCAAT                        AAACCAGCA...
          Acyrthosiphon_pisum GGC...CCTACTTGTTCTGAA                        GCATTACAAATGCCATACTTTAGgtgaataa//atatacattttcagTAAT                        CGGCCACCA...
                Daphnia_pulex GGT...TGTACTTGTAGCGAA                        GCTTTGCAAATGCCGTATTTCAGgtatatat//ttcttccttaacagCAAT                        AAACCAGCT...
       Pristionchus_pacificus GGA...TGGAGTGCGACCGAC                        GCCCTCAAGAGTCCCTACTTCTCgtgagtta//ataaacatttgcagAACA                        GCCCCGTAC...
        Meloidogyne_incognita GGT...TTAACGGCAACACAA                        TCACTTCATTCACAATATTTTAA                        ATCT                        TTACCCTAT...
            Meloidogyne_hapla GGT...TTAACGGCAACACAA                        TCACTTCATTCAAAATATTTTAA                        ATCT                        TTACCTTAT...
                Brugia_malayi GGA...TGGAATGCAACTCAA                        GCACTTTGTTCTCATTATTTCCA                        ATCGgtacgaca//aatcaatattctagATGCCATAT...
Heterorhabditis_bacteriophora GGA...ATGACAACTAGTCAG                        GCGCTACAGTGCAGTTATTTCAGgtgatact//atatatgatttcagTAAC                        ATGCCATTA...
      Caenorhabditis_japonica GGA...CTCACTTGCACTCAA                        TCTCTTCAAATGGAATATTTCAGgttagaca//atttattttctcagAAAC                        CAACCATTC...
       Caenorhabditis_elegans GGA...CTGACTTGTACTCAA                        TCTCTTCAAATGGAATATTTCCG                        AACT                        CAACCATTC...
      Caenorhabditis_brenneri GGA...GTTAATTGTACACAA                        GCACTGCAAGCGGAGTACTTCCG                        ATCT                        CAACCGTAT...
      Caenorhabditis_briggsae GGA...TTGACATGCACTCAA                        TCTCTGCAAATGGAATACTTCCG                        AGCA                        CAGCCGTAC...
       Caenorhabditis_remanei GGA...CTGACTTGTACTCAA                        TCACTGCAAATGGATTATTTCAA                        ATCT                        CAACCATAT...
              Lottia_gigantea GGC...TGTACTGCAACAGAGgtaggtaa//ttatatttatccagGCTGTACAGATGCCATATTTTAG                        TAAC                        AAACCAGCT...
             Capitella_teleta GGA...TGCACGGCCACGGAGgtcagtga//atctgtcgttgcagGCGTTGCGCATGCCGTACTTCAG                        CAGT                        AAGCCCGCC...
           Helobdella_robusta GGC...TGTACCTGCTCCCAAgtacgtgt//aatattgttcccagGCCCTCCAAATGCCCTACTTCAC                        GAAC                        AAGCCCCTA...
       Schmidtea_mediterranea GGA...GGCACTTGCACAGAG                        GCATTGAAGCATCCGTTCTTTGT                        CAAT                        GAGCCCTAT...
          Schistosoma_mansoni GGA...GGAACTGCTGCTGAC                        GCGTTACAATCATCCTATTTTAC                        ATCA                        AAACCATAT...
Figure 5.12: Exemplary NIP region of the 48 taxon metazoan dataset. The parsimony-informative
NIP character Smp 150040.Mbre.300-0 307-2 supports that the last common ancestor of arthropods
and nematodes (i. e. of Ecdysozoa) is not an ancestor of deuterostomes. Intron positions are indicated
by lower-case nucleotide letters. Sequence IDs were replaced by full taxon names, and only the
section relevant for the selected NIP is shown. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2013; Fig. 2).
bootstrapping, 1,000 replicates and simple stepwise addition were used in combination with
TBR. The same settings for tree search and bootstrapping were employed for the additional
intron presence/absence data analyses using both Dollo parsimony and Wagner parsimony
(Supplementary Figures A.8 and A.9). The (ensemble) CI and RI were determined with
PAUP* considering only the parsimony-informative characters. Contradictory hypotheses
were evaluated by comparing the total tree lengths of the MP topologies with constrained
MP topologies. Statistical significance was assessed by the Templeton test (Templeton
1983) and the winning-sites test (Prager and Wilson 1988) as implemented in PAUP*.
Sequence-based phylogeny reconstructions were conducted with RAxML
(v. 7.3.2; Stamatakis 2006) using the WAG substitution model as selected with
ProteinModelSelection.pl (rapid bootstrapping option, 100 replicates), and PhyloBayes
(v. 3.2e; Lartillot et al. 2009) (with default settings; convergence of two runs were assumed
at a ‘maxdiff’ value of 0.12, a ‘maximum discrepancy’ <0.3, a ‘minimum effective size’ >50;
consensus tree built from ca. 36,000 sampled trees). For the sequence-based analyses, data
sets were selected for almost complete taxon coverage (>41 taxa), and the amino acid
alignment positions were trimmed with Gblocks (Talavera and Castresana 2007) using
default settings.
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5.4.3 Results
A large NIP data set
Starting from selected Ensembl Compara pairwise ortholog predictions, sets of multi-
taxon orthologs were compiled covering 48 taxa and comprising 12 metazoan phyla: the
non-bilaterian phyla Cnidaria, Placozoa, Ctenophora, and Porifera, the bilaterian phyla An-
nelida, Mollusca, Platyhelminthes, Chordata, Echinodermata, Hemichordata, Arthropoda,
and Nematoda (see Supplementary Table A.2). The non-metazoans Monosiga brevicollis
(Choanoflagellata), Coprinopsis cinerea (Fungi), and Dictyostelium purpureum (Amoebozoa)
were added as outgroups.
The automated alignment and NIP extraction pipeline produced 49,129 NIP regions
(see Supplementary Material 1 of Lehmann et al. (2013) for a subset of these alignments).
Consistent with our previous study on Drosophila (section 5.2), the fraction of NIP candi-
dates that need to be excluded from the analysis due to short internal exons increases for
NIP distances of more than some 30 nt (see Figure A.2 for the distribution of an extended
dataset). Thus, only NIPs of distances <32 nt were considered to limit the amount of
potential homoplasy in the dataset.
By extracting all possible pairs of mapped intron positions passing the alignment quality
filtering, we retained 76,150 NIPs. For 2,557 (3.4 %) of these, both introns were present in
one or more taxa, and were thus excluded from the dataset. Most of the corresponding short
internal exons (<32 nt) were found in Coprinopsis cinerea, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora,
Trichoplax adhaerens, and Ciona intestinalis, participating in more than 6 % of the cases,
respectively. The final dataset consisted of 73,593 NIPs, of which 12,244 are parsimony-
informative. Figure 5.12 displays part of a selected NIP region, containing a NIP in support
of a clade of Ecdysozoa.
NIP distance distribution and intron phase
Figure 5.13 displays the distribution of NIP characters according to NIP distance, while
highlighting the parsimony-informative subset. Intriguingly, NIPs of distances of 1 nt and
of multiples of 3 nt are more abundant than others, especially for very short distances.
The general excess of NIP distances of multiples of 3 nt is likely caused by the unequal
distribution of intron phases in the initial ortholog dataset (ratio 0:1:2 = 50:26:24). Recall
that an intron is of phase 0 if it is located exactly between two codons. According to this
ratio, the probability that two introns have the same phase (i. e., distance is multiple of 3)
is 0.38, in contrast to 0.31 in case of phase differences of 1 or 2, respectively. The ratio is
similar to the data of Qiu et al. (2004), and its inequalities are due to biased intron gain
(Qiu et al. 2004; Nguyen et al. 2006).
The additional excess of NIP distances of 1 nt and small multiples of 3 nt is consistent
with previous studies (Rogozin et al. 2000; Krauss et al. 2008; Lehmann et al. 2010), that
reported intron sliding (cf. section 2.1.5) as one possible mechanism responsible for slightly
aberrant intron positions.
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Figure 5.13: Intron distance distributions of the metazoan NIP dataset. The parsimony-informative
character subset (blue) and the remaining NIPs are grouped according to intron position distances
in nucleotides. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2013; Fig. 1).
MP tree inference and character polarization
MP heuristic tree searches and bootstrap runs based on the parsimony-informative char-
acter set resulted in the strict consensus MP tree shown in Figure 5.14. Synapomorphic
and autapomorphic character counts are given at the branches instead of scaling branch
lengths according to number of changes. For comparison, the NIP character data (i. e.,
potential synapomorphies and autapomorphies) were parsimoniously mapped also onto
a tree topology combining the currently preferred metazoan relationships according to
predictions from Lartillot and Philippe (2008); Hejnol et al. (2009); Mortazavi et al. (2010);
Meusemann et al. (2010), see Figure 5.15. Here, the tree length is 13,968, i. e. 130 steps
longer than the unconstrained MP trees (strict consensus shown in Figure 5.14). According
to Templeton and Winning-site tests, this difference is significant (Table 5.6). To further
compare the NIP-based tree inference results to currently preferred metazoan phyloge-
nies or alternative clades, constrained tree searches were conducted for additional specific
constraints, see issues 1–6 in Table 5.6 and below.
Sequence-based phylogenetic analyses
In addition to the comparison with phylogenomics-based metazoan phylogenies from the
literature, ML and BI analyses using the amino acid alignments from the same ortholog
dataset were conducted. The 4,405 alignments were filtered to contain at least 42 taxa,
which resulted in 191 alignments. After trimming, the concatenated dataset contained
9,121 amino acid sites from 134 genes. Figure 5.16 displays the bootstrap consensus tree
obtained with ML. Both the topologies of ML and BI (Figure A.6) analysis are similar to
that taken from the literature (Figure 5.15), except concerning the positions of Mnemiopsis,
Trichoplax, Brugia, and the Ambulacraria.
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Figure 5.14: MP strict consensus cladogram. Bootstrap support (in percent) is displayed above
the corresponding branches (in blue) with a star denoting 100 % support. In addition, the number
of synapomorphic characters are shown below each internal branch. In parentheses, the number of
characters is given that are not fully supporting the branch due to some taxa of ancestral state within
the otherwise shared-derived subclade (termed as inconsistent characters, see Figure A.1 for an
illustration of possible character distributions). Note that in case of multifurcations, counts in italics
may include cases with empty sub clades. Below external branches, the number of autapomorphic
characters is shown. The amoebozoan Dictyostelium purpureum was used to root the tree. Original
figure from Lehmann et al. (2013; Fig. 3), created with TreeGraph 2 (Sto¨ver and Mu¨ller 2010).
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Figure 5.15: MP character optimization for a fixed tree topology corresponding to a majority
consensus supertree of 42 analyzed metazoan species extracted from Lartillot and Philippe (2008);
Hejnol et al. (2009); Mortazavi et al. (2010); Meusemann et al. (2010). The six taxa Takifugu
rubripes, Monodelphis domestica, and Heterorhabditis bacteriophora, Monosiga brevicollis, Coprinopsis
cinerea, and Dictyostelium purpureum were added according to their taxonomic position. The
number of branch-supporting characters is specified below each branch. Numbers in parentheses
refer to characters that are inconsistent with the tree. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2013;
Fig. 4), created with TreeGraph 2 (Sto¨ver and Mu¨ller 2010).
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Figure 5.16: ML bootstrap consensus tree as obtained from conserved amino acid alignment
columns and RAxML. Bootstrap percentages are given above the corresponding branches. Such with
100 % support are indicated by a star. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2013; Fig. 5), created
with TreeGraph 2 (Sto¨ver and Mu¨ller 2010).
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Issue Constraint MP
steps
MP
trees
Templeton Winning-sites
Fixed topology from Figure 5.15 13,968 1 <0.0001*** <0.0001***
1a ((Mnemiopsis, Amphimedon, Trichoplax, Cnidaria)) 13,873 5 0.0001*** 0.0002***
1b ((Amphimedon, Trichoplax, Cnidaria, Bilateria)) 13,856 10 0.1939 0.2445
1c ((Mnemiopsis, Trichoplax, Cnidaria, Bilateria)) 13,842 5 0.2850 0.4240
1d ((Mnemiopsis, Amphimedon, Cnidaria, Bilateria)) 13,851 5 0.0016** 0.0023**
1e ((Mnemiopsis, Trichoplax, Amphimedon, Bilateria)) 13,850 10 0.0105* 0.0192*
1f ((Cnidaria, Bilateria)) 13,881 10 0.0001*** 0.0002***
2 Deuterostomia 13,846 10 0.0455* 0.0768
3a Coelomata: ((Arthropoda, Trochozoa, Deuterostomia)) 13,961 5 <0.0001*** <0.0001***
3b Ecdysozoa: ((Arthropoda, Nematoda)) 13,858 5 0.0168* 0.0232*
4a Arthropoda 13,893 5 <0.0001*** <0.0001***
4b Holometabola 13,848 10 0.2809 0.3318
4c ((Aedes, Culex)) 13,839 5 0.5637 1.0000
5a ((Meloidogyne, Pristionchus, Heterorhabditis,
Caenorhabditis))
13,842 5 0.4142 0.5413
5b ((C. brenneri, C. remanei, C. briggsae)) 13,840 5 0.5271 0.7539
6 Spiralia 13,849 14 0.1790 0.2218
Table 5.6: Comparison of constrained MP topologies with the unconstrained MP topologies
(5 trees with 13,838 steps each, strict consensus shown in Figure 5.14) using the NIP dataset (12,244
informative NIPs). Levels of significance for the Templeton and Winning-sites tests are indicated
by stars. The table displays only the largest p-value observed among all pairwise comparisons of
unconstrained and constrained MP topologies, respectively.
Proposed clades in detail
1. Non-bilaterian relationships. According to the NIP-based MP analysis, the cnidar-
ians Nematostella vectensis and Hydra magnipapillata, the placozoan Trichoplax adhaerens,
and the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica are grouped together as sister clade to all
other animal taxa of the trees with a bootstrap support of more than 77 %. Monophyletic
diploplasts would be in agreement with a previous “total evidence” study that postulates an
early separation of diploplastic animals from a bilaterian ancestor (Schierwater et al. 2009).
However, the ctenophore Mnemiopsis failed to be grouped according to this hypothesis as
it is misplaced as a supposed sister of the Pancrustacea. The constrained search result for
this hypothesis (Table 5.6, 1a) required significantly more steps.
In contrast, Mallatt et al. (2010) support a sister relationship between Trichoplax
and Cnidaria as well as between Porifera (as represented by Amphimedon) and all other
metazoans. Other sequence-based phylogenetic analyses (Srivastava et al. 2010; Pick et al.
2010) propose, instead, the placement of either Placozoa or Cnidaria as sister to the
group of all other Eumetazoa, respectively, and Porifera as earliest branching metazoan
lineage. Philippe et al. (2011) question the results of Schierwater et al. (2009) based on
several methodological issues that may have resulted in a strong non-phylogenetic signal
due to scarce taxon sampling and a weak phylogenetic signal as a consequence of short
internal branches. Results of constrained tree searches (Table 5.6) with Mnemiopsis (1b)
or Amphimedon (1c) required as sister to all other metazoans could not be rejected as
possible alternatives to the unconstrained MP tree topologies, respectively. Only groupings
with Trichoplax (1d) or Cnidaria (1e) as sister to all the other metazoans seem to require
significantly longer trees, respectively, but results have to be considered with caution due
to the small number of cases with differences.
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The number and distribution of taxa available for early diverging metazoan lineages
is still insufficient for a convincing analysis. The only ctenophore, Mnemiopsis leidyi,
failed to be placed correctly at the base of the metazoan lineage, which is likely caused
by an LBA artifact. Potentially the low abundance of phylogenetically informative novel
intron positions in Mnemiopsis combined with some parallel intron gains here and in some
pancrustaceans have caused the misplacement of ctenophorans. Note that Mnemiopsis
is also characterized as a problematic taxon (highly sensitive to the LBA artifact) in
recent studies on the early metazoan relationships based on nuclear (Nosenko et al. 2013)
and mitochondrial (Bernt et al. 2013; Osigus et al. 2013b) gene sequences, the latter also
indicating an early split between the Bilateria and non-bilaterians. Rare cases of detected
novel introns might be caused by frequent independent intron losses within all clades. This
necessarily causes a shortage of traceable shared intron gains in early diverging branches.
Thus, the inclusion of additional taxa diverging from basal splits may help to resolve the
non-bilaterian relationships in particular in a NIP-based tree.
2. Deuterostomia. The clade of Ambulacraria (echinodermate Strongylocentrotus purpu-
ratus and hemichordate Saccoglossus kowalevskii) is not grouped as sister to the remaining
deuterostomes, but as sister to all remaining bilaterian taxa + Mnemiopsis, thus contra-
dicting a monophyletic clade of deuterostomes. A similar misplacement of these taxa was
found by Nesnidal et al. (2010), there seemingly reflecting a compositional bias in amino
acid composition. Both taxa show much fewer intron gains than all other deuterostomians
in our tree (Figure 5.17). Thus, the misplacement might be due to high loss rates of
conserved introns combined with a very limited gain of introns during early deuterostomian
evolution. The tree length difference to the constrained tree is not significant (Table 5.6, 2).
Interestingly, urochordates (Ciona), a taxon which was often misplaced in sequence-based
phylogenies (e. g. Bourlat et al. 2008; Mallatt et al. 2010), is consistently found within the
chordate partitions of the trees (Figure 5.14), in agreement with the new chordate phylogeny
(Delsuc et al. 2006). Here, intron evolution in the inferred common ancestor of vertebrates
and Ciona provided sufficient synapomorphic intron position changes to resolve this branch.
3. Coelomata vs. Ecdysozoa. Enforcing a Coelomata constraint (3a) yields significantly
worse trees compared to the unconstrained MP trees (tree lengths 13,961 vs. 13,838,
P < 0.0001). In contrast, an Ecdysozoa constraint results in a tree only 20 steps longer than
the unconstrained one and this difference is less significant. Thus, NIP data prefer the more
recent morphological concept of moulting animals over the Coelomata (see Mallatt et al.
2010; and references therein).
4. Arthropoda. Some arthropod taxa show unusual positions within the MP tree. First,
the mite Ixodes scapularis is placed as sister to all other ecdysozoans + platyhelminthes,
instead of at the basal split from all other arthropods. A tree search enforcing Arthropoda
yields significantly longer trees (4a, Table 5.6). The problematic position of I. scapularis is
likely caused by the unusually small fraction of younger introns present, compared to all
other ecdysozoan species analyzed (Figure 5.17).
Second, the monophyly of Hexapoda and of holometabolan insects is not recovered, by
grouping the hymenopterans together with paraneopterans and Daphnia as sister to all
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other holometabolans. Low support values and insignificantly longer trees when enforcing
Holometabola (4b) point to a currently unknown but specific problem as synapomorphic
NIPs were abundantly found for the relevant genomes.
Third, the two mosquito species A. aegypti and C. quinquefasciatus failed to group
together, but also do not require longer constrained trees (4c). Difficulties to arrange
the three mosquito species as expected might be due to the relatively short evolutionary
times between them in contrast to the relatively large distance to the next-related species
D. melanogaster.
5. Nematoda. A large number of intron gains supports the generally well resolved
branches of nematode genera (Figures 5.14 and 5.17), in accordance with the high speed of
intron evolution in this group (Coghlan and Wolfe 2004; Cho et al. 2004). The branching
order of Brugia malayi and Meloidogyne could not be resolved reliably, however, both
NIP and sequence-based analyses suggest Meloidogyne to result from the more basal split
(Figure 5.16) in concordance with another phylogenomic study (Philippe et al. 2004) but
contradicting Lartillot and Philippe (2008) and Mortazavi et al. (2010). Further studies
will show which topology is the best-supported hypothesis. Also the relations within the
genus Caenorhabditis could not be resolved as expected. Both the position of Brugia and
the alternative phylogeny of Caenorhabditis are not significantly supported (Table 5.6,
5a–b). Here, fast intron loss might distort phylogenetic inference.
6. Spiralia. We obtain from four trochozoan species only very few novel introns that
can be used to resolve the phyla Mollusca and Annelida (Figures 5.15 and 5.17). A second
problem is that Aplysia is highly under-represented within the ortholog dataset (Figure A.7).
At least, NIPs propose a common clade of trochozoan taxa but fail to resolve the split
into annelids and molluscs. Moreover, the platyhelminthes do not group as sister to the
trochozoans to build the clade of Spiralia. A corresponding constrained search, however, did
not require significantly longer trees. Possibly the speed of intron evolution was particularly
slow during the early radiation of molluscs and annelids, so that the origin of spiralian
phyla cannot be resolved using NIP markers.
5.4.4 Discussion
Near intron pair data extracted from a broad collection of animal genomes were utilized for
MP tree inference to explore the phylogenetic signal of NIPs to reconstruct deep metazoan
phylogeny.
The resulting trees deviate remarkably from contemporary hypotheses of metazoan
relationships. Major clades such as Bilateria, Ecdysozoa, Arthropoda, and Deuterostomia
could not be recovered notably due to a few unusually placed taxa (Mnemiopsis, Ixodes,
Ambulacraria). In addition, an assemblage of Cnidaria, Porifera, and Placozoa as sister to
Bilateria + Mnemiopsis was inferred, however, not with conclusive evidence.
Taxon sampling and missing data problem. On the one hand, taxa for the NIP
dataset were sampled to represent mainly deep metazoan branches, e. g. we included only
a few vertebrates and only one representative of Drosophila. On the other hand, within
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Figure 5.17: Contribution of individual taxa to the 12,244 parsimony-informative NIPs. The gray
bars indicate the number of NIPs in which a taxon is present in the corresponding partial alignments
(‘present’, percentages next to taxon names). The fraction in which a species additionally contributes
an intron position to a NIP is indicated in light blue (‘presentWI’). For the medium-blue colored
subset of these NIPs, the character could be polarized using the metazoan topology from Figure 5.15.
Finally, taxa are sorted according to the percentage of NIPs to which they contribute the younger
intron position (dark blue, ‘novel intron’). This fraction is necessarily smaller in particular for
outgroup species and the non-bilaterians. Original figure from Lehmann et al. (2013; Fig. 6).
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some important lineages the number of available genome data is still very limited (e. g.
Spiralia), and species sampling in part had to include uncommon representatives such as
Schistosoma (Berriman et al. 2009). Furthermore, gene coverage of the ortholog dataset
varies substantially between species (e. g. orthologs for A. californica are only present in
a fifth of the dataset). This may also in part result from the different qualities of species
data w.r.t. genome assembly and availability of orthology data and/or curated gene models
vs. Blast-based predictions and approximate gene structures via cross-species annotation.
For instance, the orthologs for the only ctenophore M. leidyi were predicted with the latter
variants but improvements can be expected from the more carefully constructed gene models
that have been released in the meantime (MGP Portal; Ryan et al. 2013).
In addition, the intron densities observed within the gene dataset vary considerably, e. g.
from less than 3 introns per gene for S. mediterranea, D. purpureum, and M. leidyi, up to
11 or 13 introns per gene for T. rubripes and P. pacificus, see Supplementary Figure A.7
for a comparison. In general, large differences of intron densities as expected between more
distantly related species may pose a problem for the correct inference of deep relationships
using intron positions as markers (Rogozin et al. 2005). Specifically, the NIP dataset of
12,244 parsimony-informative characters and 48 taxa had a rate of 78.9 % missing data.
Slightly more than half of such cases can be attributed to the absence of introns (43.2 %),
the remaining 35.7 % result from the absence of orthologous sequences.
Partial non-independence of NIP characters. Another caveat for the present anal-
ysis is that NIP characters in part depend on each other (see also section 4.1, paragraph
“Overlapping NIP characters”). This may be the case when NIP regions contain more than
one pair of introns. Among the 12,244 parsimony-informative NIPs, 3,445 (16.7 %) of the
involved intron positions are used more than once: 3,049 positions appear in two NIPs, 352
are used three times, 33 four times, 7 five times, and 4 are used six times. The dataset thus
comprises only 20,588 intron positions instead of the theoretically expected 24,488. When
the dataset was reduced to a subset where each intron was used only once, the amount of
informative characters was reduced by more than a third, and the resulting tree topology
was further impaired (see Supplementary Figure A.10).
Despite the problems discussed above, NIPs can in principle be used as phylogenetic
characters also within a broader phylogenetic context given that the corresponding changes
of spliceosomal intron positions seem to have happened quite regularly during metazoan
evolution irrespective of the large variation of intron density across genomes. The here
presented NIP-based MP analysis (Figure 5.14) suggests monophyletic, well-established
clades such as Cnidaria, Ambulacraria, Chordata, Vertebrata, Pancrustacea, Nematoda,
Platyhelminthes, and Trochozoa. However, only the bootstrap support of Ambulacraria,
Vertebrata, Pancrustacea, and Platyhelminthes, respectively, is above 90 %. At least, all
branchings of the strict consensus tree with a bootstrap support above 80 % are consistent
with contemporary animal phylogenies (Figure 5.15).
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Extended parsimony approach
Simple intron losses within the tree cannot be used as phylogenetic information within the
standard NIP approach, i. e., are treated as missing data. In an attempt to overcome this
potential limitation, the absence of both intron positions of a NIP was considered as a
third character state (zero) in an extended parsimony approach which adapts the Sankoff
parsimony algorithm (section 3.3), and is described in detail in section 4.4.
Three heuristic runs of tree search (simple taxon addition with subsequent NNI re-
arrangements) using the full dataset (73,593 NIPs, not only the parsimony-informative
characters) with homoplasy penalties of 1000, 100, and 10 were performed, respectively. To
obtain bootstrap values was not possible due to the large runtime for one run (about 170 h).
The results of this extended approach seems to be only of limited value (Supplementary
Figures A.3–A.5). All three runs resulted in a significantly worse topology than found
using two-state Wagner parsimony (Figure 5.14). They suggest that the incorporation of
absence states does not improve tree inference based on NIP characters. The consideration
of complete intron loss events at those NIP loci (weighted relative to NIP changes by means
of the penalty parameter) can be seen counterproductive to the utilization of the actual
NIP-encoded evolutionary signal.
Intron presence/absence analysis
Based on the same ortholog and alignment dataset, a data matrix of simple intron pres-
ence/absence patterns was derived. Corresponding tree searches upon this 0/1 matrix using
both the Dollo parsimony and Wagner parsimony method resulted in tree topologies clearly
worse than that inferred from the NIP data matrix, see Supplementary Figures A.8–A.9,
respectively.
Distance-based tree
Supplementary Figure A.11 displays the NIP dataset converted to pairwise distances
(UncorrectedP distance) and visualized as NeighborNet (Bryant and Moulton 2004) net-
work. It shows some aspects of the structure of the NIP dataset that are not that clearly
visible from the MP tree estimate: The nematodes (top, in orange color) except Trichinella
but also Pancrustacea (to the right, in blue) are well separated by longer branches from
the remaining taxa, indicating a faster evolution for these basal branches. Furthermore,
the Metazoa are clearly separated from the outgroup taxa, and distances from the root of
Metazoa seem to be reduced for diploblastic taxa, trochozoans, and platyhelminthes. One
might argue that Ecdysozoa is the result of a LBA artifact due to the more derived clades
of Pancrustacea and Nematoda, and thus, a consequence of systematic errors in the MP
approach.
ML tree with standard morphological model
Supplementary Figures A.12–A.13 show a ML tree as phylogram and cladogram, obtained
with RAxML using the standard model for morphological characters with the GAMMA model
of rate heterogeneity (BINGAMMA). The tree topology largely differs from the MP tree
(Figure 5.14) and contains a lot of misplaced taxa, also reflected in the very low bootstrap
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support for most of the branches. Furthermore, the branch leading to the nematodes
excluding Trichinella is strongly increased in length compared to all the other branches,
again indicating a faster evolution.
Here, an alternative ML approach seems promising that uses the site weight calibration
algorithm as implemented by RAxML (Berger et al. 2011; Fang et al. 2013) to weight the
characters and constrain the ML search results w.r.t. their degree of agreement with a
pre-specified (multifurcating) topology, e. g. describing the commonly-accepted clades of
the animal tree (cf. section 4.3).
5.4.5 Conclusion
The NIP approach proved useful to derive a working hypothesis of the metazoan phylogeny
using MP tree inference. In particular, the analysis of NIP characters appears superior to
an approach based on simple intron presence/absence data (see above). Thus, NIPs can be
added to the already available tool set of RGC markers.
However, this first NIP-based phylogenetic study of a large, ancient taxon (the Metazoa)
has uncovered also some methodical weaknesses. First, taxa close to the supposed root
of the tree and evolutionary periods of very low intron gain (here e. g. the lineages of
Mnemiopsis, Amphimedon, Hydra, Aplysia, Trichoplax, Strongylocentrotus, Nematostella,
and Saccoglossus (Figure 5.17) pose an objective challenge for NIP-based phylogenies. The
unusual branching of Ixodes might be similarly caused by the much smaller fraction of
novel introns in this taxon compared to all other ecdysozoans analyzed. Second, dedicated
evolutionary models for the NIP character are not available. Under these circumstances,
the necessary implementation of MP exaggerates LBA effects. Probably, this caused the
placement of Mnemiopsis as sister to the Pancrustacea, and the assemblage of several
diploblastic taxa. Third, the positions of the Caenorhabditis and the mosquito species as
well as that of Daphnia as sister to only some insect species might be caused by the highly
unequal rates of intron gain and loss during evolution (Carmel et al. 2007b; Krauss et al.
2008).
Whereas these facts might prevent successful application of the NIP approach to
datasets with many highly divergent taxa, they do not appear to disturb studies concerning
evolutionary splits of more comparable deepnesses (sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3).
However, rapid developments in high-throughput sequencing will allow for more high-
quality genome sequences of diverse metazoan lineages (including non-bilaterians) in the
near future, and so likely also for improved deep metazoan phylogeny reconstructions from
“quality data” (Osigus et al. 2013a) such as NIP patterns (Nosenko et al. 2013).
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The relatively rare changes of positions of spliceosomal introns have been used both for
the estimation of intron evolution and phylogenetic relationships, however with variable
success. A specific subset of these evolutionary changes are captured by near intron pair
(NIP) characters which are the central subject of this thesis. Defined as the occurrence
of mutually-exclusive intron presences at two nearby loci of homologous exonic or coding
sequence, the power of this novel class of a phylogenetic marker bases on the assumptions
that both the existence of short exons and independent intron gains into the same locus
are unlikely. This allows to confidently infer evolutionary changes of positions across short
distances from such observed patterns of nested nearby intron positions that can be used
for phylogenetic purposes. Near intron pairs clearly form a valuable type of phylogenetic
marker. This thesis also aims to clarify whether the NIP strategy is successful in obtaining
sufficient numbers of reliable character data. This question is answered by a number of case
studies that are presented in this thesis and summarized in the following section. They all
rely on a computational pipeline for NIP data extraction and management developed as
part of this thesis.
6.1 Summary
6.1.1 NIP extraction pipeline
Computational pipelines such as the one developed in this thesis (section 4.2 and Figure 4.3)
sufficiently reduce the amount of work necessary to collect a reliable character data matrix
from dozens of genomes or taxa and thousands of genes or alignments, and guarantee
practical applicability. The pipeline described here is based on several Perl scripts bundled
in the NIPutil package, and requires a command-line usage in UNIX environments. It
includes, aside from filtering NIPs according to a specified maximum intron position distance
(NIP distance, e. g. 31 or 49 nt) also the option to require a sufficient alignment quality
around intron loci that are part of the NIP in order to reduce alignment artifacts.
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6.1.2 NIPs to study mechanisms of intron gain
NIPs can be used to differentiate between intron gain and recurrent intron losses within
independent lineages. They furthermore provide a means of unambiguously identifying
recently gained introns. Thus, the specific subset of novel introns identified within the NIP
setting can be analyzed upon possible mechanisms of origins, as it was done in section 5.2
for the fruit fly genus Drosophila, a relatively recent radiation (40 Mya).
A NIP dataset of 31 NIP sites and 12 taxa with Drosophila melanogaster as reference
was obtained after a stringent computational filtering, extensive manual curation, and
PCR-based validation. Orthologous sequences from arthropod outgroup species allowed
to unambiguously polarize 17 NIPs, i. e., these are characterized by one ancestral and one
novel position of intron presence, respectively.
Based on the conservation of intronic sequences, but also on the evaluation of properties
of the NIP pattern such as the absence of an intermediate taxon with intron-less state,
the NIP distance (multiple of 3 nt), the nature of splice sites (tandem), or the existence
of additional cryptic splice sites, 9 out of 31 NIPs were identified to have resulted from
intron sliding. On the one hand, this seems surprising since earlier studies predicted intron
sliding to be a very rare event (Rogozin et al. 2000). On the other hand, frequent intron
sliding can be expected as a consequence of the high abundance of tandem splice sites (e. g.
GYRGYR/NAGNAG) in eukaryotic genes (Hiller et al. 2007; Sinha et al. 2010). In seven
cases there was evidence for intron gain by tandem duplication of exonic DNA containing a
proto-splice site (see section 2.1.3). However, the mechanisms causing more than half of the
NIPs identified in this Drosophila study remained unknown. In particular, and contrary
to expectations, no evidence was found for intron gain by the intron transposition model
via reverse-splicing (section 2.1.3) as proposed e. g. by Sverdlov et al. (2004b). It appears
that recent intron gain is predominantly caused by local mutations rather than insertions
of reverse-transcribed sequences.
6.1.3 NIPs as reliable phylogenetic markers
The phylogenetic application of NIPs has been introduced and established in this thesis via
different use cases that based on the initial observation of nested intron positions within
the γ subunit of the eIF2 gene (Krauss et al. 2005).
Holometabolic insects. The usage of this novel marker class of nearby intron positions
was then tested on a genome-scale dataset (758 genes) for holometabolic insects (7 taxa) and
selected metazoan outgroups (9 taxa), to specifically test different phylogenetic hypotheses
upon the evolutionary split of the major orders of Holometabola: Hymenoptera, Coleoptera,
and Diptera/Lepidoptera (section 5.1). The ortholog dataset of this first purely NIP-based
phylogenetic study was initially specifically constrained to include only genes that contained
at least one aberrant intron position between the hymenopteran bee Apis mellifera and the
coleopteran beetle Tribolium castaneum. As part of this study, a first automated approach
to NIP character extraction was developed that completely agreed with the results of the
extremely tedious and time-consuming manual predictions of all 135 selected NIPs with
mutually-exclusive presences between Apis and Tribolium.
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Of the 135 annotated NIPs, 22 supported a sister-group relationship of the Hymenoptera
(including Apis) and the remaining Holometabola (including Tribolium, Lepidoptera, and
Diptera) without any contrary evidence. This predicted position of Hymenoptera as resulting
from the basal split of Holometabola is in agreement with various other phylogenetic analyses
but contradicting the previously established view. The results demonstrate that NIPs can
offer a phylogenetic signal complementary to other markers such as substitution patterns of
primary sequences.
A subsequent study of my colleage Carina Eisenhardt then specifically looked at the
distribution of the herein obtained informative NIP characters for additional holometabolic
insect groups (Neuropterida, Strepsiptera, Mecoptera) via PCR-based cloning with degen-
erative primers, in order to gain insights into their role for the early evolutionary splitting
events. Among the synapomorphies found in support of specific taxa, four NIPs confirmed
the monophyly of polyphagan beetles, and two other NIPs supported a group of Coleoptera
and Neuropterida (Neuropteriformia).
The complementary usage of NIP data next to sequence-based analyses was also
successful when employed as part of the study on the phylogenetic position of twisted-
wing parasites (Strepsiptera) within Holometabola (section 5.3), that also included a
comprehensive characterization of a newly sequenced Strepsipteran (Mengenilla moldrzyki)
(Pohl et al. 2012; Niehuis et al. 2012). Based on a dataset extracted from 4,485 genes and 13
arthropod species including M. moldrzyki and an ancient beetle species (Priacma serrata),
maximum parsimony (MP) tree search using about 1,200 informative NIPs resulted in
exactly the same topology as inferred from the primary sequence data: Strepsiptera could
be placed as the closest-living relative of beetles. Thus, the NIP approach could contribute
to solve the long-standing enigma of the evolutionary roots of Strepsiptera.
Are NIPs useful for deep metazoan phylogeny? Phylogenetically informative NIPs
observed for other branches of the metazoan tree within the first two NIP studies for
Holometabola pointed to a general usability of NIP markers for character-based phylogenetic
reconstructions of the eukaryotic tree, and also at deeper phylogenetic levels, for instance
to resolve the relationships between the earliest branches of Metazoa, which still is a major
open question in animal phylogeny (Edgecombe et al. 2011; Nosenko et al. 2013).
In contrast to applying NIPs to specific metazoan sub-trees, the reconstruction of the
whole metazoan phylogeny is a computationally more challenging enterprise. The final NIP
case study presented in this thesis is based on a dataset comprising 45 animal genomes
from 12 phyla (section 5.4), and relies on an improved computational pipeline to extract
and process NIP characters. The broad range of taxa in this metazoan study increases the
importance of a reliable ortholog dataset and of the corresponding alignments underlying
the NIP characters. We here compiled the dataset based on a combination of already
available genomic and ortholog annotation data from Ensembl and Ensembl Compara
databases and a prediction of additional orthologs either by targeted ortholog search using
the HaMStR tool (Ebersberger et al. 2009) on annotated genomes, or—for a minor set of
taxa without annotations—using a Blast-based (Camacho et al. 2009) strategy together
with a subsequent annotation of orthologous gene structures with the help of exonerate
(Slater and Birney 2005).
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Despite the fact that MP tree search revealed a plausible working hypothesis for the
metazoan phylogeny even though there were complications such as a limited taxon sampling
and varying intron densities, the major clades of Bilateria, Ecdysozoa, Deuterostomia,
and Arthropoda were not recovered, notably as a consequence of unusual positions of
Mnemiopsis, Ixodes, and Ambulacraria. Concerning the earliest branches of the Metazoa,
the NIP-based MP topology predicted an assemblage of Cnidaria, Porifera, and Placozoa
as sister group of Bilateria + Mnemiopsis, however, not with conclusive evidence. Likely
caused by a sub-optimal ortholog dataset (e. g. missing data, selection of genes, quality of
gene models), LBA artifacts (Mnemiopsis), and the paucity of changes of intron positions
along some branches, the NIP approach so-far did not completely succeed in reconstructing
the (deep) phylogeny of the animal kingdom.
6.2 Limitations
Like any other set of phylogenetic markers investigated so far NIPs are no perfect markers
and come with their own set of problems.
NIP datasets are not homoplasy-free. Whereas it is to note that very short exons
are indeed known for at least some genes, e. g. the gene ‘dynactin p50’ (Ensembl transcript
ENST00000434715) with two short exons of lengths 9 and 6 nt conserved within vertebrates
(Hatje et al. 2011), the majority of exons is fairly far above 30–50 nt in length. For instance,
for the ortholog dataset underlying the NIP search in Metazoa (section 5.4), about 4.5 %
and 1.5 % of the internal exons are shorter than 50 and 32 nt, respectively. The fraction of
short exons is strongly species dependent, ranging from 0.5 % (Caenorhabditis brenneri) to
17.4 % (Meloidogyne hapla) for introns <50 nt, and from 0.09 % to 8.3 % for introns <32 nt
in the above dataset.
It is also to note that independent intron gains into the same (i. e. homologous) site
in different (or the same) lineages cannot be excluded, and have been observed in some
studies (e. g. Klopfstein and Ronquist 2013). However, these cases are rare, especially when
compared to independent/multiple intron losses. Notably, intron sliding as a mechanism
for NIP origin which probably accounts in particular for many of the very closely spaced
NIPs, can lead to an increased amount of homoplasy in the dataset.
NIP character dependencies. The lack of independence of pairwise NIP patterns due
to overlapping (section 4.1) may be seen as another limitation. It may cause an over-estimate
of confidence and reliability measures due to the re-use of individual intron positions for
several pairs which may give some patterns or positions from intron-rich alignment regions
a higher weight. We did not opt for a multi-state NIP approach to eliminate these character
dependencies in this thesis, as complex overlapping scenarios of intron positions make it
impractical to determine reasonable cut-offs for their alignment source intervals. As an
alternative, an optional weighting scheme was included in intronPairMatrix.pl in order
to weigh down or even exclude such interdependent characters. On a previous metazoan
dataset (section 5.4), the individual weighting of NIPs did, however, not have any significant
effect on inferred tree results.
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No dedicated evolutionary model for NIP-based phylogenies. The lack of a well-
parametrized model of NIP formation precludes the use of modern stochastic methods
of phylogeny reconstruction (ML, BI) and dictates the use of MP methods, which are
more vulnerable to artifacts such as LBA (e. g. Anderson and Swofford 2004). Nevertheless,
standard evolutionary models for binary state characters (with equal transition costs)
but also distance-matrix methods could be applied to NIP data matrices, as well. ML
tree results from NIP data can possibly be improved when using a weighted approach
incorporating known relationships (section 4.3).
Limited phylogenetic scope of the NIP approach. So far, NIPs have turned out to
be useful and informative at class and phylum level in animal phylogeny. Clearly, they
lose power both at small time scales (because intron insertion becomes very rare, e. g.,
within the Drosophila genus) and at very large time scales (because sequences become too
divergent for homologous CDS positions to be determined with sufficient reliability, as to
be expected, e. g., for kingdom level eukaryote phylogeny). The usage of NIPs to infer
relationships between taxa encompassing different eukaryote kingdoms (e. g. animals, fungi,
and plants) or supergroups (Adl et al. 2012) will likely be limited due to insufficient amounts
of reliable orthologous gene data sets at those phylogenetic or taxonomic deepnesses, and
thus insufficient numbers of informative characters for the branches of interest. This lack of
informative changes is also likely due to the highly different extent of intron losses that
must have happened in the different major lineages of Eukarya, such as most unicellular
eukaryotes which have a very low intron density, or the relatively intron-rich animals and
plants.
For instance, the re-use of the ortholog and alignment data set of Csu˝ro¨s et al. (2011;
245 genes from 99 taxa across three supergroups) yielded a number of 2,876 parsimony-
informative NIPs (of distances <32 nt) whose phylogenetic signal primarily concerned
the branches within animals, fungi, and plants, and which failed to resolve deep-level
relationships among them (Figure 6.1).
In addition to the difficulty to find reliable orthologs, their exon-intron structure may
be hard to compare in the presence of additional or differing protein domains and protein
domain re-shuﬄing especially expected between distant homologs (Forslund et al. 2011).
6.3 Outlook
Higher-order/structural characters derived from genome data such as the NIP marker
presented in this thesis will become more important in the field of phylogenetics in the near
future. This follows by the ever increasing availability of high-quality full-genome sequences
of diverse or lineage-specific eukaryotes that await to be analyzed in the comparative setting
with other species, that, however, often lead to conflicting or inconclusive results based on
standard sequence-based phylogenetic analyses alone (Osigus et al. 2013a; Nosenko et al.
2013). Methodological improvements and further application of the NIP approach are
conceivable in several directions.
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Figure 6.1: Majority rule consensus cladogram of a preliminary NIP-based MP search re-using
the 99-taxon alignment dataset of Csu˝ro¨s et al. (2011). Taxon abbreviations are as in Csu˝ro¨s et al.
(2011; Fig. 1). The tree is rooted using the clade of Archaeplastida (land plants and green algae) as
outgroup, and visualized with the help of FigTree (Rambaut 2012).
Search for novel introns in other evolutionarily young taxa. The presented NIP-
based screen for novel introns (section 5.2) may be promising also within other recently
diverged species groups, such as nematodes (Caenorhabditis) or mammals.
Selection of NIP distance constraint. Minimal exon sizes may vary by clade so that
the maximal distance of NIPs could be adjusted lineage-specifically in order to minimize
the chance of incorporating co-existing (ancestral) intron positions. Alternatively, NIPs
could be weighted according to their distances.
Source of reliable NIPs: improvements for assignments of orthology. Further
improvements in the computational ortholog prediction and NIP extraction pipelines could
address the reliability of the genes’ orthology assignments. The phenomenon of alternative
splicing was not explicitly considered in the present approach to that effect that for the
ortholog datasets, the longest transcript isoform of a gene was usually chosen. While
this approach is feasible given the stringent alignment quality filtering criteria and when
trusting datasets from established ortholog databases, the possible consequences should
not be underestimated, and to assess orthology at the level of transcripts or domains (e. g.
Christinat and Moret 2012; Gabaldo´n and Koonin 2013) would be more appropriate in the
context of gene structure comparisons.
Additionally, the inclusion of in-paralogs (section 5.3) or the restriction to one to one
orthologs (section 5.4) may have an influence on the amount of non-phylogenetic signal
contained in the final data matrix. The strategy to merge the NIP states of in-paralogs
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proved applicable but may also introduce artifacts or homoplasy for species tree inference,
depending on the concrete taxon dataset.
Even though the NIP approach has been so far unsuccessful to resolve for instance the
early metazoan relationships (section 5.4), a growing number of (also non-bilaterian animal)
genomes and their annotations will be available in the near future, and thus will allow for
a denser taxon sampling in phylogenomic studies. This can be useful w.r.t. at least three
aspects, namely
• to obtain a more reliable ortholog dataset even across larger evolutionary distances;
• to reveal more traces of intron position changes (NIP events) that otherwise might
have remained undetected due to secondary intron losses in only some representative
taxa;
• to trace cases of intron sliding with less uncertainty for closely-related taxa (via
sequence similarities).
Finally, future NIP studies likely will contribute to obtaining a more complete picture of
the mechanisms and course of intron evolution and eukaryotic phylogeny.
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NIPutil-Perl-package – Utilities for NIP character extraction and analysis
http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/~joe/NIPutil
Near intron pairs and the metazoan tree
http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/publications/supplements/11-003
Lehmann, J., Stadler, P. F. & Krauss, V. (2013). Near Intron Pairs and the Metazoan Tree. Mol
Phyl Evol , 66, 811–823.
Genomic and morphological evidence converge to resolve the enigma of Strep-
siptera
http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/publications/12-004
Niehuis, O., Hartig, G., Grath, S., Pohl, H., Lehmann, J., Tafer, H., Donath, A., Krauss, V.,
Eisenhardt, C., Hertel, J., Petersen, M., Mayer, C., Meusemann, K., Peters, R. S., Stadler, P. F.,
Beutel, R. G., Bornberg-Bauer, E., McKenna, D. D. & Misof, B. (2012). Genomic and morphological
evidence converge to resolve the enigma of Strepsiptera. Curr Biol , 22, 1309–1313.
Some novel intron positions in conserved Drosophila genes are caused by intron
sliding or tandem duplication
http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/publications/supplements/09-036
Lehmann, J., Eisenhardt, C., Stadler, P. F. & Krauss, V. (2010). Some novel intron positions in
conserved Drosophila genes are caused by intron sliding or tandem duplication. BMC Evol Biol ,
10, 156.
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http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/publications/supplements/07-022
Krauss, V., Thu¨mmler, C., Georgi, F., Lehmann, J., Stadler, P. F. & Eisenhardt, C. (2008). Near
intron positions are reliable phylogenetic markers: an application to holometabolous insects. Mol
Biol Evol , 25, 821–830.
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Table A.1: Table of NIP data
nt FBgn
(FlyBase
gene ID)
Plesiomorphic intron
(confirmed by ESTs if
bold)
Apomorphic intron
(confirmed by ESTs if
bold)
Intron-less Apomorphic
subtree-node
RT-
PCR
origin Gene name
conservation score
2 0031216 1927-1: vir, moj, gri
1928-0: mel, sim, sec,
yak, ere, ana, per, pse,
wil
Aga, Cpi, Aae Unknown CG11376
0.932
2 0036142 456-2: vir, moj, gri
456-0: wil, per, pse,
ana, ere, yak, sec, sim,
mel
Aga, Cpi, Phu,
Gmo (457-2)
Putative sliding CG7616
0.955
3 0003607 117-1: gri, vir, moj, wil,
ana
118-1: mel, sim, sec,
yak, ere, pse, per
(5, 9) Sliding Su(var)2-5, CG8409
0.887
3 0015572 5-2: mel, sim, ere, yak,
ana, wil, moj, vir
4-2: per, pse 9 pse, per Putative sliding Alpha-esterase 4, CG1082
0.779
3 0032087 20-1: mel, sec, sim,
yak,ere, ana, per, pse,
wil, moj, vir
19-1: gri D.grimshawi Putative sliding CG9568
0.783
3 0032261 56-0: wil, gri, vir, moj 55-0: ana, per, pse,
(mel, sim, sec, yak, ere)
3 Sliding CG6094
0.916
3 0032504 198-2: mel, sim, ere
199-2: pse, per
ana, wil, vir Unknown CG16970
1.000
3 0037757 615-1: per, pse, wil,
moj, vir, gri
616-1: mel, sec, ere,
yak, ana
4 Sliding CG8516
0.843
3 0052081 4-2: ana
5-2: mel, sim, yak, ere
(wil, vir, moj
excluded from
alignment)
Putative sliding CG32081
0.868
5 0046689 15-0: mel, sim, sec, per,
pse, yak, ere
16-2: ana (ere annotation
manually improved)
D.ananassae ana Putative sliding Tak1-like 1, CG31421
0.752
6 0019809 253-0: moj, vir, gri, wil,
sec, sim, mel, yak, ere,
ana
255-0: pse, per 9 Sliding gcm2, CG3858
0.958
6 0031395 40-0: mel, sim, sec, yak,
ere, ana, pse, per, wil
42-0: gri, moj, vir
Putative sliding CG10874
0.891
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Table A.1 – Continued
nt FBgn
(FlyBase
gene ID)
Plesiomorphic intron
(confirmed by ESTs if
bold)
Apomorphic intron
(confirmed by ESTs if
bold)
Intron-less Apomorphic
subtree-node
RT-
PCR
origin Gene name
conservation score
6 0035879 103-1: pse, per, ere,
yak, sim, sec, mel
105-1: ana (wil vir moj gri
excluded from
alignment)
Sliding CG7112
0.851
9 0032821 1197-0: mel, sim, sec,
yak, ere, ana, pse, per,
wil, vir, gri
1200-0: moj D.mojavensis Sliding CdGAPr, CG10538
0.814
9 0034221 396-1: yak
399-1: mel, sim sec
Sliding CG10764
0.809
9 0038302 68-2: mel, sim, sec, yak,
ere, ana, per, pse, gri,
moj, vir
65-2: wil D.willistoni Putative sliding CG4210
0.783
10 0030661 211-0: ana 214-1: wil mel, sim, sec, yak,
ere, pse, per, vir,
moj
Exon
duplication
CG8105
0.852
12 0033734 420-0: ana, pse, per,
wil, Phu, Bmo
419-0: mel, sim, sec,
yak, ere
423-0: vir, moj, gri
Aga, Aae, Cpi 5
10
Sliding CG8520
0.897
14 0035965 48-2: gri, moj, vir, Aga,
Aae, Cpi, Gmo, Phu,
Bmo
44-0: wil mel, sim sec, yak,
ere, ana, per, pse
D.willistoni Unknown Use1, CG14181
0.866
15 0001124 119-0: sec, sim, mel,
ere, yak, ana, per, pse,
gri, vir, moj, Bmo, Phu,
Tca, Gmo
124-0: wil D.willistoni Sliding CG8430, Got1
1.000
16 0033686 53-2: gri, moj, vir
59-0: wil
mel, sim, sec, yak,
ere, ana, pse, per
Unknown piRNA methyltransferase,
CG12367
0.836
21 0029747 200-0: mel, sim, sec,
yak, ere, wil
207-0: vir, moj, (gri)
pse, per, ana Exon
duplication
CG5062
0.810
21 0030055 87-0: mel, sim, ere, sec,
yak, ana, wil (pse,per)
94-0: gri, moj, vir
(manually aligned) Putative sliding CG12772
0.770
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Table A.1 – Continued
nt FBgn
(FlyBase
gene ID)
Plesiomorphic intron
(confirmed by ESTs if
bold)
Apomorphic intron
(confirmed by ESTs if
bold)
Intron-less Apomorphic
subtree-node
RT-
PCR
origin Gene name
conservation score
22 0032517 213-2: sec, sim, mel,
ere, yak, ana, pse, moj,
vir , gri
221-0: wil D.willistoni Unknown CG7099
0.832
23 0033247 38-0: sec, sim, mel, ere,
yak, ana, pse, per moj,
vir, gri, Isc, Gmo, Bmo,
Aga, Aae, Cpi, Phu,
Tca
45-2: wil D.willistoni Unknown CG8722, Nup44A
0.949
24 0034793 21-0: sec, mel, ere, yak,
ana, pse, per, moj, vir,
gri
29-0: wil D.willistoni Putative sliding asrij, CG13533
0.870
27 0001185 44-2: wil
53-2: ana
mel, sim, sec, yak,
ere, pse, per, vir,
moj, gri
Unknown hermaphrodite, CG4694
0.775
28 0031773 155-0: mel, sim, sec,
yak, ere, ana, pse, per,
wil, Aae, Aga, Cpi, Tca
164-1: vir, moj, gri 10 Unknown CG9144
1.000
30 0038300 44-0: wil
54-0: gri, moj, vir
mel, (sim), sec, yak,
ere, ana, pse, per,
Isc, Aga, Aae, Gmo,
Bmo, Phu, Tca
Exon
duplication
CG4203
0.979
30 0050101 241-0: sec, sim, mel,
ere, yak, ana, pse, per,
moj, vir, gri
251-0: wil D.willistoni Exon
duplication
CG30101
0.993
31 0002526 1460-0: mel, sim, sec,
yak
1449-2: gri, moj, vir
ere, ana, pse, per,
wil, Api, Tca, Aga,
Cpi, Nvi, Ame, Aae,
Bmo
Exon
duplication
Laminin A, CG10236
0.940
Intron positions with species names in bold letters indicate that these positions are supported by EST hits. Abbreviations: mel=Drosophila melanogaster, sim=D. simu-
lans, sec=D. sechellia, yak=D. yakuba, ere=D. erecta, ana=D. ananassae, pse=D. pseudoobscura, per=D. persimilis, wil=D. willistoni, vir=D. virilis, moj=D. mojavensis,
gri=D. grimshawi, Aae=Aedes aegypti, Aga=Anopheles gambiae, Api=Acyrthosiphon pisum, Cpi=Culex pipiens, Bmo=Bombyx mori, Tca=Tribolium castaneum, Ame=Apis
mellifera, Nvi=Nasonia vitripennis, Phu=Pediculus humanus, Gmo=Glossina morsitans.
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2
1
characters (from left to right): 
(1) branch-supporting (inode 2)
(2) branch-supporting (inode 3)
(3) inconsistent (inode 2)
(4) uninformative, non-polarizable
(5) uninformative, but autapomorphic (taxon 4)
 MATRIX
        taxon1  11111
        taxon2  111?1
        taxon3  2?22?
        taxon4  22222
        taxon5  ?21??
        ;
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Parsimony reconstructions
(unordered)
taxon 1 taxon 2 taxon 3 taxon 4 taxon 5
inode 1
inode 2
inode 3
root
Figure A.1: Illustration of the terminology using an artificial example comprising 5 taxa and
5 near intron pair (NIP) characters. For simplicity taxon 1 has character state ’1’ at all sites (i.e.,
intron presence at the upstream position). Characters (1)-(3) are parsimony-informative. Character
(5) is counted as autapomorphy for taxon 4 as this NIP could be polarized. A character is polarizable
w.r.t. a certain tree topology (rooted by a known outgroup), if the ancestral state can be inferred
parsimoniously. For this, we require that the character can be mapped onto a specific internal (or
external in the case of autapomorphies) branch marking the transition from ancestral to derived
state, i.e., at least two terminal taxa that are outside of the derived clade and whose last common
ancestor is also the ancestor of the derived clade must have the ancestral state, and the derived state
is exclusively observed within the derived clade. Note that these ancestral-state terminal taxa do
not necessarily have to include any outgroup taxa used to root the tree. In our setting, a polarized
parsimony-informative character is counted as supporting a certain internal node or branch leading
to that node (synapomorphy) if taxa with the derived state are observed at least once in every
single child clade of that node (exception: multifurcations). In case of additional ancestral-state
taxa among the derived subclade, we denote the character as inconsistent w.r.t. the branch leading
to the otherwise derived clade. Thus, a branch can have (supporting but) inconsistent character
distributions only if at least one of its child nodes is a non-terminal taxon.
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Figure A.2: Proportion of NIPs involving short internal exons (i.e., both intron positions present
for a taxon) as a function of NIP distances (d). Data are based on an extended NIP dataset (d < 70).
For d < 37, this fraction is smaller than 9% for each NIP distance. The average proportion of
excluded NIPs from the corresponding dataset with d < 32 is 3.4%, in comparison to 9.4% for the
extended dataset.
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Dictyostelium purpureum
Mnemiopsis leidyi
Coprinopsis cinerea
Monosiga brevicollis
Aedes aegypti
Culex quinquefasciatus
Anopheles gambiae
Drosophila melanogaster
Tribolium castaneum
Bombyx mori
Apis mellifera
Nasonia vitripennis
Acyrthosiphon pisum
Rhodnius prolixus
Pediculus humanus
Daphnia pulex
Trichoplax adhaerens
Amphimedon queenslandica
Hydra magnipapillata
Nematostella vectensis
Saccoglossus kowalevskii
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus
Branchiostoma floridae
Homo sapiens
Monodelphis domestica
Danio rerio
Takifugu rubripes
Ixodes scapularis
Helobdella robusta
Capitella teleta
Aplysia californica
Lottia gigantea
Ciona intestinalis
Ciona savignyi
Trichinella spiralis
Schmidtea mediterranea
Schistosoma japonicum
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Figure A.3: MP tree topology obtained with extended parsimony approach (homoplasy penalty
10) using all 73,593 NIPs. Heuristic search was done with sequential addition (fix order), and
subsequent NNI rearrangements.
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Figure A.4: MP tree topology obtained with extended parsimony approach (homoplasy penalty
100) using all 73,593 NIPs. Heuristic search was done with sequential addition (fix order), and
subsequent NNI rearrangements.
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Figure A.5: MP tree topology obtained with extended parsimony approach (homoplasy penalty
1000) using all 73,593 NIPs. Heuristic search was done with sequential addition (fix order), and
subsequent NNI rearrangements.
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Figure A.6: BI consensus tree as obtained from conserved amino acid alignment columns and
PhyloBayes. Posterior probability values are given above the corresponding branches.
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Figure A.7: Distribution of total intron numbers (red) and introns involved in parsimony-
informative NIPs across all taxa. Taxa are sorted according to the overall intron density (average
number of introns per gene) from the full ortholog input dataset (4,405), which is displayed together
with the number of ortholog datasets the taxon contributes to (in parentheses). Small total numbers
of introns (and consequently few intron positions participating in NIPs) can be explained by a
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Figure A.8: MP strict consensus tree from conserved intron positions (intron presence/absence with Dollo-
parsimony). From all 4,405 alignments, the conserved intron positions (gap-free amino acid alignment around
intron position (window of 3 aa) and conservation score cutoff 0.5) were collected (44,235 characters) and utilized in
heuristic tree searches with Dollo parsimony as character type (16,909 parsimony-informative characters). Bootstrap
support (in percent) are given above the corresponding internal branches (in blue), a star indicates 100 % support.
Additionally, for peach internal branch, the numbers of synapomorphic distributions are displayed, separately for
intron gains (+) and losses (−). At the terminal branches, the number of exclusive (autapomorphic) intron gains
and losses is displayed (strict consensus tree length=57,070, CI=0.296, RI=0.878).
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Figure A.9: MP strict consensus tree from conserved intron positions (cf. fig. A.8) using Wagner
parsimony (16,357 parsimony-informative characters, unordered, equal weights). Bootstrap percent-
ages are given above the corresponding internal branches (in blue), a star indicates 100 % support.
Additionally for each internal branch, the numbers of synapomorphic distributions are displayed,
separately for intron gains (+) and losses (−). At the terminal branches, the number of exclusive
(autapomorphic) intron gains and losses is displayed (strict consensus tree length=40,988, CI=0.399,
RI=0.686).
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Figure A.10: MP strict consensus tree as result of MP search with the subset of 7,630 non-
overlapping parsimony-informative NIPs. Bootstrap support (in percent) is given above the corre-
sponding branches (in blue). A star denotes 100% support.
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Figure A.11: NeighborNet network inferred from the full metazaon NIP dataset (73,593 NIPs). The
pairwise distances between taxa were calculated using the UncorrectedP distance and NeighborNet
visualization of SplitsTree. Taxa are color-labeled according to taxonomic positions. Abbreviations
as in Table A.2.
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Figure A.12: ML tree phylogram as obtained from NIP characters and RAxML using the binary
state and GAMMA model of rate heterogeneity (BINGAMMA) with rapid bootstrapping (100
replicates). Bootstrap percentages are given above the corresponding branches.
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Figure A.13: ML tree cladogram as obtained from NIP characters and RAxML. This is the cladogram
version of the ML tree in Figure A.12.
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Table A.2: Data sources of used species, given with abbreviations and applied ortholog prediction methods.
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Target taxon Reference species for HaMStR-search
Bflo Spur,Csav,Drer,Hsap,Dmel,Cele,Tadh
Bmal Ppac,Cele,Tspi,Dmel,Sman,Spur
Ctel Sman,Dmel,Cele,Tadh,Nvec,Spur
Ccin Aque,Tadh,Nvec,Dmel,Cele,Sman,Spur
Dpur Aque,Tadh,Nvec,Dmel,Cele,Sman
Hrob Sman,Dmel,Cele,Tadh,Nvec,Spur
Hbac Ppac,Cele,Tspi,Dmel,Sman,Spur
Lgig Sman,Dmel,Cele,Tadh,Nvec,Spur
Mhap Ppac,Cele,Tspi,Dmel,Sman,Spur
Minc Ppac,Cele,Tspi,Dmel,Sman,Spur
Mbre Aque,Tadh,Nvec,Dmel,Cele,Sman,Spur
Nvit Amel,Tcas,Dmel,Apis,Cele,Tadh,Spur
Sjap Sman,Dmel,Cele,Tadh,Nvec,Spur
Table A.3: Subset of reference species (ranked list) used for the targeted ortholog search with HaMStR.
Target taxon Ref. species for Blast-search #final candidates/groups (#targets) #refined CDS
Acal Sman,Cele,Dmel,Tadh 885 (904) 9
Hmag Nvec,Tadh,Dmel,Cele 1,988 (2,027) 1,179
Mlei Tadh,Nvec,Dmel,Cele 1,847 (1,871) 4
Rpro Apis,Isca,Dmel,Cele 2,900 (2,921) 32
Skow Spur,Csav,Dmel,Cele 1,990 (2,007) 1,435
Smed Sman,Cele,Dmel,Tadh 1,730 (2,023) 23
Table A.4: Number of identified ortholog candidates for Blast-based taxa. Reference species (ranked
order) used for the tblastn/blastp searches are shown. The total numbers of identified top-scoring genes (1
per group) fulfilling the (reciprocity) constraints are shown (with the number in brackets including also
secondary hits), as well as the numbers of cases with refined CDS annotation by spliced-alignment with a
mapped target protein.
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